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THOS. RYAN FACES CRIMINAL
CHARGE FOR SHARE IN LOOT
FROM FERRIES RAILWAY CO.
His Case is Not Outlawed and Jerome
May be Compelled to Proceed
Against Him.
New 'York, Oct. 12.—Thomas For-
tune Ryan, the dominating figure in
the financial world today faces trial
by jury ou a charge of grand larceny.
Examination of the criminal stat-
utes disclosed the fact that Ryan has
not by any mean, escaped responsibil-
ity for -his shares in the loot of the
Ferries Railway company, nor have
hie living aesociates in the transac-
tion, Dolan and Widener, of Philadel-
phia.
The statute of limitations, which it
was thought sheltered these captains
of enance from prosecution, requires
that all persona accused of crime, who
reside outside the state in which the
crinae was committed, shall reside
continuously for five years in the state
before the offense charged against
them is outlawed. Otherwise, all the
time which they spend•outside the SCHOOL LIBRARY
the period stipulated by the statute. .
Ryan, Dolan and Widener are all
non-residents of New York—Ryan's MOVEMENT STARTS
legal residence being in Virginia. and
Dolan and Widener being residents
of Pennsylvania. Consequently, all
of the time that the three have spent
out of New York since the looting of
the Ferries railway meta be deducted
from the five years that elapsed. on
May 11, 1,07, since the commission
of the crime, and this leaves all three
well within the grip of the law.
Backiag up this important provi-
sion of the law Is a high authoritY—
a recent decision of the supreme court
of Missouri, which lays upon District
Attorre y Jerome the duty of imme-
diately presenting the names of Ryan.
Dolan and Widener to the grand jury
The loot of the Wall and Cortlandt
Street Ferries Railway company,
which Ryan, on the sworn confession
of Anthony N. Brady. receleed $111,-
652.78 of the balance of $965.607.19
Paid to Brady for The franchise of the
road—t250.000 being the real cost 01
the rote' and what Brady received for
himself—was consummated on May
ee, 191,2, the day that Brady received
the check and cut up the melon. Un-
der the ordinary operallon of the
statute of limitations the crime was
outlawed on May 22, 1907.
state shall be deducted in computing
SAWING THROUGH BARS
Of County Jail Eight Eiscape--elevert
teen Refuse to Take Advantage.
Aberdeen S. D., Oct. 12.—Eight
prisoners in the eounty jail here,
waiting trial for various offenses,
ranging from petty theft to highway
robbery, escaped last night by sawing
through the bars of a window. Seven
teen others refused to take advantage
of the opportunity to escape. None
of the escanped prisoners has been
reapturee.
Three Burglars Lynched.
Tunica, miss., Oct. 12 --Three ne-
groin; from Memphis, named Will
Jackson, Jim Shoots. and George Rob-
inson, were taken from jail here at
an earl)- hour *this morning and
lynetied, their offense being a num-
ber of burglaries that they confessed
to. some of them having been perpet-
rated in this community Jackson
and Shoots were hanged to the arm
of a telegraph pole In front of the
depot, and Robinson was shot down
as he attempted to escape. His body
le somewhere in the woods near here
Sante Fe Guilty of Rebates.
San Francisco, Oct. 12.—After
brief delineration, the jury in the
ease of the Santa Fe Railroad com-
pany, charged with rebating ship-
ments, today rendered a verdict of
guilty-on all the counts enumerated
in the indictments found by the grand
jury. The maximum tette for the of-
fense charged is $1.1.00,4)0.0, and the
minimum is $66,000.
New l'ogk's Bad Blaze.
NfIW York, Oct. 12. --Damage to
the extent of $150,000 by fire, which
destroyed a six-story building in
Grand street this morning. Nearly 20
commercial manufacturing firms burn
ed out. Three fire companies were
caught by a hack draught and several
men were burned.
Heavy Prost Coining.
The first real cold snap of the sea-
son began early this morning and all
day the temperature has been down-
sand. A cold wind has been blowing
fioni the northeast which makes it
all the more disagreeable. The
weather bureau sent out a bulletin
at noon predicting colder weather
with a heavy frost tonight,
Socialist Guilty of Treason.
Leipeio,-Germeny, Oct. 12.—Dr.
Carl Lieknecht, socialist leader, to-
day was toned guilty of treason in
writing his noted pimphlet. "Curse
of Militarism.".. following a sensa-
tional trial, which lasted almost a
week. He was pentenced to 18
months' Imprisonment, as a first-
class prisoner in some military for.
tress.
International Match. •
Manchester, Mass., Oct. 12.--e-A
wedding' of international importance
wee eelebrited today when Mimi Am
McMillan, daughter of the late Sena-
tor MeMillan of Michigan. was mar-
ried to Col Sir John Lane Harring-
ton, British minister to Abyssinia.
IN THIS COUNTY
A move towards installing private
school libraries in every county
school was launched last night when
an entertainment at Arcadia school
district, No. n. was given and a neat
sum ra'eed. It is the intention to re-
peat these entertainments every
month until enough money la secured
to Install a.library. Attorney Wiliam
Marble, who is deeply interested in
schools and education, delivered an
address, which was a feature of the
evening. He was followiti by pupil.
In recitations, and the evening was
most picesantly passed. To install li-
braries in each school was suggested
some time ago, but no action taken
until the Arcadia school arranged a
prOgram. Now that the move is launch
ed, it Is expected that other schools




Henderson, Oct. 12.— Lax W. Pow
ell. county clerk of Henderson coun-
ty. was arrested and held over to the
grand jury charged with throwing
rocks through cars manned by strike-
breakers. A woman ancntwo children
on the car had a narrow escape Minn
mucks hurled through the windows.
Half of the cars are running with p0-
-lice protecticn.
Gone to Niece's Funeral.
Mrs. T. IT. Puryear. 944 Jefferson
street, was called to Clarksville
Tenn., yesterday by the death of her
niece. Miss Rosa Smith. who had
been hopelessly III for several years.
but had borne her great suffering
with beautiful fortitude. Mies Smith
was a lovable, attractive girl who had
made many friends in Paducah on her
visits here. She leaves a mother, Mrs.
Lacy Smith, of Clarksville who is
frequently a visitor In Paducah, and
a brother. Mr. Carroll Smith, of the
Philippines, but formerly living here.
Mrs. Samuel Hubbard and Messrs. Pe-
ter and Marshall Puryear are her first
cousins and she has other more die
taut relatives here. as well as a num-
ber of near relatives In Clarkeville
and Nashville. Mrs. Puryear was ac-
companied by Mr. Jamie Paxton who
went to attend the funeral.
Amos Parker Dies.
Mr. Amos Parker, of Rosteington
Ky., died yesterday merning at 9
o'clock of appendicitis after a short
illness. He was 33 3-ears old, and
had resided In this end of the state
all his lift.. He was a eon of Mr.
Nina Parker, and besides a mother
and father, leaves a wife, three
brothers, three sisters and an infant
hild. The funeral was held this af-
ternoon at 1 n'eloeit at New Liberty
church. The burial waa in Carneal
cemetery.
Vicious Dog Is Killed.
Detective • Will Baler killed a
°lack c.ar dog this moieties at Eighth
eel *nests after -it 'had
bitten enteral children. Yesterday
afternoon the dog tet the Inele son
of Mr. Lee Rose, and had bitien three
other children the previous day.
•
Visiting Committees Sent Out From Headquarters to INFANTICIDE IS SUSPECTED
Wait Upon the "Weak-Kneed" Democrats by Leaders AND CORONER IS INQUIRING
INTO PARENTAGE OF CHILD
"Possum And Sweet Taters."
The market this morning was fully
up to the Saturday standard, a seem-
ingly unlimited quantity of produce
being displayed on the different
benches. Besides the vegetables and
meats that are on sale conetantln.
"'possum and Were" awl pork and
turnips were the season's delicacies
most prominently displayed. The
..........••••••••
'possums on sale today were the trot
of the season, the rule being that the
'possum must not be-eatee until after
the first frost. They were selling at
from 25 to 50 cents, according to
size. The cool nights have brought
out the first pork from the farmers
several nice pieces of the meat being
,on sale today.
IR. G. D. SCYSTER rRAISULI HOLDING
WILL MAKE GREAT GOVERNOR IN JAIL
RACE FOR SENATOR IN MAGADOR CITY
The Republicans of the Third sena-
torial district composed of Livingston.
Lyon. Trigg and Calloway counties,
have become greatly encouraged over
the political outlook and have decid-
ed to place a candidate on the Repute
,Ican ticket for state senator against
Conn Linn, the -Democratic nominee
says the Livingston Echo. The Re-
publicans have been threatening to
name a candidate for some time, but
rested on their guns too long to do
so by convention. The only way now
to nominate Is by petition requiring
one hundred names of voters in the
district.
The Republicans heretofore have
conceded the district to be Democrat-
ic and hardly worth the while to
same a candidate, but as the state
campaign progresses there is every
indication of a sweeping victory
against the Frankfort machine and
all who are identified with it. Mr
Scyster has consented to allow his
name used which means new strength
to the ticket locally. He is a mer-
chant and one of the most successful
business men of the county. He will
receive every Republican vote and
every independent vote cast where
he is personally known.
Punished Boy Too Severely.
Rudolph Nit: ler, assistant teacher
in the Farley school house, districi
No. 5, In Tyler. was fined $1 by Coun-
ty Judge R. T. Lightfoot this morning
for administering too severe punish-
ment on Eddie Williams, an eight-
year-old boy, who teased girls
•
BURGLARY AT BENTON.
Benton, Ky.. Oct. 12. (Special I—
Sometime during last night burglars
entered the jewelry store of 1 tilley
& Morgan. and stole $20 worth of
Tangier, Oct. 12.— Tidings receiv-
ed here from Southern MorOcco are
anything but reassuring for the "pac-
ification" of this distracted empire. It
would apposes from creditable native
sources that the famous chieftain,
Caid Anful Oos Rasuli of the south,
has occupied Mogador and thrown the
local governor representing the Sul-
tan Ab El Axis, tato jail, and assum-
ed control of that important strate-
gic point. Two French warships have
been hastily dispatched from Tangier.
to control the situation at Mogador,
but the best informed here. knowinn
the character of Caid Anful Oos, are
convinced that be will resist interven-
tion and they dread a repetition of
the Casablanca bombardmbnt. Re-
ports regarding the eubmiselon of the
fighting tribes has been received with
suspicion as they emanate from po-
litical and financial sources.
MAY SWITCH (VAST DEFENSE.
Advisability or Turning It Over to
the Nes).
Washington, D. C . Oct. 12.—There
is a strong probability the navy will
be charged with the entire responsi-
bility of coast defense- It developed
here that President Roosevelt has
under consideration the advisability
of recommending to congress in a
special message that the coast artil-
lery be turned over to the sea branch
of the government. Before the de-
parture of Secretary Taft for the far
east he directed Maj. Gen. Bell, chiet
of staff, and Brig Gen. Murray. chief
of artillery, to prepare a bill provid-
ing for the transfer. The secretary
did not commit himself finally to the
propoeition, but made It clear he did
not look with disfavor upon it. The
army is disposed to approve of the
president's purpose, and the navy
!will W0(701111' the addition to its du-
goods They prized the lock off the nem
front door. Local parties are sus-
Ported
U. D. C. ELECTION.
Paris, Oct. 12.—The state conven-
ti n of the Daughters of the Confed-
Rey elected Olken' for the ensuing
near as follows: President. Mrs. W.
W. Talbott, Paris; first vice presi-
dent, Mrs. FOlk Prince. Guthrie;
third vice president, Mrs. Mary D.
Bond,. lAwrenceburg; corresponding
secretary, MI815 I.I1Cy Colville, Paris;
treasurer. Mrs'. Frank Allen, Sharps'
burg; state secretary, Mrs. John
Woodbury, Louisville. eelte-elected
historian. Mrs. Gray Gatlin Swan.
Murray, and chaplain, Mrs.- Jennie
Cathawood Bean. Wincheeter.
FOr the honor of entertaining the
nvention in 1905, three cities, Mur-
ray, Bardstown and Covington, were
voted on, Bardstown being selected
by a vote of eighty-seven to eighty--
two. The first Tuesday of October







Fen. tonight and Sunday. Colder
tonight, with heavy frost.
FRANCIS JOSEPH ILL.
Vienna, Oct. 12.— Lain night was
a critical one for Francis Joseph, the
aged emperor king of Austria-Hunga-
ry. - His majesty's physicians are visi-
bly becoming more anxious. The fe-
ver which ha lasted ten days has ex-
hausted the wonderfully trained sys-
tem of the monarch and symptoms of
inflammation of the lungs are grow-
ing.
The doetors are doing everything
In their power to prevent more seri-
ous complications. They say every-
thing depends on hew he passes the
night.
Post pone V lint .
Madrid, Oct. 12.—On account of
the illness of the emperor of Aus-
tria-Hungary, the king and queen of
Spain have postponed indefinitely
their projected visit to Vienna. -
Brewton Too III to Be in Court.
Lexington. Ky., Oct. 12.—The Hon
Charles J. Bronston was unable to ap-
pear in court to answer to the charge
of malicious shooting at without
wounding, preferred by Col. W. K.
Milware, and the mite was continued
until Thursday. Mr. Bronston is ill
- - - - -
Teacher' in Session.
Benton, Ky.. Oct. ln• 'tinPecini.)—
Tbere is a large attendance at the
Marshall County Teachers associa-
tion in session here today. Professor
Cherry. of Bowling Green, is address-
ing the teachers.
Boy Escaped From Jail. -
Louis Scotts. the 14-year-old Len-
neville boy arrested. here for riding
freight trains, escaped from the city
jail yesterday. He was to have been
sent home today.
Richmond.. VS, , Oct. 12.-e-Tbe
house of bishops tone% passed a reso-
lotion Prtlientnd inin-DiabOP-0a•or of
New York, which In substance ask.
all churchnien to support theta in a
tot against child 'akar in the Milted
State*.
How Clem Whittemore's Work-
ers are Going to Line up In-
dependent Voters to Support
Machine Made Candidates
For Others -
"You can say what you please
about the machine and machine meth-
ods," said a well known "rank and
file" Democrat today, -"But if the lo-
cal churches would look after their
backsliders the way Democratic work-
ers, under the direction of Clem
Whittemore, plenipotentiary from
Frankfort, are looking after what
they term ''weak kneed" Democrats
the churches would take on a great
boom.
"Visiting committees are working
in etery precinct, and the precincts
are sub-divided and mrstematically
canvaseed. But, 0, say, those com-
mittees have to make a lot of visits
this year."
"One of the committees came to see
me. The visit was not caeual enough,
however. and I soon learned that the
visitors were regularly appointed by
the campaign committee. It didn't
make me mad, but I understand
that some of our good citizens, who
are accustomed to doing their own
thinking and voting, don't admire
the character of 'some of the patriots
sent around to dictate to them how
they shall exercise the right of suf-
frage
"Of course, a man doesn't mind
having a neighbor or a irtend urge
him to support a certain person or
ticket, but when you know that a lot
of politicians have picked out a com-
mittee to come and induce you to
support men for office, because they
bare learned you don't approve. their
candidates and intend to support the
other side. it kind 'o goes against
one's manhood.
"There won't be anything left
undone this fall, that the fellows at
Frankfort know how to du."
BANK CLEARINGS
AGAIN ON INCREASE
Stimulus of Wages Make Re.
tail Business Take Jump
This Week.
Hank clearing. for week $804,641
For eteme eeek leen year . 738.699
Wrenn.  65,942
The second week since the advent
of fall business has shown very satis-
factory results, the retail trade being
especially encouraging.
The operation of the glass onlant,
giving employment to over 200 skill-
ed mechanics at high salaries, the in-
creased volume of businetis at the
ship yards. and the manufacturing in.
dustries of the city, have caused a
large amount of money to reach the
avenues of resell trade,
Wholesale merchants have enjoyed
an exceptionally good week and col-
lections have been about the average.
FIRST OF FLEET START.
Norfolk, Oct. 12.—United States
cruisers, Washington and Tennessee
She lint of the warships to start on
the cruise to the -Pacific coast are in
readiness for the voyage. They will
Sail this afternoon. The weather is
One and the ships in good shape.
IN THE WHEAT PIT.
Chicago, Oct. 12.—With fifteen mil
lion bushels of cash wheat to hie
Credit in the Chicago elevators. J
Ogden Armour is prepared for a gi-
gantic struggle with James A. Pat-
ton for supremacy in the wheat pit
of the Chicago board of trade. The
battle promises to he one of the hard-
est fought since the famous Leiter
war.
Ogden Armour and Wall street are
getting heavily hit in the wheat pit
today. Already their losses run near
the million mark.
Much Smoke and Little Blaze.
Nos. 3 and 4 fire companies were
called to the aleffat residence, Fif-
teenth and Madison street;, this morn
ing at 10 o'clock. A pot of pitch was
being cooked on the kitchen stove and
It boiled o'er, the pitch igniting from
the hot stove. The house was filled
with a dense, black smoke. No dam-
age was done except by smoke.
Alleged Bootlegger Held.
Lee Perkins. of elaylield, was held
over yettinrday afternoon by it. S.
Commissions? W. A. Gardner for al-
leged bootlegging in Graves county.
He is charged with selling "pale ale"
beverages.
vissEmam wituckED.
Hopkinsv die, Ky., Oct. 12.
(Special) — Local . passenger
train, No. :Mk Illinois Central,
ran into open switch at Gracey
and struck 2 empty freight care.
Conductor H. S. Nelson, of Ev-
ansville, and Jetties W. Green,
of Mayfield, and Mee Jennie
Boyd, of Hopkineville, were in-
jured. They ill recover. The
injured S ere taken to the mi.
owls Central hospital at Paducah.
Grain Market.
Cincinnati, 0.. Oct.. 12.—Wheat,




Mound City, Ill., Oct. 12.—(Spe-
cial).—After lingering in terrible
agony from burns received in a gaso-
line stove exploelon yesterday, Mrs.
Annie Arnold. formerly Miss Annie
Eich, of Paducah, died at her home.
Her body will be taken to Paducah
for burlal, the funeral probably being
held tomorrow at the residence of
her brother. Pete Etch. 278 Clements
street. Mrs. Arnold, who was 28
years old, had lived here only two
years. She is survived by her hus-
band and one little child. besides
her brother she has two sisters liv-
ing in Paducah. Mrs. H. G. Miller and
Mrs. William Bethel.
u#ED FROM HER INJURIES.
Mies Lucy Logs•Ien Succumbs it.
Nlemphis Hospital.
Caruthersville, Mo.. Oct. 12.—
Lucy Logsden, the waitresn who a
few weeks ago jumped out of a third-
story window in the Wilson hotel here
when she was found in a room with
Arch Seaman by Seaman's wife. died
yesterday in a hospital In Memphis,
Tenn. The girl was never able to
walk. Her spine was sprained and
several ribs were broken. Mrs. Sea-
man, who caused her to jump from
the bunt:ling, was arrested ten days
ago and was released on bond. It
has not been determined whether a
new charge will be placed against
her.
MAYFIELD PRESBYTERY.
Dead Body of Baby. That Had
Been Born Alive. Found Ly-
ing Naked in Broad Alley
Early This Morning by
Neighbor
WILL P11.4#K FAT TE THE GIlLT 1 .
Coroner Frank Faker Is investigat-
ing a matter which may develop into
a murder case The dead body of a
baby was ?UMW in Broad alley this
morning, and ludications point to the
theory that it was left to die in the
cold. No one IR) far has been found
who can shed any light on how the
child got there. but Coroner Frank
Faker intends to probe the matter to
the bottom.
Broad alley runs between Broad
:reet and Inland creek, and is tilled
A ith smelt houses. This morning
shortly after daybreak women dis-
covered the dead body of a baby J.)-
Ing naked in the alley. Patrolman
Michael Dugan was summoned, and,
In turn summoned Coroner Frank
Faker. An examination of the body
showed the child to be fully matured
and to have undoubtedly been born
alive and healthy. Physicians say
that death must have come about five
hours after birth.
Coroner Faker removed the body
to the morgue and prepared it for
burial. This afternoon he will bury
it in the county cemetery, but will not
end the matter with burial. He has
out "spotters," who are attempting
to learn eomethIng definite about
the child's parentage
14•111.1#. IN% ESTIG %TM\
1
PrOlootorti of Settling the
Freight Handler.' Strike.
New Orleans. Oct. 12.—The settle-
intent of the mesest lame strike of
1 10,000 cotton and freight handlers
by a public Investigation into port
'conditions was proposed . today- by
Mayor Behrman. Ile laid this matter
formally before all the business ex-
changes of the city. which have (um-
bel. to fight the ,t-n ers
The Mayfield Presbytery, Cumner-
lann Presbyterian church, convened
this morning at Unity church, near
ilardin, and there are many in at-'
tendance. Rev. D. W. Fooke and
wife left this morning and the Rev.
Joseph McCloskey. of the city, win
leave Monday. The piesbytery el
continue through Wednesday. Both
morning trains froni-Citiro and Ful-
ton brought many here to attend the
meeting, and the Nashville, Chatta-
nooga and St. Louis train was sell
filled when it left. The opening ser-
mon was preached this- morning at




Coitinthus. Oct. 12.--The hod) of
Mrs. Casale Chadwick. who died in
the woman's ward of the Ohio peni-
tentiary, was taken to Woodstock,
Ont., the place of her birth, for bur-
ial. The body was accompanied by
Emil Hoover, the son of Mrs. Chad-
wick, the dead woman, and Mrs. J.
W. Weston. a sister, of Woodstock
who arrived during the dey. No serv-
ices were held here and plans for
burial at Woodstock were not an-
nounced
CUTTING DOWN FORCE.
Washington, Oct. 12--Capt. John
G. Capers. commissioner of internal
revenue, as returned from a trip to
the south, and coincident with the
return is a well defined rumor that
he contemplates abolishing a nunthei
of the collection districts there and
consolidating them, so as to effect a
saving of expense,: to the government.
This move has been brought stela
by the spread of prohibition in that
Sergeant Blake of the local re- section of the country, the certain,
emitting office, has received 13 Ippli- loss o( revenue to the government
cations for enlistment during the and thee lack of businesscollector.e
present month and of these several of internal revenue.
have been accepted. Captain Reed, re-
cruiting officer of the Evansville die-
trict will be here this afternoon to
formally enlist three recruits. Ser-
geant Blake has reeeived notiee front The Rev. Mr Clark addressed the
the war department that men are es- children last Saturday at the public
pecially needed in the engineer corps library on birds, and next Saturday
and that the pay in this department afternoon at V - o'clock Mrs. kitten
has been increased from $600 to $1,- will deliver a talk on "A Trip
200 a year. Through Scotland." Sundae hours
have been resumed at the library
Thirty Inmates of Poor House. since the fleet of this month, and the
William Thompson, county poor reading room will be open every Sun-
farm keeper. this afternoon reporteenday front 2 to 5 o'clock. Miss BuYn-
to County Judge R. T. Lightfoot that barn. the 'librarian, announces that
he had 32 inmates on the poor farm. the books and lists for use of the his-
The average since the new poor house tory class have been returned from
was built has ben :10 intnates as the bindery and are now available
against 20 in the old institution, for those who wish to use them.
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Mission Needs Things For The Poor.
With- the coining of fall and *Ante,
the Rev. R. W. Chiles and other work-
ers of the. Union Rescue, Mission,
finding need for donations of moneys
clotheag antienseei for Abe .relief of
the poor of the city ;Ind they have is-
sued an appeal to the cher:tales- in-
*lined people of the city for armlet-
ance. The work has been carried on
eucceesfunt in Paducah by these peo-
ple for several years and much good
has beep accomplished by the nntirs
leg wortere. Mr. Mies states that he
can Use most anything in the way of
hointeheld goods. cast off' c1oth1ng:4
'books and thielike. sad will gladly re-
ceive all donations great or small at




,ELECTED .tT MEETING OF HIGH
St 'HOOL ALUMNI.
Mrs. lanais Iticke Chosen To Succeed
Mee. A. It. Meyers Who Retired
From Pre-sidency.
Mrs. Louis M. Rieke was elected
president of the Paducah High
School Alumni association yesterday
afternoon te succeed Mrs. A. R. M.
erg, retired Mrs. Meyers resige, .
from active service as an officer be-
cause of the death of her father, the
late Colonel John Siuutat.
Mrs. John J. Dorian presided over
yesterday's initial meeting of the as-
sociation, and several excellent ad-
dresses were made. Supt. John A.
Caraagey talked on educational lines,
and was followed by Mas Olga Lt
who spoke on °American Music and
Composers.- Mrs. Edmund pi...
spoke on educational work as pt-
formed by the Kentucky Federation
of Women clubs. An attractive musi-
cal feature was furnished by Misr,
Courtie Puryear and Mr. Richard
Scott. The aseuclation will hold reg-
ular monthly meetings through( .
the wino-.
PILES CURED IN 8 TO 14 DAYS. ,
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to!
cure any case of Itching.Blind, Bleed- .
lug or Protruding Piles in 6 to le 1
days or money refunded. 50c.
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
Some folks think they have lots of Wee Beulah ',tenter, as "Lena Riven!, at the Kentucky Wednesday,!-rlt beramat they know how to grind ih o„.1.
Before You Buy a Stove Consider
the Fuel Question
81111111M1111111111111111111a
It's Fuel that's Expensive Not the Stove
A Cheap, putty-jointed stove will waste more than its Original
Cost in Fuel every winter.
As you know, fully one-half the carbon availaNe for heat in soft coal is gas - the entire gas
supply used for fuel and illumination in many cities and towns being made from ( ()minim soft coal.
The ordinary stove in burning soft flal allows this gas-half of the fuel to pass up the chimney
unburhed, finis wasting it as a heat producer.
Cole's Original Hot Blast Stove, by means of the patented Hot Blast draft and other
patented features, making air-tight joints without the use of stove putty. distills this gas from the
upper sirfa,-e of the coal, utilizing it as a heat producer along with the fixed carbon or coke in the







Saves the Dollars and makes a ton of common $3.00 soft coal
or lignite do the work of $9.00 worth of hard coal.
'Your r•I‘j ..b.ve and imitation Hot Blast not :or-tight. do not ,ave
p it ga.es and do not glee you a v‘ar1n hou,e at night, because
th. v tiaple with putty joints. On cannot afford to say to yourself.
-Nly ',Id stove will have to do this winter." The old stove is eating up
the price of a new stover very year. Not only that, but on top of the cost
1, the. unsatisfactory result it gives. It is always out the coldest morning.
Even Heat Day and Night—Fire Never Out
Coles Hot Blast is so t.,'rfect cr,itstructi on that fire will keep all night,
and when the draft is opt.nol in the morning will burn two or three hour,
with the fuel put in the night Wore. No other stove does t h o.
Fire. therefor( , never goes out, and the rooms are kept at aneven




fact over any tower draft stove Of the
ieei for heating a given space than
:rile to two hours each morning,
4 Wa e t! tit e ',all hold Sr. with soft coal
.•,1 
pi. In the stove_the ereni7,bb,s;:ore
rs without
II
W. ' ul h( t v and night. with soft coal, hard coal or lignite.••• •••• • to -rut-nth c.t.sottitelv air.tigat 15 1005 as used.
— ,tt tits ,t to is- on, tnd dust peen!.
eLaiatitrt is 11123,te with 0, ttrolerststiding that the move be
tr.. Ct. d•-11:1J4,1, SitIca fret op wtth le good Hem:
For Hard Coal — Saves Half
The extent of unburned arises in hard coal is shown by opening
the meieoine covi_r of a base burner when the extra oxygen
snenhed. ells the entire stove with flaming gas.
1 feet that no stove putty is used to make air-leaking joints,
gives you perfect control over the drafts on Cok's hot Blast.
Th low. cicniomical combustion. 1616d,the large. positive radiat-ing surface make it the greatest fuel-saving, hard coal stove made.
Would You Lose $50.00 in Fuel to Save $1.00 on the Cost of Your Stove?




111. GARDNER & COSOLE AGENTS  FOR 'HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINETS" Cash orCredit
leurnituie, Carpets, Stoves and Rallies
THEATRICAL NOTES
4
TH If .t'Ll I CAL CALENDAR.
Saturday matinee—Chas. IL HAIL.
ford in The Merchant of Venice.
Saturday night—Hanford in Cleo-
patra.
•••••••01111•
There is a largo attendance at the
Matinee a.t. the Kentucky this after-
noon. Charles Hanford and his ex-
client company are playing "The
Merchant of Venice" Mr. Hanford's
eicise elaborate and pretentious prof-
duction: "Anthony and Cleopatra",
one of Shakespeare's spectacular
plays, will be the bill for tonight. Mr.
Hanford, besides al: the scenic acces-
sories that money, modern art and
stage mechanics could combine to
supply. carries a bevy of trained bal-
let dancers and sweet voiced singers.
These are not the main reliance of
the production. as Mr. Hanford's fol.
ng can assume. The company is
e of sterling merit, composed of
rained and talented Shakespearean
Actors, and perhaps, the best travel-
ing company, carried by any classic
production this season.
The Famine+ Third Act.
It is many moons since so much in-
terest has been taken in a coming the-
atrical event as is being shown in
the appearance of Helen Grantly at
The Kentucky next Thursday etrening,
October 17, in Clyde Fitch's - latest
and perhaps'greatest play, "The Wo-
man in the Case.'' In New York the
• plai was seen for 300 nights and it
conies here with the official stamp of
metropolitan approval. The play has
a third act which has become famous.
Of this act, The New York Sun says:
"It developed a situation the like of
which has not been seen on our stage
in respect of absorbing, of thrilling
aterest since the famous third act
of "The Gay Lord Quex". Surge after
surge of applause followed the curtain
and made It evidest that this partic-
ular womaa will remain in this par-
ticular case as long as the present
theatrical season hole." This prophe-
-y of the New York Sun was literally
carried out.
Lemma Rivers.
The season has one great novelty
in Store for the public— a novelty
that has been awaited with impa-
;fence, a novelty of which great
Nils* Olga Verne as "Marguerite,"
-Faust," at the Kentucky Friday
night.
1-• - ngs ale expected, and a novelty
'jch cannot fail to 'fulfill 21 the
;tea and expectations that are beard
carding it. This novelty is the dra-
ttization of Mrs. Mary J. Holmes'
pular povel, "Lena Rivers", which
to be seen for the first time at pop-
ar prices at The Kentucky. Wednes-
day, October 16.
Fine Electrical Effects.
Mr. Harvey Boyd, a graduate elec-
trician. explained to us the wonder-
ful electrical effects that will be pro-
duced at the Kentucky in Por-
ter J. White's gigantic production of
Goethe's immortal tragedy "Faust."
Thousands'of wires cross the stage in
seemingly endless confusion. Each
wire runs to- a mammoth marble
-witch hoard, designed and construct-
ed under the, supervision of Mr. Boyd
for this production. -After everything
is In place Mr. Boyd can sit in front
of- this board and produce those won-
derful effects that go to make up the
!aY. He showed us tinkling stars,
e flies, the rain of fire, the eiectri-
: owl, electrical skull, electrical
,as, the burning barrel of wine, the
ctrical book, which Mephisto in-
lets Faust to sign, in fact, so many
ethical effects are shown that they
ame bewildering. Anyone who has
. a opportunity to see the scenery and
inechanieal effects, only a few of
which we have mentioned, will be
convinced that this company will pro-
due the best piece ever 'witnessed le
The city.
VOTERS!
Next Tuesday is the last day to
register.
INTERFERENCE OF I'
HIGH SCHOOL POOR Policy Holders
SatisfiedThat and Weight of Culley's
hoot Them the (Jame
Second Half Shorted Spirit of H ig
School, Taut May Be Factor
iu Future Games,
ROW THE SCORES WERE MADE.
Culley's  11
High School . 0
Mareitig yesterday's otherwise pret-
ty game of football between the High
School and the Caney business young
men's teams, was the action of the
High School coach in running in a
fresh man toward the end. of the last
half, without the knowledge or con-
sent of the other team. Referee Rudy
saw the act and ruled the new man
out before he could have ,disinaged
Culley's prospects of success.
The best teatn won. Culley's out-
weighed the High School team, but
High School lost principally from
poor interference work, as few -
plays over the line, were atter
The forward pass was worked
High School, most successfully ft
times and in this play usually h
Culley's up in the air. Eliminatois
the gains made by High School on
this play, it is probable that the sec-
ond half, which was characterised by
exciting play, would have seen Gul-
ley's holding High School well down
the field away from a possible score.
Many times in the last half, it
looked as if 'High School would go
over for a touchdown, and they wee,
on the two yard line twice. Here Iii'-
superior work'of the Culley team,
when the forward pass could not be
workee, was evident, and twice bril-
liant tackling by quarterback Dono-
van for the Culley team, saved that
team from a score by High school.
The Culley backs also did good work
In holding High School.
' In the first Cillley's had the
game easily in hand and scored the
first touchdown 13 minutes after play
began. Weak interference by High
school, as well as good interference
by Culley's resulted in large gains on
end runs, for Culley's. Sights and
St. John were conspicuous in these
runs. Twenty-three minutes after
play began, Sights, fullback for Cul.,
ley's, carried the ball over for an-
other touchdown, making the more,
Culley's 11, High School 0, where it
remained for the rest of the game.
Henneberger scored the first touch-
down.
When the second half began. the
High School team showed gingeoWere
better In interference work and star-
tled Culley's with a long gain on a
forward pass. On the next art- ea
with the forward pass. }no
lost 15 yards, but soon after rei
erina the ball, they worked it tete
In succession for 15 and 20 yards,
epectively. By this time High Schee,
was on the two yard line Sand a
touchdown seemed imminent. They
were held, however, and the play wag
held 30 yards from a boat for High
school for the remainder of the halt
The rush with which High School
started the second half, managed to
prevent the Culley team from ecorine
again.
were:
line-ups in yesterday's game
Culley—Hayes, center; Wickliffe,
right guard; Hays, Hight tackle; Co-
burn right end; F. Donovan,^phar-
terback: J. Donovan, left guard; Mar-
tin, left tackle; Harter, left end;
Sights, fullback; St. John, left half;
Henneberger, right half.
High School—Harth. center: Me-
nerd. left guard; Burton, left tackle:
Wilhelm, left end; Roc, right guard;
Randle, right tackle; List. right end;
Tuckto. quarterback; Luftrnberg, full
Bo were—Dia MageleS ther. dare-
give her when she ran away and got
married?
Powers—Well. I should say that he
did. Look what he saves on a big
church wedding!--Philadelphia Tele.
graph.
—Tiler/. are many reasons why you
;telt t•ii• allvvrtitutia articles, but Miss.-
lAtely none. why you should let a sub.:
si Aiding dealer palm off something
a Melt he claims en be "Just SS good"
Or "better" or "the same thing" as
Lite artists -• , •
, VOTERS!
Nevi Tut-mein is the lion day to
 111111138111111111•11131` egiMer'
Every COMMONWEALTH "policy holder can anti does feel that
he Is getting a "square deal" from the company. COMMON-
WEALTH lodustrial Policies kre paid PROMPTI.Y and IN Filhf.—
Ito matter when death occurs. Other companies pay only one-half
if insured dies within a year from dale of policy. Read the fol-
lowing letter:
Lexington, Ky.., Sept. 21. 1907.
COMMONWEALTH LIFE INSURANCE; CO., Louisville. Ky.
Gentlemen: I, the beneficiary and father"of Alma Young 'Elkin,
who died September 20, 1907, do hereby extend my a$preciation to
Your Company for your prompt settlement of claim which I held
under policy No.1SI 51 for One Hundred Dollars ($100.00.) Also
I appreciate very much the libyral concessioris of your contract
whereby you ,pay the full &nitwit in ease a death after date of pol-
icy. Again I thank you for you • promptness in settling this claim,
for which I will ever speak a good word tor your Company, for I
feel that no other Company offers such liberal inducements to
those who need insurance. Very truly yours,
(Signed) J. C. ELKINS,
571 East Third Street.
All Industrial Policies Fully Paid Up at the Age of 75
Write a postal curd to W. 1). Ashley, Superintendent of Indus-
trial Department, Eagle Building, Sixth and Broadway, Paducah,
and an agent will be glad to call and explain fully the many exclusive
features of COMMONWEALTH Insurance. You do not obligate your-
slit in any way by talking it over. e
Paducah Depository, ('itizens' Savings Bank.
Commonwealth
life Ins. Co 308v y,Cuhisest1en,uKt. Lo 
J. I). POWERS, Pries; JI"IXAlle, MATT (VDOHERTV, EWA Vice
Pres.; DA•RWIN %V. JOHNS()N, See. and Terme; DR. J. W. GUEST,
helical Director; 04{F:G4)lti- A M'Illialtith Geal. Cottusel; J. M.
911NN, Manager of Agencies. L()U18 (1. RUSSELL. Manager lii-
cimi,strial Depart ment.
back; Cave, right half; Elliott, left
half.
Henry Rudy, referee, Louis Rieke,
Jr.. umpire; Frank and Fitzpatrick,
timekeepers; Halves, 25 end 20
minutes.
. Two Ways of bookiug at It.
There is a young artist in Wash-
ington, who chases himsef as of the
impressionietic school, and who
being somewhat out in drawing, gen-
erally ;Mikes up for his lack of tech:-
niquae by spreading color recklessly
and" counting en distance for his
,eiteet.
At an amateur exhibition he once
hung one of his most extraordintry•
performanece
said a friend, "I don't want
to flatter you, old chap, but that Its
far and away the best staff you have
ever done. I congratulate you."
Much pleased, the artist was re-
ceiving the compliment with becom-
ing modesty, when he chanced again
to glanceoat the picture--and turned
very red. The committee had hung it
upside down!
Hurrying to the.head of the com-
mittee, he was about to launch into a
loud complaint, when he was in-
formed of the good news that an
hour before the picture had ben sold
fora $411. The original price-mark
had been $19.—Octolier Lippincott s.
Italy has 5.0e0 "ret tr,
-'3176-1.;; omo QC/imam- oist is
Laxative &onto Quinine d











Now on sale at
Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. .77.
Agent for original A Ilegretti
Candies 't
NieteNeWSINeleNewsiessewstesiek
Matinee and night. A
day of Shakespeare.
Curtain at 8:15 p. ni.
Engagement of the Eminent Autor
H irl4CHisOBit D
In a notable revival of two
great plays
Matinee, The Merchant of Venice
Night, Anthony and Cleopatra
Elaborate scenic effects. A spe-
oially selected cast of ,i41ayers.
ehorifs and ballet of unusual attrac-
tiveness
Seats on sale Friday.
Prices, night--g., to $1.50.
Matinee-12 rows orchestra $1.00,
balance orchestra 75e, entire bal-
cony 50e.
Special matinee price to school








20 Years ol Success
Musical, comedy, vaudeville,", min-
strelsy, grand first part of big musi-
cal singing number.
6—Great E n d Men-6
Singers, Jokers, Dancers,
VIAND AND ORCHESTRA
qiCes-7555, Ei0c, 35e, 2-5e.
Wednesday
October
AS sweet as the hnev-
stiok
Burt 4 Nicolai Offer
Miss Beulah Poynter
In Her Own Dramatization it
LENA BI6MOCiill61 1Siam, Pay 'By 5 Mon to Welts 
I IT'S A HIT  I RIVERS
Ily Mary .1, Itolines,
The stchIUT vrfifi Lever 7,,6K),000 readers.
Seats on Sale Tnesday.






SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12. 1' TUB PADUCAH EVENING SUN
"ThoWl'"%.411-"%sreS1.0"--4100."--
The Week In Socie
rHE DAY OF ALL THE DAYS.
mg the hills the veils of cloudage
lie,
knd cast their shadows on thecrags and rocks;
hwn the valley, shrill, a wild
,P hawk's cry,
knd tinkle, tinkle of the browsing
flocks.
h stately corn bows in the fragrant
breeze.
Arid fairy ripples run along the
wheat;
yearning Dryads murmur from
the trees,
eath the hills the little streamlet
flows,
'ow deep and still, with pines
upon its breast;
fierce and strong, through
mighty rocks its goes
o seek the sunset rivers of the
west.
winding perfumes steal from
each retreat.
:
, springtime makes tha heart's
blood wilder now:
b, summer tints with rose the
somber days;
lle winter comes with cheer and
ruddy glow;
But autumn's day--oh, day of all
the days!




[The Delphic club meets on Tuesday
rning at its room in the Carnegie
rary. The program to be present-
is:
1 Comparative Theories aid Tradi-
tions of Creation Held by Ancient
Nations- Mrs. George Flournoy.
The Myths of the Gods The
Ethics of the Egyptian Religion.-
Mrs. Elbridge Palmer.
Animal Worship in Different
Nomes.-MiSS Ethel Morrow.
The Woman's club will meet Than
• y afternoon at the club house, 608
Wacky avenue. A business meet-
g will be held from 2 to 4 o'clock
e open meeting at 4 o'clock is un-
✓ the auspices of the department
music, Miss Newell, chairman. A
ntrast of old-time and new ballads
ill be presented in the program by
me of Paducah's most delightful
ngers. The program is especially
tractive and the open meeting is
tee to all club members.
The Ka'osophic club meets on Fri-
lay morning with Mrs. Dania M.
Nournoy at Homewood, in Arcadia
rhe heroic age of Greece will be con-
tdered as follows:
i. The Argonauts--Miss Marjorie
Scott.
t. The Labors of Hercules
t. The Trojan ' War-.Mies Carline
Sowell.
Current events will be presented by
Mrs. Vernon Blythe.
The art department of the Wo
tnan's club will meet on Saturday
• morning at l't) o'clock at the club
tiouse. The subrects discussed will
be:
1. Trasitional Period of Greek Sculp-
ture.
2. The Great Age of Greek Sculpture.
3. Fhb:lies.
4. Marbles of the Parthenon.
The literary department of the
Woman's club has changed its time
of meeting from Thursday to Frtday.
morning and will meet every other
Friday. The next meeting will be on
October 25 and Bernard Shaw will he
discussed. .
•
Mrs. Leech's Pretty Italian Card Party
Charming in all of its details was
lags these beautiful autumn da>i. North Ninth street, wes int; nesteas i
Mrs. David M;Flourpoy is.the hostess It was a pleasant social affair. . An
for October at her ateractive country attractive musical pregrarn was ma
place. "lioniswood," In Arcadia. and!dered l,!k• Mrs. W• C. Gray, Mr11.1
the club is finding nature as alluring George B. Hart, Mieses Julia Deb-
its ever did those Greeks of yore In , icy, )tary Wheeler, Lucille Hari.
their worship of it. The programs Mary lkstadurant. Mr._ Clark BonduI
seem to chime in most delightfully rant and Master Robert liondurant
some way with the mood the time A delightful luncheon ass served
Ws. Thomas C. Leech's card party on and the place. On Friday morning
Friday afternoon. The bandsime Miss Clara Park gave a clever map
home on Fountain avenue, where is study of "Ancient Greece." Mrs.
leatkered much that is striking and Henry Rudy discussed "The Value of
artistic brought by the hostess from Myths" very comprehensively. Mrs
foreign lands, was especially attrae- John W. Scott told of the fabled
:tee in its floral setting. The reception "Greek Gods and Goddesees" most
hall was an effective glow of deep red ent'ertainingly. Miss Mary Scott vivid-
dahlias. In the parlor, carnations irtby interpreted Mrs. Browning's "The
the shades, of pink were artistically Dead Pan." Miss Annie May Yeiser
arranged. The dining room was pret- gave the touch of modernity with an
ty with masses of 'white roses and hitt resting review of -Current
green. The tables were arranged Events.- ,
throughout these rooms.
The invitations, which were in the
form of tiny Italian telegrams ar-
ranged on postcards, had sounded a
delightful little foreign keynote and
the score cards were quite in keeping
being also in small envelopes on pos.
cards. Both with the prizes were got-
ten hredrs. Leech the past @listener in
Italy. The first prize, a ti_Nautiful
jewel case with the miniature on ivori
of a notable Italian beauty set In tire
top, was won by Mrs. Louise Fried-
man. Mrs. Anne Berryman. of Clarks-
ville, Tenn., captured the visitor's
prize, a striking Pompeiian picture in
red and black. The :one hand prise,
a Mosaic bonbon box, was taken by
Mrs. I. D. Wilcox; and the booby
prize, a tiny automobile tape measure,
went to Mrs. Gustave Warneken. of
Clarksville, Tenn. A delightful course-
luncheon was attractively served after
the game. •
Mrs. Leech's guest list Included:
Mrs. J. C. Flournoy, Mrs. %Vitiate
Hughes, atm Clarence Sherrill, Mrs.
James English, Mrs. Fred Rudy, Mrs
W. B. McPherson, Mrs. Robert B
Phillips, Mrs. Paul Dysart, Mrs. Vie-
tor Voris, Mrs. Richard Terrell, Mrs
William F. Bradshaw, Mcs, William
F. Bradshaw, Jr., 'Mrs. Eli G. Boone,
Mrs. L. A. Washington, Mrs. Frank
Rieke, Mrs Louis Rieke. Mrs. John
R . Hendrick. Mrs. George Langstaff
Jr., Mrs. Louise Friedman, Mrs. John
W. Keller, Mrs. Robert Reeves], Mrs
Ben Weille, Mrs. Henry Hughes, Mrs
Lillie Boyd, Mrs. John W. Scott, Mrs
Edson Hart, Mrs. Margaret Emery
Mrs. Charles K. Wheeler, Mrs. James
Weille, Mrs. Oscar Gregory. Mrs. Hal
Corbett. Mrs. Frank Boyd. Mrs. I. D.
Wilcox. Mrs. H. G. Reynolds, Mrs. G.
H. Warneken. of Clarksville; Mrs.
Anne Berryman, of Clarksville; Mrs.
James A. Rudy, Mrs. Charles James.
Mrs. William Bornernan, Mrs. Henry
Rudy, Mrs. George C. Wallace, Mrs.
L. S. DuBois e Misses Anna Webb.
Faith Langstaff. ClarIbel Rieke. Car-
rie Rieke, Josephine Bloomfield. Mary
Ferrkian. Hal RI iiniond, of Clinton;
Man ii Cobb
Mageztne Club.
The first Meeting of the Magazine
club for 1907-1908 was held on
Thursday afternoon. Miss Ethel Mor-
row, 613 Broadway, was the hostess.
It was an especially delightful meet-
ing of the club.
The fiction of Harper's magazine
was cleverly featured by Mrs. Charles
K. Wbeeier and Mrs. Edward H.
Bringturst. The Atlantie Monthly
was represented by Mrs. J. C. Flour-
noy, who discussed Prof.Edwin Miss's
notable sketch of Thomas Nelson
Page, Mrs. Louise Maxwell gave some
ideas of Dorothy Dix on the matri-
monial problem. From the LitrarY
Digest Miss Ethel Morrow discussed
the Marie Corelli memorial. Miss
Minnie Ratcliffe reported the Cosmo-
politan, especially in relation to
Helen Gould. A delightful course-
luncheon was served after the literary
feast.
Mrs. Vernon Blithe is the hostess
of the club for October 24. One new
member and two substitutes will be
elected at this meeting.
Kaloeophic Club.
The Kaiosophic club is pursuing its
study of early Grecian history under
almost ideal condition and surround-
--411--
In Honor of Mies McCandless.
A delightful surprise party was
givens Miss Hazel McCandless at the
Palmer House on Monday afternoon
by a number of her # girl friends.
Euchre was played and the tables
were arranged in the parlor, which
was prettily decorated with flowers.
The color-scheme of white and green
was carried out in all the decorations
The score was kept by Miss Ethel
Sights. The first prize was taken by
Miss Rosebud Hobson and presented
to Miss Virginia Bennett, of Danville
Ky. Miss Mamie Bauer captured the
second prize. Delightful refreshments
were served after the game. The
chocolate was poured by airs. Percy
Paxton, who with Mrs. Wheeler
Campbell, assisted Mrs. McCandless
In entertaining the girls. The party
included: Misses Virginia Bennett
of Danville; Henry Alleott, Corinne
Winstead, Elsie Hodge, Ethel O'Brien
leucyette Soule, Rosebud Hobson
Katherine Donovan, Alma Kopf
Katie Bauer, Mamie Bauer, Eva
Bauer, Ethel Sights, Gladys Coburn
Nelia Hatfield, Hazel McCandless.
Box Party for Out-of-Town Guests.
Mr. and Mrs, John %V. Keller enter-
tained with a box party on Tuesday
evening at the Kentucky theater to
see Jane Corcoran in lbsen's "Doll
Hous4.7 The guests were: Mr. and
Mrs. Gustave H. Warneken, of Clarks-
ville:. Mr. and ,Mrs. Robert Becker
Phillips, Mrs. Anne Berryman, of




A very delightful meeting of the
Crescendo club was held on Thursday
afternoon in the auditorium of the
Woman's club house. In compliment
to the mothers of the Arta members
it was a "Mothers' Meeting" and was
largely attended. The program was a
very attractive one and Was arranged
by.Misses Rosalie Wartieid and May
Friederick. It was a miscellaneous
program. Miss Mary Bondurant gave
an Interesting sketch of Beethoven.
Miss Eunice rRobertson, the newly-
elected president, presided very grace
fully. alastr Elbridge Palmer was
the usher for the afternoon.
-41/-
Missionary Tea.
The Woman's Auxiliary of Grace
Episcopal church held Its initial Mis-
sionary Tea for this season on Fri-
day afternoon in the parish house
parlors. Officers for the year were
elected as follows; President, the
Rev. David C. Wright; first vice pres-
ident. Mrs. William W. Powell; sec-
ond vice president. Mrs. Thomas Bos-
well; secretary, treasurer, Miss Emily
Morrow; librarian, Miss Compton
The rector is always president of the
auxiliary by virtue of hie office, but
the first vice president es the a7.tive
president. The program for the
year's study of mission was outlined
and discussed. It will be put into
year book form at once. Mrs. Muecoe
Burnett was hostess of the Tea for
the afterrroote
Open Meeting of Church Society.
An open meeting of the Church
Furnishing society of the First Chris-
tian church was held on Monday after
noon with the Ladies' All society for




The first meeting of this season of
(he Matinee Musical club was held On
Wednesday afternoon at the Woman's
club house. It was an open meeting
Mrs. James Weille was the e
and an Interesting musical pi,
from the Russian and Polish corn
sosere. Meyer Heltound and Moskow-
ski, was rendered. Moskowski was
attractively featured by Miss I-
Mohan at the piano, Mrs. Lelia
Lewis in song and Miss Lucile
ard on the violin. Meyer He. eelee
war tlelightfully interpreted by Mrs.
David M. Flournoy. An able paper
on "Some }forms of Composition and
What They Are" was given by Miss
Jennie Gilson.
A business meeting was held before
the open meeting. The program com-
mittee, Sirs. George B. Hart, Mrs
James Weille, Miss Courtie Puryear
and Miss Virginia Newell, eubmittel
the program for the' y ear, whieb
ordered issued in the year book for.,
The semi-annual election of office
was held as follows: Mrs. Jame,
Wellie, treasurer; Mrs. Lela Wade
Lewis, corresponding secretary; Mrs
George B. Hart, librarian, Mrs
Edwin Rivers, reporter. The other
officers were elected in February. The




The Cotillion club met this week
and reorganized for the year,
following officers were re-elected:
Edwin J. Paxton, preeideut; Frank
Boone, vice-preeideut ;John Brooks
secretary and treasurer. Four new
members were added: Meier*, George
DuBois, Alain Ashcraft. Charles
DeWorthein and Pat Sicielrath. The
club new numbers 5i members and
the prospect is for a large increase in
membership. Arrangements are on
foot to have especial club quarters
for the meetings with a hall for the
dances. There will be elaborate
favor germane giv, n Ult.; winter at
Thanksgiving, Chris'inas, New Year
Sr. Valentine, Shrove Zeiesday and
Easter week.
-4-
Infornuti Reception at Woman'. Club.
An 'informal reception was held on
Thursday afternoon from 5 to 6
o'clock at the Woman's club house in
compliment to Mrs. Sarah E. Dunbar
of New York, a prominent club
woman and inkerpreter of Ibsen. who
gave an lbsePreading in the audito-
rium of the club that afternoon. It
was a pleanant social occasion. The
tea titbits was arranged in the librars.
which was an attraetive symphony in
green and gold. Mira. Oscar L. Greg-
ory poured 'the Vei and was assisted
by Mrs. Percy Paxton, Mrs. Henry
Rudy, Miss Blanche Hills and Miss
Manie Cobb. Quite a number of
guests were present.
Mrs. Dunber appeared under the
auspices of the literary department
of the club and was introduced by
Mrs. Muscoe Burnett, the chairman.
She made a pleasing impression.
-4e
Musical Evening.
Mr. and Mrs. James Herring, of
1507 Clay street, entertained a num-
ber of their friends moat pleasantly
In Wednesday evening at their home.
Music by Jacksou's band was a feat-
ure of pleasure and delightful re-
freshments were served.
Delphic Club.
The Delph.c club held an interest-
ing meeting on Tueeday morning at
the Carnegie library. "The Ancien.
Nile. Its Traditions. Its Vrlue" was
comprehensively outlined by Miss
Helen Builitt Lowry in a map talk.
"Plant and Animal Life and Climate"
was agreeably featured by Mrs. Louts
M. Rieke. Miss Ethel Morrow gave a




Special for Five More Days
$2.98
$1.00 Down, 50 Cents Week
For five more days we
are going to give something
extra special in the way of a
Rattan Rocker. It's a handsome one, exactly like cut,
with roll arms, roll front, an extra large size, strong
and durable. It's actually the same quality for which
other stores are asking $4 and $4.50, yet we $2 98
will sell it, for five days longer for -
$1 down, 50c week
See Them in the Window
Its Oases" and read from "The Gar- ,a:tractive Leine. : s.,, girls and
den of Allah. !leis a voice of lenusual promise.
Mrs. Li:lard Sanders and Mrs. Mrs. Walter Shepherd, of Fulton,
George Langstaff, Jr., were elected to and Mrs. J. J.-Bornschein, of Indian-
club membership to fill vacancies.
4
Informal Social Evening.
spoils, were the guests this week of
Mrs. Albert Dumain, Jr., 6.09 South
Third street. Mrs. Shepherd and Mrs
The Misses Brenten entertained Bornschein formerly lived in Paducah
very pleasantly on Wednesday even- have many friends here.
lag at their home, 1305 South Eighth Miss Anne Bradshaw left this week
street. Music and refreshrents were,for Cincinnati to take a ten weeks'
enjoyed and refreshmeatslwere serv- course of study in voice culture. Miss
ed. Those present were: Bradstaw's delightful voice will be
Misses Nell Gressham, Mettle Tay- iniseed in Paducah's musical circles
lor, Mollie Sullivan. May Adams, May during her absence.
Mills, Alys Berry, Rena Boling, Rosa Sirs. James P. Smith continues to
Walker. Uric McCarty, Marie Cock- improve at the Mayo sanitarium In
r1:1, Hine Ross. Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Rochester, Minn. It will be probable
Wilkins. Lizzie Brenton, Ora Brenton. a month before she can return home
Els:e Brenton; Messrs. Terra though. Mrs. Smith is very gracious
Thompson, M'alter Sullivan. Doc
Boureand, Arthur 'W ickleift An 
and one of the most popular young
matroile in the city and a wide circle
dB-roe:Sand. Burtram Brown, CAbrathrltiler eeeen
Weatherington, of friends is interested in her no
Sharp, Jack Ellitt, Joe Vogt.
lug %lute linen collars, fronts and
!other accessories with wash blouses
I Most becoming are these things, and
not expensive, though if One wishes a
good deal of money may be spew on
them. lu this, case handwork an
real lave play an important part i;
construction, but seen then the ad-
jencts are no inure graceful or hi -
coming than when imitation val, k
plain linen is used.
, Quite the favorite collar is a high
standing turnover, and many te
elaborately adorned with brold •
Anglaise, and have hemstitched
Almost without exception they ...
held together at the front with a bar
pin of gold or silver, and the old
"safety" design is rarely If ever seen
now. Any kind may be substituted.
but a plain fine bar with a single
jewel in the center is more often
used.
The variety of linen or muslin
-4---
Mies Ethel Brook left this week tee"tabs" or small fronts worn with
About Peopl ,attend a house parts given by
1
Miss; these collars is endless, and tiny silke.
Miss Anna Webb will be the guest;""ne Caldwell. of eterephis, 
at aeelbows of any color are good.
of her sister, Mrs. Robert Becker 
!honte during the reunion of Forrelits Platt, turnover collars with ex-
Phillips, at "Woodland" during the avalry there, Tile party will include tremely narrow piloted rutiles are
!li,ose who were the guests of General both pretty and becoming for morn-stay of Capt. and Mrs. John I. 
webb
IIL nry B. Tyler, of Hickman, to the lug wear. There are cuffs to matchat Dawson Springs.
C V meeting in hichniond. Va. Covering the entire hem of a biome.Mrs. Eva Wright and Miss Elsie .
Wright. of Urbana, 0 , arrived la: 
last June. Miss Brooks was sponsor down the front are so-called jabotst
I of the Forrest cavalry of which Gen- to be worn with thin waists. The;'night to visit the Rev. and Mrs
David Cady Wright. They are pleas- eral Tyler is the commander.
antly remembered here from a visiti Mrs. Eli G. Boone will leave on
made two winters ago. 1Monday to attend the state D. A.
climate where she will enter the Col-
lege of Music. Miss Soul will take
especial lessons in voice culture under
is one of the very
are not suitable with plain 'blouse
having stiff cuffs. A woman who is
at all clever with her needle can
Miss Ilelen RIM of Lawrenceburg R. convention in Loulsvitie on Tues- make these front pieces with strips
Ky., is th guest of Miss Hattie Hisey ( ay and Wednesday of the coming of embroidery or lace left from othere 
320 South Sixth street. Miss Ripy t k. Mrs. Boone, who is the regent wqrk, and there should be one ceis
vi ry attractive and made a delightful of the Paducah chapter, is a delegate more ruffles of lace down each side.
impression here when the guest of from the chapter. There will be a -The jabot Is fastened Undinethe Col-
Miss Hisey two years ago. r of social features in connec- tar, and a tiny bow, either silk 0-
Miss Lucy-ette Soule, 513 North tion with the state meeting, arranged handiwork, makes a pretty finish at
Fifth street, left this week for Cin- by the Louisville chapter, the throat. -Washington Star.
 -
Smart7Collars and Ties. - -The latent magic in it dollar-in
A summer fashion that will remain it purchasing power-is only under.
throughout the winter is that of wear. etood be adereaders.
A GREAT OCTOBER SALE OF DEPENDABLE FALL MERCHANDISE
It's a great style-showing, value-giving sale at prices that mean a big saving to you. Superb Millinery, stylish Coat
Suits, nobby Coats, faultlessly fitting tailored Skirts, Silk Waists, new Dress Goods, the wanted Silks, Trimmings and
other accessories; Hosiery, Underwear, Blankets, Comforts, etc.; big specials in Shoes, Men's and Boys' Suits in un-
rivaled profusion; Carpets, Druggets, Floor Oil Cloths, Mattings, Lace Curtains---hundreds of wanted things priced at
prices to make it to your interest to buy everything here.
A Great Sale of Beautiful Millinery-
Inspiring prices, the greatest values
ever offered in fine materials. Charm-
ing hats. wealth of beauty, artistic
styles, smart and stunning effects, the
best ideas of the world's leading mil-
liners. All at prices not possible in
Broadway stores with Broadway ex-
penses. Come and bring your Merida.
A Special October Sale of Dress Goods
and Silks. Special October prices at
lac to laec a yard.
A bargain sale of long White kid
Gloves at $1.19 a pair.
Hosiery and Underwear-Ali at bar-
gain prices.
All Staple Dry Goods at ',tweet Prices;
The advancing markets will perfinit
Women's Tailorts1 Suits-Special val-
ues the coming week. Harbour's is
the store for Tailored Suits. No doubt
about it. The very beat styles. The
grenteat variety of them. Absolutely
reliable qualities. Positively lower
prices for through and through good
and stylish suits than any other store
In the city. Don't buy your suit until
you have seen what you can do at
Harbour's. We make inducement
prices on the correct and becoming
newest Fall styles. They are here at
$10, $12.50, $15. $16,50, $18, $19,
$20, $22.50, $25 and $27.50, worth
835 and #40 in other stores.
Beautiful Waiste-You've never seen
waists like 'em at our prices, $1,
$1.50, $2, $2.93, $3.50 and $3.95
each.
laWomen's New Autumn Coats- The
Stylish Welds and lengths. No store
like Harbour's to buy your Autumn
Coat. Styles to satisfy every taste.
Prices to suit every purse and excep-
tional quality at every price. The
coming week we will show a splendid
assemblage of styles at bargain prices
' $5, $6.50, $8.50. $10, $11, $12.50,
$15, $16.50, $18, 25, $22.50, and
$25, sold by Other stores lip to $40.
A Great Sale of Stylish Autumn Skirts
made of Panamas. Serge-. Cheviot,
Worsted and Voiles, Black, Blue,
Brown and Mixtures.
New Skirts from $3.75 to $10. Im-
ported Voiles at $10, $1'.2 eo, $13.50
and $15.
Shoes For Everybody- The Autumn
styles are here: A eoniplete assort-
ment from which every member of
the family can be perfectly fitted,with
entlre satiafattion as regards style,
quality and value.
For Women-Best value at each price
(rein $1.50. $1.75, $2, $2.25, $2.50,
-$3, $3.50 and $4 a pair.
For Children-Shoes that you can
&Rend upon as best obtainable for
the price whatever you pay, front $1
to $2 a pile
For Men-We are famous for Shops
with quality, style, fit and service
at $2, $2.50, $3, $3.50 and $4 a pair
for men,
For Boys-Shoes in many styles at
$1.50. $1.75, $2 and $2.50 a pair
Tot' li(”s of all ages.
Nave Money By Buying Your Fall
Clothes at Harbour's-And you not
only- save money but you get the
clothes that can't be surpassed in
style and satisfaction giving qualities
no matter where you go or what you
pay. Everyone can be suited. Every-
one can be fitted here, sooner or later
every man is going to try the Har-
bour Clothes and there can't be a
better time than now to begin. Most
of our "Better Qualities" of Suits
and Overcoats come from the cele-
brated house of Schloss Bros. & Co..
W11090 "Correct Clothes for Gentle-
men" are known wherever good
Clothes are worn,
HERE DI WHAT WE ARE DOING:
Setting-1 lathing Stores-43'5 Suits
for $25.00








Selling Clothing Stores $15 Suits
for  $12.50
Selling Clothing Sto▪ res $12 50
'Suits for $10.00
Selling Clothing-Stores $10"Snits
for. ....$7.50 and $8.50
$18 Suits
$15.00
Harbour's Department Store North Third StreetJUST OFF BROADWAY
On Hat Pine.
Hew much of a vvrenial,'s character
is -revealed by her hat pins! Manu-!
faetuters and dealers in their search '
for novelty have little thought of the
page they were opening for 'the
perusal of the student of humanity '
Formerly the only style of hat pin
available was the one with a plain
black head, and so woman's expresni
sibn of,t herself perforce had to seek'
other channels--but now, as she
walks the streets, she proclaims her
tastes land proclivities from the 1042
and sides of her hat. If she is goltly
inclined you know it from the silver
jauntily displayed under her hat brim
Does she play tennis, a racket is ells- I
played. fs she horsey, ,a horseshoe
stirrup or spur, or all three combined
fastens a snug. stimuli* looking hat ,
ttn her trim coiffeur. The sweet sum- '
men girl holds her lace and flower
'Millinery to her waving tresses by
means of flower headed pins, or else.
with a big seal bearing "His" mono- -
gram. while the stately and dignified
matron tucks into her aristocratic
bonnet a gorgeously jeweled affair
which acknowledges the depth of her
purse No one with a decent regard
for appearances now has those hard
tiny little knobs in evidence any 1
more than she would a hole in her
stocking or any other unmentionable
discrepancy,-Chattanooga Times. •'
1112.5 Reward.
The 'Otte, Republican Campnign •
committee will pay -$25 for any evi-
dence leading to the prosecution and
conviction of any one guilty of buy-
ing or disposing of registration cer-
tificates.
F. C. HOOVER, Secretary.
VOTERS!





Our 3lisses' Shoes are a very attractive
feature of.our store.
biany Shoe stores appear to know very
little about what the young lady should
wear in the way of correct shoes.
Aere it's Sifferent
We have shoes made to fit misses' feet
correctly. .The lasts are shaped correctly.
We've just the shoes th young lady
will be pleased to see on her feet.
Stylish, dainty, yet comfortable, because
groperlii Jhaped
The best of leathers and the most skill-
ful of artistic shoemaking.
We've a size and width for every young
lady's foot.




About Paducah and Gregory Heights
The Gregory Heights Company has issued a
very interesting set of circulars about Paducah arid
its newest and prettiest suburb, covering the salient
facts about the city and the value of this suburban
property.
These circulars, ready for mailing, will be
furnished any one whn desires to send them to any
friends or prospective new corners to the city.
Call on or address
T. A. FRIER-SON or C. E. JENNINGS





AI fliNNOON AND WEICALY
THY SUN PUBLISUINOCO.
U1C41116,PalKATall
P. III. PIuIt. Prcsid
I. J. PANTOS. General
lantersti at the poetoffice at Padlial•b.
Ky., as second class matter.
galeaCILIPTHON RATE/.
TIMM DAILY WEI
gly sorrier, per week  le
By mall. per month In advance  .36
lig mall, per yse414 suivanee 
TB E 
 use
Per year. by mail, postage peld 11.94
Address THE RUN, Pado-ah. KY. 
°Elm 116 South third Phone $63
Payne. 31 Young. Chicago and New
York. representatives
THE BUN can be found at the follow-
ing places:







2 3897 16 3910
3 3908 17 3895
4 3874 18 3893
5 3880 19 3495
6 3899 20 3905
7 3922 21 3898
9 3913 23 3900
10 3912 24  3907
11 3895 25  :902




pleading for the perpetuation of a
machine, a thing the old Bryan male
his reputation fighting against.
It is rule or ruin, dictate or destroy
with the Frankfort bunch.
The Episcopal convention refused
to adopt the reeolution not to officiate
at the wedding of a divorced person
There is a great deal of agitation on
the divorce question, which cannot
but do good; but there is a right way
and a wrong way of going about It
There are restrictions we can plaze
on the remarriage of divorced per-
sons, that will multiply Initnorality:
for first of all we are h man beings. 
Theditorce evil is a social problem
Changes of social laws and codes and
ethics will not avail. The social hot
bed is the home. The reform -must
come there. The reform must
effected in the next generation.
we rear. our children properly
shall cure all social ills. '
Owen Tyler, Democratic candidate
for mayor of 'Louisville, declares for
:Home Rule;" but Tyler's position
on the Sunday closing question,




THE CRY OF "STOP. THIEF!"
Once upon a time there was a wise
thief, who, when pursued, shouted
"Stop Thief!' and kept on running
down the street, as if he were the
leader of the pursuers. The ruse
worked admirably, and soon he was
able to drop back and out of the
crowd, which kept on running after
an imaginary fugitive. Meanwhile,
the thief got sway eith the booty.
The principle of the num-, has been
variously applied to illegitimate pro-
39130 jects since, and with varying success.
38991 Whenever anyone begins to accuse
3,00 an opponent of underhanded metb
taknscare lest he is endeavoring
Total  97,548
Average for September. 1107..3.902
Average for September, 1906...3,939
Personally appeared before me, this
October 1, 1907, R. D. SlacMillen,
business manager of The Sun. who
affirms that the above statement of
the c.,;culation of The Sun for the
matseh of September, 1907, is true to
the best of•hls knoaledge and hel ef.I
PETER PURYEAR. Notar) Pub:!c ;
My commission expires January 23,i
1908.
Daily Thought.
Thodgli vie rd., it., to'
find the beautifel. ei t,st
with to or we flnd it not.-- Eneesou
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Goternor-Augustus E. W111-
eon, of Louisville.
For Lieutenant ,Governor-W. H.
Cox, of Mason county.
For Attorney General-James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor-Frank P James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer-Capt. Edwin Far-
ley, of McCracken county.
For Secretary of State-Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
struction-J. S. Crabbe, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
s-N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals-
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.









  John J. Dorian
George Lefinhard
George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor....Harlan Griffith
Aldermen-T. C. Leech Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamblin, W. T Miller.
Councilmen- Second ward. A. Z.
Young: Third ward. C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward, F. 8. Johnston:
Fifth ward, Frank Mayer; Sixth
ward, W. L Bower.
School Trustees-First ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills;
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison: Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kelly;
Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker; Sixth
ward, J. C. Farley and Ed Morris.
' Before Thanksgiving. Bryan says.
he will announce his attitude on the
presidential question. If he doe.sn•t
we have plenty of other things for
which to return thanks.
-e. 
EFFRONTERY OF THE MACHINE
The effrontery of the Frankfort
machine and its domineering methods
are the most exasperating features of
its existenve. Think of the audacity
of their sending a representative into
alcCracken county to manage the
campaign for the Democrats! It is
a reflenion on the ability of local
Demoeratic workers, and an indica-
tion that they me considered but
minor cogs in the great stite machine
A repreeentatlye of the Frankfort
crowd came to Padueah and dictated
the nominee for the legislature. Lo-
cal politicians must report to Frank-
fort, and now we learn that Frank-
fort is not satisfied with their work.
It is all a part of the spirit, which
induced them to dictate to Bryan on
what subjects he should and should
not speak in Kentueky. The Ken-
tucky Slate Journal, which speaks by
the card politically, warned him that
government ownership and some oth-
er issues are repugnant to Kentesky
Democracy, and we observe that Mr.
Bryan did not let himself go. He
conflned himself to some stilted argu-
ments that must have been obnoeneue
to him. There was a' Bryan once.
who,. spoke shout what he pleased
*hen he tileatked and • h Ise
pleased. But this new Buil was
4
to divert attention from himself, and
direct suspicion to the other, while
lie "gets away with the booty ••
The Sun has Just taken occasion to
Investigate the charge made 'by the
News-Democrat that 68 ex-convicts
are registered as Republicans, and
we doubt the truth of the assertion
Republican committeemen say they
will be obliged to anyone, who will
give them the names of sushi
suspeces. They do not ask the proof'
they will go to the trouble of looking,
that up themselves. They had men!
at ever) registratIon booth to ques-i
tion the competency of voters, before
eve voters registered, and they halt-
d man) such. There were others
there challenging, sometimes in uni-
form, denying people the privilege of
registering when they 'were willing
Id swear, and exercising every means
of intimidation and delay.
Herein we see the connection be-
tween the cry of "fraud," the. uni-
formed challengers, and the pres-
ence in the city of emissaries of the
Frankfort machine, which would hes-
itate at nothing to gain an election
The crynef "Stop thief!" Is raised to
divert attention and cover up frauds
which will be the last resort of the
machine at bay.
It will be well for every good citi-
zen .to be on his guand. There will
be methods introduced in this elec-
tion McCracken eounty has never
known before, and that never would
have been introduced by local politic-
ians.
Vote for Beckham for United
State: senator, if you are a supporter
of Roosevelt's policies, was the ad-
vice of William Jennings laryan: he-
cause, be said. Roosevelt must rely on
Democratic members of congress to
carry through his measures. That Is
a tortuous way of advocating the can-
didacy of anyone, and, we think, a
better way to indorse Roosevelt would
be to send a Republican to the sen-
ate. We rather believe a Republican
senator from Kentucky would reeetne
a right royal welcome at Washington
and there are some good things there
for Kentucky, if we had the right
kind of a man -there to demand them
Now that the baseball champion-
ship is settled. we may devote our
undivided attention to the upholster-
'd young gentlemen, who contest for
the supremacy of their respective in-
stitutions of higher education, by wal-
lowing over a pig skin full of wind.
a 
THE ISSUE.
The mayoralty contest presents the
choice between a businees man, on.
whom the nomination Was urged. an.
a politician, who has been seeking
the nomination for a year. It is a
business administration, against-ma
chine politics. /
James P. Smith Is one of the most
able business men in Paducah. Be-
sides assuming the management of
and capably handling a large busi-
ness. he has increased it by legitimate
businees methods. Ile is a' large
property owner. His interests are HO
interlinked with the progress and she
velopment 'of Paducah and the eco-
nomical administration- of her public
affairs, the cost of which falls as
heavily on him as on any one other
citizen of the city, that those inhered,,
form a guaranty of'.. the careful ae
ministration of the government, sur-
passing any bond he or anyone else
could furnish.
Promises are nothing. Any poli-
tician can make more seductive prom-
ises In a day, than an ordinary busi-
ness man could imagine In a month.
But when you know a man is capable
of managing big affairs. because he
has successfully done go. and 3e
know that any manadministratile
would fall most heavily on his le
sonal interests, you do not requie
any promises.
James P. Smith did not seek the
nomination efor mayor. He refused
it once, and wag prevailed up9n t
ittettOritinif Stitt 41.- was• &olio I
him thaCthe business interests and
1
property interests of th ... ..
a candidate, who will Mauro •protee
tion to the small home -owners and
the proper management of the city's
Ir (fairs,Next Tuesday is tile last registra-
tion day. Anybody, eligible to vote,
is entitled to register Tuesday. It
makes no difference whether the
voter was in the city at the last regis-
tration or het, he is entitled to reg-
ister Tuesday, if he did not register
on the flret day. After that it will
be, neceseary to prove his inability to
register on either day. The compara-
tive strength of the two parties, as
shown by the registration next Tues-
day, will greatly affect the election.
4 AT THE CHURCHES
alethedist.
TRIMBLE STREET -TThe Rev. G
W. Banks, pastor. Morning service
ecadiletad lay lite Rev. AN. Sears, of
Tyler. Evening sermon by the pastor
subject: "The Week of Prayer and
Its Results."
BROADWAY-The Rev. W. T
Bolling, pastor. Morning services
conducted by the Rev. 'G. W. Banks
Subject: "Woman's Home Mission






Duet, "Come Unto Me."-Mrs. Ie




Sold. "Night of Nights."-Mrs.
Wade Lewis.
Prayer.
Quartette-Mrs. Lelia Wade Lew-
k, Mrs. Taylor Fisher, Mr. Robert
Chastaine. Mr. Eminent Bagby.
Hymn, 1.
Solo, "Adore and Be Still"- Mr.
Robert Chastaine.
Doxology.
THIRD STREET-The Rev. Per
Fields, pastor. Usual morning and
evening services.
MECHANICSBURG-The Rev, J
W. Cantrell, pastor. Usual morning
and evening services.
THIRD STREET-Tne Rev. _Peter
Fields, pastor. Children's day see
vices will occupy the morning hour
at the Third street Methodist church
tomorrow. On Thursday night a
musk ale 'will be given at the church




FIRent -The Rev. W. E. Cave, pas-
tor. Morning subject: "The Day of
Small Thinge." Evening subject:
"Patient Endurance." Sunday school
at 9:30. Sunday school at Mispah
and Hebron missions at 2:3o.
KENTUCKY AVENUF.-The Rev
J. R Henry, pastor. Morning sub-
jet: "The Ninth Commandment."
"Evening subject: "The Root of All
FAL". Sunday school at 9:31)..
CI'MBERLAND--The Rev. Joseph
liciaakey, pastor. Revival at Tenth
and Madison streets. Sunday school
at 9:3-0.
WORTEN'S ADDITION-Protract-
ed meeting conducted by the Rev. W.
T. Phillips, of Ft. Worth, Texas, Ser-
vices every erening at 7:30.
German.
EVANGELICAL--The Rev. Wil-
liam Beurquin. pastor. Morning ser-
vices in German. Evening services
in English. Subject: "Hand in Hand
With God."
LUTHERAN-The Rev. William
Grohter, pastor. Services will be
9141•011Mbet1•11
1
Like our men's department,
our children's has established
a new standard in Padueah.
Our price range enables
yott to find just the ,priced
-Wt or coat you want.
•
THERE N SOMETHING BE-
t'IDEDLIC DIFFERENT
FROM THE ORDINARY IN
OUR CHILDREN'S
CLOTHING.
Take the display of over-
coats and suits for children in
our window for evidence of
the above statement. You 
workmanship in all mechanics, andwon't find the same beautiful
he wonder Is that it should, some-garments, the exclusive
Imes, from the way is Is abused, do•tyies and patterne you note'
ts work at all.here, elsewhere in Paducah.
By all laws of physics, the spine Is
liable at any moment to get out of or-
der. It is subject to slips, wrenches,
ressures, deadlocks, sprtOns, contrac
ions and congestions---any one of
,which require only an intelligent en-
l !neer to adjust, to relieve and cure.
The Osteopath is that engineer.
In just. a few moments i can eesily
explain to you why and how Osteo-
$S.30 to 910i-every gar- pathy Is achieving such a wonderful
ment a better value than that success it curing all kinds of chronic
amount will buy elsewhere, and acute illness, and I shall take
Air
conducted tennorrow by the litev. Mr
eerier. Morning services in
0t.1 i14.fl,Evening services to S'ng-
linn• Subject: "Our Mission "
(lien:time •
FIRST-The Rev. S. B. Moore,
pastor. Sunday school. at 9:3,o
Morning services at 10:(5; evening
services' at 7:30. Morniqg subject:
"COsoper atlas. Ev en Ili; ••• subject:
"The Greatest Thing in the World."
TENTH STREET---Runday school
and communion at usual hours to-
morrow morning.
Elkinc0PAI.
GRACE- The Rev. D. C. Wright,
rector. Holy communion 7:30 a. m.
Sunday school 9:30. Morning prayer
and sermon 10:45 a.m. Evening pray-
er and sermon 7:30 p. in. The Monday
Bible lectu will be resumed for the
winter onlionday next, when the rec-
tor will lettuce on "Isaiah, the )ian




FIRST-The Rev. Calvin Thomp-
son, pastor. On a4ount of the ab-
*ewe! Of The pastor, who is assisting
in a revival in Pewee Valley, the It.-,
J. it. Clark will till the pulpit Plonk-
ing and evening. Morning subject:
"The Building of Man." Evening
"subject: "The Wrecking of Man."
SECOND -'The Rev. L. G. Graham
pastor. Usual morning and evening
services.
NORTH TWELFTH STREET-The
Rev. J. iR. Clark, pastor. Sunday
school at 3 o'clock.
Seventh Day Adventists.
Services every Saturday at 821
South Sixth 'street. Sabbath school
2:30 p. m. Preaching at 3:30 p. ni.
All are heartily invited.
Chriattau Science.
Services Sunday 10:30 a. m. Wee
nesday. 7:30 p. tn.; Sunday school
9:20 a. ne Hall 527 1-2 Broadway
Salvation Assay, 1110•Broodway.
Sunday services as folloks: At
hall. 11 a. m. holTnests meeting: 3
rte. song and testimony meeting.
9, in. gospel service and chalk te
Children's meeting at 2 o'clock. OPen-I 
Healing Stoves and Ranges
Line now complete.
Heating Stoves from $1.50 up
Steel Ranges, Six Holes, $28.00
High Closet, regular $35 value.
You can buy any stove in the house on






Now ready for your inspection.
We are showing some special
bargains in these lines and
would like to have you call and










This department has many
bargains you should not over-
look.





Very strong line of medium
priced beds in the latest style:-
and finishes. Easy payments
air meeting on Bloadwa'y one-half
hour previous to these meetings.
Church Notes.
The Rev. David C. Wright will re-
sume. his MondaY afternoon Bible lec-
tures next Monday at 4:30 o'clock.
The - first subject for the winter,
"Isaiah, the Man and His Times"IThe
general subject fop the winter. will be
;The Four Greater ;Prophets, and
Modern Problems."
The Woman's Home' Slisaion so-
ciety Ot the Trimble Street 'Methodist
church will meet Monday afternoon
at 3:30 o'cloek with Mrs. E. C. Ad-
ams, 1019 HarHein street.
4 special meeting for men and
boys will be held a4„ the Second Bap-
tist church Sunday afternoon at 3
o'clock. The services will be led by
the pastor v.ho will have as his sub-
ject "The Secret Sin of Men."
The Home Mission society of the
Broadway Methodist church will
meet Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock
at the church.
C. B. S. C.
The children of the First Presby-
terian -Sabbath school, under the age
of la years, who are not members of
the "Children's Bible Study 'Circle"
recently organized by Miss Pearl
Campbell, are kindly asked to meet
her and the members in the Sabbath
school room on tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30. Subject for study, "Some
One," Genesis let chapter.
• PIANO FOR SALE,
A Hush & Lone parlor grand pi-
ano, sesisl as new, for sale at one-hair
regular price. Owner going to leave
city. Apply at 1102 South Fourth
stect or ring old phone 904.
VOTERS!
Nett Tuesday is the last day to
regreler.
5T0417'
itories To MO roBlYslewilian.419'"Ins.41PNL.4
Matchless Workmanship.
Most diseases or of spinal origin.
That is a characteristic generaliza-
tion of Crsteopathy in a nutshell, and
is a contention that has never been
disproved.
The Osteopathic diagnosis, and
treatment are new antnoriolnal, and
its precentage of cures have attracted
wide attention. This is history that
cannot be successfully challenged.
We apply In a new way and with
nee/ force, old principles that are a
part of the recognized, but theoretical
teachings of every school of practice
but in an unsystematic...form.
You cannot study the anatomy of
he spinal column without marveling
hat it kr selaom gets out of order.
t is the most matchless piece of
$2.98
Steel Ball Beariog
SKATES. REAVES & SONS
'great pleasure in doing so.
1
 I Just now you may have a touch of
the Fall ailment, to which we Pa-
kucahans are fakir. If so, let tne tellI
„..iyou how easily. bow quickly such ail- 1
i merits yield to the OsteOpathfc treat-
- -- -











enty pieces of three grades of Ingrain Carpet, priced
for less than ee can buy them from the manufacturer today:
Ten pieces best quality of All Wool Ingrain 60cCarpet, regular price MSc, for 
- Five pieces best All Wool Filling Carpet, regular
price 60e, foe .. . 48c
Five pieces best Quarter Wool Union Carpet, regular
price 40e, for. .. • . 32c
Bring your room measure with you. No extra charge to
etit and watch.
Sale starts Monday and cuntinUes Until all are sold.
IOCAL NEWS
0•1;;Fri-r-r
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Boyer residence phone 464;
office 175.
. -Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
-We have just received another
lot of those beautiful White Wax De-
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
-Best and cheapest. we rent bug-
gies, carriages and horses separately.
Both phones 100. Copeland's stable,
419 Jefferson street.
-Get some of the beautiful new
souvenir postal eards of U. S. gun-
boat Paducah at R. Le Clements &
Co.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Painter Transfer Co.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who-wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify oar col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriprs. Sun Publishing Co.
-Just received supply of the larg-
est oysters in the city. We receive
them fresh every day and will serve
Oyster stew on Saturday night from
8 to 12 for only 10 cents a bowl.
People's restaurant, 115 South Third
street, W. F. Johnston, manager.
--Place your orders for wedding
Invitations at home. , The Sun is
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
Much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-Tomorrow will be the closing
Beelike at Burk's. chapel, A. M. E.
Services at 11 a. m., 2:30 p. m. and
8 p. m. Conference convenes in Lou-
isville Wednesday morning.
-Evergreen Grove No. 13, Wood-
men Circle, are requested to meet at
cemetery gate Sunday at 2 o'clock to
unveil monument of Soy. Minnie Bry-
ant and assist Magnolia No. 2 to un-
' veil monument of Sow. Mary Craft.
Leona Hall. clealt.
-Flower pots! Flower pots_dellv.
ereda M. J. Yopp Seed Co. 124 South
Second Street. Both phones 477.
Attention, Coot Actors.
Bids will he received on October
25th, at the office of A. L. Lassiter.
for sidewalk, gutter and' curb lin-
provenaentea for Caldwell park. Plans
and specifications are at Lassiter's
office.
BOARD PARK COMMISSIONERS,
Mrs. M. K. Rice and children went
to Kuttswa today to visit relative*.
MORE REASONS
Why We Deserve Your
Drug store Patronage:
A prescripaion is an order from
a -doctor to a druggist for a
specified amount of medicine of
a certain kind and totality with
directions ((Jr its use by the
patient. Experience has taught
most physicians that in many
instances medicine!' prepante
tione made by certaleeirms give
better results than others that
may be had for perhaps half the
money For this reason a doe.
tor Often names a certain brand
of medicine which he wants
used in his prescription. Very
often it is easy for a druggist to
use the cheaper brand. This
practice on the part of the drug-
gist is called SUBSTITUTING.
The physicians of Pettus
cab Know that we do not
substitute. •
Our immense stock enables us
to give exactly what the doctor
orders.
Ferthermore, -business integ-
rity is not a mere jest with us.
It is the foundation of our large
and steadily increasing prescrip-
tion business. MI the doctors
know that our dame on the
label guarantees the integrity
of the medicine.
C Bring us your prescriptions.
TAXPAYERS NOTICE
All persons owing state and county
taxes for 191)7 will have to settle
same at once as I will be forced to
levy On same. Please avail yourselves
of the last opportunity to save penal-
ties and costs, etc.
JOHN W. OGILVIE, S. M. C.
The riser i-s falling again, the
guage registering 7.2 this morning,
which is .2 lower than yesterday.
The Chancy Lamb went to Cairo
yesterday, making her first trip since
being overhauled.
The Kuttaua, a little Cumberland
river towboat, is in with a tow of
coal.
The Dunbar made her regular trip
to Cairo today, leaving at 8 o'clock
with a good freight and passenger
trade.
The Kentucky is in from the Ten-
nessee river and will leave this af-
ternoon on her return trip.
The City of Saltillo passed up for
St. Louis yesterday.
The H. W. Buttorff was In from
Evansville yesterday instead of the
Joe Fowler. The Fowler will be the
Evansville packet today.
The Royal made her regular trip
from Golconda today.
The Cowling had a good passenger
list on its first trip today.
1A•ork colattnnes good. at the marine
ways and the dry docks. Every avail
able ship -carpenter and caulker is
employed, while there is work for
others who may come. A revival in
river interests has caused a great
deal more work this season than
usual, and all the old, craft on the
river are being .repaired. Two of
these, the A. D. Allen and the Wa-
its* are being built almost new, a
new hull having already been placed
under the Allen, new plank on the
sides and the boilers remodelled
The Wabash is also being given a
thorough overhauling.
Official Forecasts,
The Ohio at Evansville will_begin
rising within 12 hours and rise for
several days. At Mt. 'Vernon, wi41
continue failing during the next 12
to 24 hours, then rise for several
days. At Paducah, will fall slowly
during the next 36 hours. At Cairo.
dill continue rising slowly during
the next 36 hours.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth, not much change during
the next 36 hours.
The Miessissippi front below St.
Louis to 'Cairo, will continue rising
owly during the next 21 hours.
Worse Cannon for President.
Owosso, Mich., Oct. 12.-The pres-
identaralindidacy of Speaker Joseph
Cannon was indorsed after a struggle,
end two delegates to the national Re-
publican convention were named by a
convention of the Eighth congreseion
al distract, held here today. This
the first convention to select national
elegates, was a lively affair. It re.
vealed the bitter opposition of the
Michigan beet sugar interests to the
candidacy of Secretary Taft.
Operator Arrested; Blocked Messages
St. Josebh, Mo., Oct. 12.-Joseph
Powers, a Burlington telegraph oper-
ator at Waldron, Mo., has been ar-
rested by United States authorities
charged with, interfering with com-
mercial messages and train dispatch-
ing. The officers expect to make fur-
ther arrests of operators who have
sought to harrass the Western Union
and Associated Press operators who
took the shatters' places tomb time
ag0,. 41, I.
Notice!
All towboats landing at the Patin-
eah Wharfboat company's wharfboat
will be charged two ($2.00) dollars
for each and every lending. Time not
to exceed two hours far each landing.
James Koger, Pres,
JAMES KOGER, Pres.
D. M. STREET, Sec.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT.
Beery (loge makes you teelbetter. Li..-1's
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Iliettelay Dinuer Party.
Miss Jut beeses entertained a
few of her frieuds at dinner on Wed-
nesday evening at her home on
North FiSch street, in celebration of
her Sixteenth birthday. The table
was a pretty color-effect in yellow
and white., with goldenrod for the
decorations. The place cards were
hand- painted design of golden rod
and autumn leaves. A delightful
course-dJnner was served and the
guests were. Misses Mary Wheeler,
Saidee Smith, Susie Dabney, Amy
Dreyfuss. Lucile Well, Mary B. Jen-
nings, Helen Van " aleter, Grace
Hills.
Box Party This Afternoon.
Complimentary to Miss Julia Dab-
ney, a sweet and attractive girl of
the younger set, whose sixteenth
birthday was celebrated this week,
Mrs. John W. Keller gave a box
party this afternoon at the Kentucky
theater to see Charles B. Hanford In
the, "Merchant of Venice." In the
party were: aliases Julia Dabney,
Mary Wheeler, Ellen Boswell, Saidee
Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Baker to Move to
Florida.
Mr. J. E Baker will leave Sunday
night for Tampa. Fla., to locate. Mrs.
Baker, who ilas been ill at the home
of he,r parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. K.
Greer, on Fountain avenue, will fol-
low as soon as she is able to travel
It is on account of Mrs. ataker's
health that the change is made. They
have a wide circle of fronds in Pa-
ducah who will regret their depart-
ure, and both are prominent in chute h
work. Mr. Baker has been conneeted
with The Sun typographical force
since its establishment. having been
with the Standard when sold to The
Sun. He is a fine young man of
sterling industry and has been secre
tary of Typographical Union No. 134.
He is a vestryman of Grace Episcopal
church. Mr. Baker has lready se-
cured a poiitIon on the Tampa Tri-
bune. He is a skilled Linotype opera-
tor.
Mr. Rupert Craig, the young print-
er who has been employed at the
Billings' job office, left today for
Breeitinridge, Mo., to take the posi-
tion of foreman of the 'Breckinridge
Bulletin office(
Miss Virginia Bennett returned to
her home in Louisville today, after
visiting Mrs. G. C. Crumbaugh.
Major J. H. Aahcraft left today
on a business trip to Louisville and
Cincinnati.
Messrs. W. R. Scott and Samuel
Bennett returned today from Reel-
foot lake, where they spent sevral
days hunting and fishing.
Col. J. T. Donovan 1ft today for
Louisville to attend a meeting of the
Knights of Columbus.
Mrs. Mary Bell, of the Mayfield
road, is ill from pneumonia. Her re-
covery is doubtful, became of her ad-
vanced age.
City Solicitor and Mrs. James
Campbell are parents of a fine, hand-
some son, born last night..
Mr. John Vogt. of Nashville, Tenn ,
arrived last night to be at the bed-
Fade of his mother, Mrs. Mary Vogt,
of South Tenth street, who is seri-
ously Ill, the result of a fall a week
ago.
Miss Myrtle Decker, 9'J3 Jefferson
street, has returned home from a sev-
eral week,' viseto relatives in Co-
lumbus, Ohio. •
Miss Grace Williams. of Krebs
station, is in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel T. Hublaard
and Misses Ella Puryear Hubbard
LV 
" Yes, time to be put-
ting on the overcoat.




The short boxey coat?
The medium conser-
vative Chesterfield?
Or one of the varia-
tions of the above?
Look over the styles,
try-.'em on-all are here.
Price from $10 up to
$40,
and Mary Paxton Puree•ir wave re-
turned from a two weeks' vislt to
relatives in Water Valley, Ky.
Mrs. G. T. Brookshire. of the south
side, ill! leave this evening tot Os-
car. Ky.. to visit relatives.
Mrs. S. T. Hall, wife of the physic-
ian. went to Benton this morning to
Mr. Fendol Burnett returned from
alityfield this morning.
Commonwealth's Attorney John G.
Lovett returned to Benton this morn-
ing.
Messrs. Gus Lockwood, Charles River Insurauce company for ;Lae
White. Spence NVootan. Matt Miller alleged to have been done his go,
Charles Jones and Charles Dunlap eery by fire. The petition alleges
left this morning for Barlow Lake to that the insurance company has r.
enjoy hunting and fishing. fused to pay the amount of datinte ,
Gus Kraus against the Padu:.
Home Telephone company for Care^
damages for personal injuries. Fie
fell from a telephone plea. at Ninth
street and Broackway in August, on
account of reeeiviug a shock whi •
worittpg a_mcipg ehe wires. . fl eu.
fered a brol'en arm and leg, and oth-
er injuries.
Austin C. Morrison against the Rex
Manufacturing company and Collie.
bin Manufacturing company for $1 ,
50t1 damages for personal injuries.,
lie fell into a vat of boiling water at
the plant while employed as night
watchman.
ELECTRICIANS
SAY THEY CUT Till. WIRES BE-
CAUSE ttle D INGER.
Wires in the sett, h box at Came-
library, which wete discovered to
'have been severed, cutting off the
electricity from half th s lights in the
-building, were cut by contractors to
relieve a "ground" and prevent a
possible fire in the building, and to
preclude patrons of the institution
tilling shocked.
City Electrician McPherson ex-
plained that several months ago a
"ground" was discovered. The wires
had. been cut for some time, 'he said,
"tied had they remained connected
might have caused a tire in the build-
ing, or someone to have been badly
shocked."
"As to what caueed the ground
we cannot say," said air. Sam Fore-
man. "It may have been caused by
rats. Anyway., the ground is in con-
cealed work, and cannot be gotten
to. Nothing but a rewiring of the
building will relieve the defects."
FASHJON'S FOIBLES.
Amon w the novelties in hat trim-
mings are arum nines in white velvetl
with skeleton leaves of white net
veined with silk.
Vulture and easoar plumes, with
sweeping Aruazone or teeureause in
ostrich falling below the shoulder
promise to ,be much worn.
Dainty little handkerchiefs to
match the tailored costumes wort) are
DOW being carried by the French wo-
men. There are new arrangements
of checks and stripes, and the dela-
cate shades make the handkerchiefs
Quite expensive. Where there is a
colored border the initial is oa a solid
ground of white.
A charming evening frock of
ercatny chiffon had large woven satin
dots and a deep border of great pink
and yellow roses in pale shades. This
was worn over a shell pink supple
taffeta slip, which was veiled by the
same shade of chiffon.
The dyed laces will be greatly used
A gown of silk for an afternoon
costume is always in good style for
the elderly woman. Faille louisine,
moire and the soft taffetas are among
the best to eboose from.
The embroidery laces are interest-
ing worked in colors to match the
ground and combination of several
colors.
:The original and Persian effects are
sought.
The soutache lace resembles sou-
tache braiding applied to net ground,




colors, with gold and
grounds, and filet antique.
Indefinitely.
These materials may be secured at
a reasonable price, and are nearly all
rainproof. There is a rew process
employed in making them rainproof
which has proved most satisfactory.
The rage for Shantung and stussor
shows no sign of abating, and these
fabrics are being dyed in the most
wonderful shades of raspberry. Cotten
hagern blue,- myrtle green and old
gold.
They are equally fashionable in
their natural colors.
Pollee Court,
Oda Belle Smith, colored, for car-
rying a razor concealed in the fra •
of her shirtwaist, was fitted $25 a -
costs, and given 20 days in jail.
Flora W'right was fined $25 a:
costs for disorderly conduct. ,and ti,
fine suspended during good behavior
Other eases: R. Calissi and Toni
Alien,. using insulting language to-
wards each other, $3 and costs eaele:
Gus Torten. colored, seduction, son-
tinued.
TROUBLES FOR TAFT
SAVED UP FOR A YEAR.
Manila. Oct. 12.- Secretary of
War Taft will arrive Monday and the
first legislature assembly will meet on
Tuesday. Taft's name is heard every-
where. The assembly_ is a secondary
consideration. Es cry one who had
trouble the last year or so will pass
it up to the big secretary.
Horrible Double Murder.
Philadelphia. Oct. 12. --With the
recovery of the unclothed body of a .....stbsrpi.steissitssfssretsse
man from the aDelaware river 
withboth legs ntissang and mutilated: Suhscrilwre inserting want ads he
about the head and chest and knowla The Sun sill kindly remember that
edge that a woman's corpse also with all such Wins are to he maid for
the legs missing and throat cut. - wheat the ad is inserted, the rule ap-
/Hood 1164 S. Nab
Elot coffee made by a real Kinhee
man in a
Genuine  Kinhee Coffee Pot, the
Twentieth Century Wonder
of the justly oelebrated delicately flavor
KIN IIEE (.'OFFEE, a delightful hot
drink made in a minute B 4 your eyes.
THE GREAT MAJESTIC
The greatest ran sw ever made; has all the good merit-
able points that the best talent could combine in the
manufacture of a range. The range now burning
under heavy fire with paper pipe. U want to C and
know the points of the GREAT MAJESTIC.
Hot Coffee and Hot Biscuit Served
Every Day.
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated
still in the river, police belies e a
double murder was committed. The
woman's body was brought up by a






Victoria, B. c.. Oct. 12.-Mail ad-
vices front Batavia report the ambus-
cade and massacre of two companies,
of Dutch troops by natives in the
Celebes. Eleven men rent to sectire
the native chief, were attecitd while
in camp. some being at breakfast and
others swimming and they were
butetered to a man. -Lieutenant
Mitehhes. commanding the force, had
gone with six men to- ̀ the chief"s
stronghold and returning joined
forces with Lieutenant Kies and fif-
teen men. The company had heard
tithing of the slaughter of the otle
force and when they were "think.-
camp they were set upon by a large
force of blacks. Not one escaped.
Texas Oil Company Quits.
Galveston, Tex,, Oct. 142.-T11,-
Southwestern Oil company has sua
peneded business, and its *85.000 le
'finery near Houston and other prop
erty are for sale. The Southwester,
formerly did $200,000 business at
totally. Texas laws prevent its saa
to the trust. The, president says that
2 per rent profit per quarter and 2
per cent tax on sales is more than
any independent company can stand
when the trust cuts the place to cost.
Child" Ate Gigots
„New York, Oct. 12.-The (hr.:"
fa ile0Cri seta " tal 'T1115111E1' -T.--tallrffor
a painter, :s dead at his home her,
due to nicotine poleonink caused b
eating part of a cigar which hi
lather left on the sideboard a fee
• 11
IN THY COURTS 
Circuit t 'ourt.
Lee Cox against James Rainey, et
al., a transcript from County Judge
R. T. Lightfoot's court. In the lower
court the ease was decided in favor of
the defendants.
J. W. Iticktuan against the North
Rears Heard of His Comittg.
Stamboul, La., Oct. 12.-Tomor-
row Roosevelt's camp will he pitched
near Neweaon, Tenses parish, 40
miles from the present camp. and 12
miles from a railroad. The presi-
dent today is hunting in the direc-
tion of The new camp. Tonight he
will sleep in the open. It is now be-
lieved hears have left the district In
which the president has been hunt-
ing.
llarrinutn-lealin ease.
Nt-V% York, Oct. 12.-- At a confer-
ence of counsel today in the govern-
mint suit against E. H. Harriman
and Otto Kahn to force them to an-
swer questions put to them before
the interstate commission, was post-
poned by agreement and set for hear-
ing November 13.
Notice.
All members of Magnolia Grove
are earnestly requested to meet at
the temetery gate at 2 o'clock Sunday
afternoon for the purpose of unveil-
ing Soy. Mary A. Craft's monument.
and to assist Evergreen 'arrive.
MARY A. LEE, Clerk.
-You could live in this city in
areat comfort--and even save a great
deal of money-without buying any-
thing at a store that does not adver-
tise in this le •e spa per,
acre less than $3.00, It
wouldn't be as good a hat.
If it were more than $3.00
It wouldn't be a better hat.
$3.01) is just right, became
the LUDLOW is ills! i'leht.
WANT ADS,
plying to cvery one without excep-
tion.
- FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
illteliELLS for WWI-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
WANTED--Good seeTad-hand-cash
register. Address 0. Care Sun.
FOR heatras and stovewood ring
437 F. Levin,
FOR RENT-Apartment In 603
North Sixth street. George Rawleigh.
LET NED Pollen iinui your truelts
and baggage. Phone 921.
ROOMS for rent. 408 Washington
Old phone 2500.
FOR PURE apple vinegar 3years
o:d, Bichou Bros., Stall 31. Market.
FOR Dhz maJUD, old phone
2361.
FARM FOR SA LE -- airei
gravel road, public school. J. M.
Clarke, 1309 Jefferson street.
--FORSALE-:-.Nice roll top deek, at
a bargain. C. J. Kiger, 110 North
Seventh.
TRY T. C. NICKELLS' best hand
sewed, oak ruled half soles in city fora
durability. Fourth and Washington.
FOR RENT- Nice front room,
bath, etc., with, or without board.
62-6 Kentucky Avenue.
WANTED- To buy hounds. App:y
to George H. Robeftson, us Broad-
way.
Gold-headed unireTa.
straight handle, about two weeks
ago. Reward. 113 South Second._ _ _
FOR SALE- Cheap. one pair of
mules, one pair horses. Call old phone
211-a.
FOR RENT-Three room house
with pantry.-$6-pee month. SaIefirkv-
enue. Phones 433.
-WANTED- Position as grocery
clerk by young man. Best of refer-
ences. Address E. Care Sun. .
STORAGE ROOM for rent. Barks-
dale Bros. Co. Old phone 1261 r. New
phone 1260.
FOR SALE- Electric theatre out-
fit with gas attachments. Cheap
Apply to, 16411 Clay.
FOR SA Cg--7--Icilving IiIrse --a-ail
buggy, cheap for cash and quick sale
Spply to 1644) Clay.
PHONE 921 for freight, light mov-
ng and general hauling of all kinds
Ned Pullen,
-FOR-SALIC---fron store front with
plate glass doors. Apply to the Hen-
neherger Housea216 South Third.
WE ARE NOW In a position to
serve any and all kinds of saandwiches
chile and hot tamales, 111 1-2 South
Third.
FOR SALE -_-__ Confectionerystock
snd fixtures. Good location. Will
ail cheap if sold before October 18
Address A.. care Sun.
WHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sad.
,Iles or repair at the Paducah Harness
Ind Saddle Co., yon are getting the
OW'. 204 Kentucky ,avenue._ 
REWARD-$25 reward for evi-
deney. endecotiviction of parties, turn-
lug in tape fire alaSms from boses-of
, A mirritith'rft*
LADIKS--Oar catalogue explains
Sow we teach hairtiress:ng. manicur-
CS reateeerre ,sss nor, facial massage, etc.. In a few
weeks, mailed free, Moler College_ St
il.ouls, MO.
FOR RENT tsurealied :mans for
light housck•-•-ping. Apply 1511 Jet-
LOST-Stuall black account book
on Lovelaceville road or Jefferson
street. Return to Haynes & Dis-
mukes or phone 1139. D. R. Smalley.
WANTED- --Porter - at Itiverisid;
hospital. Must have good ref,
WANTED----A second-hand
State size, price and condition. Ate-
are,,s A. Y., care The Sun.
WANTED- Competent man -Or
woman to cook and do general house-
work. Men preferred. Apply morning
only, 1630 Jefferson street.
FOR SALE- My 5-room cottage.
No. 2421 Broadway. Terms easy. For
particulars call at house or telephone
No. 725. Old. C. 0. Griffin.
WANTED TO RENT--- A -milder!)
s or 9 room residence. Light, beat
and bath. West End preferred. Ad-
drets X. Y. Z., Sun office.
FOR SALE-My 5-room cottagil,
corner Twenty-seventh and Broadway.
ror further Information telephone
i92S old phone. J. H. Bugger.
FOR RENT- Fine farm about 3
miles from city. Good house and out
buildings.id,yon  Apply to 309 Broadway. T.E
-CLOTHES cleaned and pressed:
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tailor, 115 SMIth Third street. Phone
-aAttaIDAY Sept, 21. 1 will open
my shooting gallery at Rshkopf's old
betiding, 111 South Second street. op-
posite market. Glad to see all our
old customers. Wm. Bougeno.
C1,EANING7AND-PRESSING neat-
ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Work called for and delivered. One
trial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
Ninth°street, near Broadway. Phone
462-a.
-WANTED- An energetic- man or
woman to take subscriptions for the
Pictorial Review. Good pay for a
hustler. Apply office. E. Guthrie &
Co.
WANTED--Salesmen to sell lub-
ricating oils and greases on salary
or commission. Excellent side line.
Thn, 
Ohio,
ed Chantpion Refining Co., Cleve-
la- WANTED Smite turners for
Egan and West Chester _lathes, at
Jackson, Miss. Apply at Hoopes
Brothers & Darlington, Inc., West
Jackson, Miss.
WANTED-- Everybody to know
that Fat] fishing season is now open
with plenty of boats, minnows and
tackle at lower !eke. Illinois. directly
opposite foot of Broadway; five min-
utes walk from river. Fall Informa-
tion from captain on ferryboat: at 6
me-Yeand- 5 p. m.
FOR -SALE CHEAP- Desirable
property on South Fourth. Three
houses. numbers 427, 431 and 435,
between Clark ,and Adams streets.
Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner. Herrin,
III. Box 306, or inquire at Joe Bren-
ner's shoe shop, 120 1-2 Kentucky
avenue, for full particulars.
WANTED-For U. S. army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 21 apd 35; eithiens of the United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. Men wanted now
for service In Cuba. For information
apply to Recruting Officer, New Rich-
mond House. Paducah. KY.
l'OTKIlts: *-
Nest Tuestidy le the hist day to
register.
Heaven proliabry Would not be so





Cold Weather. Little Interest
and Poor (4nie.
Tigers Do Not Display Clinger That
Marked Playing During Regular
Session.
MADE SOME COSTLY ERRORS.
Hoe They Stand.
P. W. L. Pet
Chicago  . 3 3 0 1000
laetroit  3 0 3 000
Detroit, Oct. 12.--In the first game
of the world's series on their own
field, the Detroit Anieriean league
team was beaten yesterday afternoon
by the Chicago NatIonele to the tune
of 6 to I. It was a well deserved
victory for the Meese, team, as it
played superior ball throughout the
game. There were several errors of
insignificance on the part of the De-
troit team, besides the two errors
scored against them welch figured in
Chicago's run making. Jt was any-
thing but baseball weather this after-
noon, the temperature ranging be-
tween 46 and 50 degrees during the
game, with a cold, twelve mile wind
from the north blowieg across the
diamond and several times there were
showers. The attendat ce was a dis-
appointment. reaching only 11,306
The raw, cold day prob:bly had swine,
effect in holding down tlie attendance
DO doubt, together with dissatisfac-
tion regarding the arrareements gov-
erning the sale of tielte:a.
The Detroit team did rot show any
time during the arteries in any dash
which marked their teasing during
the American league seven here.
Rosman continued his fine work
at first base and drove in Detroit's
only run. Donovan ge se but two
basses on balls, the serne number
which Overall did, but both of the
Detroit pitchers' passes developed
Into runs while neither of Ocerall's
was expensive.
Captain Chance. of the Chicago
team, was hit on the right hand by
an inshoot while at the bat in the
opening inning, and both his second
and third flngers were badly crushed
The game was stopped while they
ere dressed and Carotin Chance
said he feared the injury might pre-
sent his playing tomorrow.
Just before play was "ailed at two
o'clock Manager Hugh Jennings was
called to the plate, there Mayor
Thompson preeented to him from the
local admirers a life size floral tiger,
and a gold watch.
The total receipts were $17.285.54)
The wore:
Detroit ah r
.Iones. If  it 0
Schaefer, 2b . • 1 11
Crawford, cf • • 4 0














Queen of Swindlers, Was Mrs. Cassie
Chadwick, who Died In Ohio Prison
Casele Chadwick, who died in the
Ohio penitentiary, was queen of
swindlers.
Born of lowly parents in 1857, at
Eastwood, Ont., Mrs. Chadwick, then
Elizabeth Batley. began her crimes at
an early age. Her first arrest was for
forgery at Woodstock. Ont., in 1879.
She was acquitted this Uwe on the
grounds of insanity.
In 1883 she married Dr. Wallace
S. Springsteiu at Cleveland, and he
applied for divorce 12 dass after the
wedding.
Two years later she was married
to an elderly Cleveland man named
C. L. Hooter, and the next record of
her was In 1890, when she was con-
victed of forgery at Toledo under the
name of Mine. Tieeere, a fortune 'tell-
er. She served three years of a nine
hears' sentence and was paroled by
I
the late President McKinley. 
Many Involved in Crash.
It was after her marriage to Or.
Chadwick that she began the high
financing that made her notorious
throughout the country and resulted
In the indictment of herself, her
husband, two bank presidents, one
managing director, and three cashiers
on the charge of conspiracy, and the
,failure of the Oberlin (0.) bank.
The story was first brought to light
by a suit filed by eastern creditors for1
sums aggregating $267.800. which
she borrowed on the statement that
she owned $5,000,000 in bonds and
securities, held in trust for her by
Ira Reynolds, secretary and treasurer
of the ,Wade Park bank, Cleveland.
I Immediately following this came
the closing of the Oberlin bank, from
which Mrs. Chadwick had borrowed
$240,000—four times its capital
stock. C. T. Beckwith and A. B. Spear,
president and cashier of the institu-
tion, had also lent her $102,000 of
their personal funds. As security Mrs.
Chadwick gave notes fur $750,000,
Purporting to be signed by men worth
many millions.
Fertile in Making Pretexts.
Mrs. Chadwick obtained these loans
on various pretexts. Here are a few
of them:
That a rich unclog in New York was
going to leave her several millions
and that a certain suit, In which she
was involved, must be settled with-
out publicity or her uncle would cut
her out of his will.
That her husband was ill at Carls-
bad and had cabled to her for money,
but that the unfortunate indorsement
of a Clevelander' note had left her
temporarily without funds.
That an uncle with an imbecile
bon had left a fortune in Andrew
Carneg.e' trust, the principal to hi-
paid to her on the son's death.
That this rich uncle had left her
$7,600,000, but that ready money
was needed in order to gain posses-
sion of it. 
Thatthe father of her child had
settled 4600.000 on him.
Mrs. Chadwick was arrested while
in New York and taken to Clevelann
for trial. Her husband also was ar-
rested on his arrival from England.
and six others, mostly officers of the
Oberlin bank, were accused of being
in on the deal. At the woman's trial
the details of the gigantic crimes were
brought out into the limelight, and
all of the claints which she made
shown to be false.
W. 0. W. DAY
WILL HAVE BIG PARADE OCTO-
BER 13 THROUGH STREETS.
Speaking. Race. and Dance for efter-
noon and Night--emiling of
National Officers.
A program for gala day celebration
'Tuesday. October 15, has been par-
proceed to Broadway down Third
street. The procession will march
from Third and Elizabeth streets,
headed by the M. W 0 band in new
uniforms, and national officers, to0
Broadway and out Broadway to
Ninth street, where it will disband. cers that already the union had ar-o
COTTON PLANTERS
MAKE DELI. WITH BUYERS Yolt
1007 CROI'.
Terms Made With Representative of
English Governnient %hitch Will
Buy All Offered.
Atlanta, Oct. 12.—Immediate and
practical results of the International
tially outlined by Paducan Woodmen Conference of Cotton Growers a•- •1
of the World. The etilebiation is in ilipinners, which closed yesterday,
honor of the isit of three national iseloped today in a conference held
officers, and delegatesfrom camps iniby the executive board of the Farm-
nearby cities will be here to partiel-!ers' Educational and Co-operative
pate. Following is the parade: !Union and II. W. Macallister. of Man
Formatien of Paducah camps at'ehester, England. one of the chiet
Third and Elizabeth streets. Visit- experts on spinnable grades; of cotton
ing camps will form at intersections with the European delegation to the
and will Join the marchers as they late conference.
Th object of the conference was to
perfect and as speedily as possible
agree upon terms whereby the grow-
ers of the union could deal direct
with the European consenter,.
It was stated by the lotion's MD-
ale/libel-6 of the order will then go ranged to locate an agent in England,0
0 to the fair grounds, where speeches that a central agency hed been es-
and other features of ntertainment tablished in Memphis, and that this
o will be enjoyed.
.1. C. Root, sovereign commander
O 1 0 1 will deliver an address He will be
  introduced by Senator Wheeler
2 Campbell.
.I Morris Shepherd, sovereign banker,
0 will address the meeting, and irrii











Total 31 I t; 27 12
C ivago ab r r pita
Slagle. cf  6 1 2 0 0
She's-hard, If . 0 2 1 0
Chance, lb .. 3 Cr 0 0 11
Steinfeldt, 3b 4 0 2 3 2
Kling. c  I . 10 C 0 0
Evers, 2b  4 1 e 0 2
Sebulte, rf . 2 1 2 1 01
Tinker. se  2 2 11 2 3 1
Overall, p  3 0 1 0 3 0,
— — —
Total  33 6 8 27 22 1 /




Chicago 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 " 1-6 8 1
Summary—Three-bake nit, Cobb
Sacrifice hits. Jones. Schaefer. Tinker ±
Overall. Stolen base, Chance. Firsti
base on balls. by _Doncvan. 2; by!
Overall. 2. Hit by pitele.d ball, by
Donovan, 1. First base en errors, De-
troit. 1; Chicago. 2. Left on bases.
Detroit, 7; Chicago, 6 Struck out, by
Donovan. 3; by Overall. a. Double
plays, Tinker (unassisted.)
Time, 1:4•0




NOON BY GENERAL COUNCIL.
Will Meet Next Week To Decide
About Extent or North Side
Sewer System.
Members of the general counr,1
yesterday afternoon made an inspec-
tion of all territory embraced in
plans for sewer Metre t, No. 3. and
will be called together next week by
Mayor Yeiser to outline definitely
how much territory shall be included
in this district. Property owners ac-
companied the boards on yesterday's
_Inspection to point out where they
say land is too poor to pay for the
improvements, and where the -im-
provement will be of p2ctieally no
'them. Starting it 1:30
O'clock. the party drove until after 5
o'clock before the inspection was ton-
elselsd. _
T. E. Patterson. sovereign manager
will deliver a third addrese, and will
he introduced by lion. Rainey T
Wells, of Murray, Ky.
Beginning at 3:50 o'clock the
Padueah Matinee club will start races
in which some of the best race horses
in western Kentucky will be entered
In the evening a big danc will be
given at Wallace park pavilion while
a moving pisture show will be an-
other feature of entertainment at the
Perk.
RAILROAD NOTES
William Smalley by a .desperate
effort tore himself away from what
might have proven fatal injuries yea-
tents). afternoon in the Illinois Cen-
tral planing mill. He was working
at a boring machine when Ills sleete
caught in the fast revolving augur.
His arm was drawn towards the dan-
gerous tool, and Smalley wrenched
himself free and fell to the floor with
a slight wound in the side of his arm
where the keen tool began to cut into
hie flesh. He Is laying off duty today
on account of the injury and bruises
sustained in hes fall to the floor.
Stoves are being connected in, Pa-
ducah Illinois Central maehine shops
and this morning every door was
closed tightly against the cold, frosty
air. All about the yards Ares burned,
and from indications the cold was
felt today more than any day this
fall.
The government inspector, who
yesterday toured Paducah Illinois
Central yards to inspect equipment.
has left for Memphis. it is under-
stood that he found nothing wrong
In Paducah yards. Local employee
follow the regolations minutely.
—One out of every ten men you
Meet on the street is "interested in
real entrap," and would be interested
In your real estate ad-.
VOTERS!
Nett Tue.day is tlw
register.
°free will notify the European agent
of all cotton ready for sale.
Mr Macalister guaranteed that all
cotton offered would be bougtt. He
explained, however, that the cotton
offered by the union must conform
with the grades sold, arel that the
bailing and compressing must be in
accordance with the terms adopted by
the conference. This was agreed to
MONDAY. NOV. 11
SET APART AS DRINKING FOUN-
TAIN DAY.
Daughters of Revolution Will Calltralle
City to RaLse Funds for Erection
of Public Fouutain.
•
'Daughters of the American Revo-
lution have set MOniday, Nov. 11, as
"Public Drinking Fountain Day," and
will on that date canvas the city for
funds with which to install a public
drinking fountain in the postoffiee
Sara! at Fifth and Broadway. The
fountain will cost about $2.500. and
the chapter has but $912 on hand.
School children will be asked to do-
nate what few pennies they can, and
at the-next school board meeting the
matter will be laid before the board
of education for permission to canvas
the schools.
The public drinking fountains do-
nated by the city and countsallat the
request of the Paducah chapter
Daughters of the American 'Resolu-
tion. have arrived and will be install-
led during the coming week.
The county fountain will be placed
in the court house yard, and the eity
ones at Broadway and Third streo
Tenth and Jaekeon streets, and at the
Washington building, Broadway be.
tweren Twelfth and Thirteenth streets
The fountain at Broadway and
Third street will be ready for use by-
next Tuesday, and the others will he
placed as rapidly as possible,
VOTERS!
Next Tuesday is the last day to
reetliltete, .
are sitore-ads, Minted to-
slay which will quicken the interest..
Ia.t slat to p‘en of threw curious folk, who only
"a•lance over the ads. now and thew"
Mai HOW JIC






Satan Sanderson is thc true
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make of
mar life—and lives--are set in
swifnexciting play—one against
the other. Incident follows inci-
dent with quick succeesion.aud
a vivid panorama of intrigue,
mystery,loveandstrange adven-
turing kindles the interest to
the fusing point.
Written in a charming style,
brilliant in coloring, picturesque
in background, faithful in char-
acterization and intensely dra-
matic,withstirringclimax,Setan
Sanderson is by all odds the best
story of the year.
by Naafis Ernsinie Rives
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For all the Family Circle
THE HOME MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of the
home, that covers es cry avenue of appeal to the home-builder, the home-maker and
the home-lover. All its contributions center in the home. It makes the home more
attractive, mere comfortable. more interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions for the housewife.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted. whole-souled. Its dominant
note is iie rite of optimism and hopefulness. Frotu cover to cover, it is pleasant,
entertaining, charming and replete with valuable information.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American man
or woman who has a home. Its range is wide and its treatment thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by nien and women of
authority. Marion Harland, for example, edits the department of cookery and
etiquette. Eugene Cline contributes a great series on home furniture making.
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the must beautiful
illustrations, the most important feature articles.
THE HOMENAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.
For Everybody in the Home
Che HONE
MAGAZINE
TEN CENTS A COPY ONE DOLLAR A.YEAR
A MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENTS
AMONG THE DEPARTIMSTE IN THE HOWL MAGAZINE
ALE THWPOLLOWING
0001LUT
An art which nsiuire-s moot *tuitions and dili-
gent application to he known at its best. Many
recipes, accompanied by superior illustrate-mt.
suable our readers to gri•e constant variety and
charm to the home table.
Marian Harland, the greatest living •uthor-
ity, cosducts this department.
HOUUBUILDOic
This departasem constantly festa the best
ideas and expee drince i the whole countty in
building conitortstilc, attain:, yet weekrate-
priced hornes.
arum MORA-DON
Genuiaely asiptul, with timely sugmeatioas
intense practical value. Mural d•Lotation, rusk
furniture. sad the correct arrangement of inte-
riors, wr,li • special view to cosy/114sec sail
imaitors
HOUSE/ UP PSG
•,,•i.arenient of a home frown cellar to
sari•i. with some mention of the Hunsaand and
one labor•saving ,$S% ea sow bong manufac-
tured for the cmvenience of Ow home-maker.
vrhethor the borne be of two or twenty MOMS.
Flown.. Inn OR LANDSCAPE
GARDIENWG
Inialualtie for those losers of nature who
wie.id make tlWir home grounds attrarttve and
bmitif Helpful to the assateur florist and
intervening to every one.
Tat YEGITABLE GARDEN
gamoesble articles rfewheg with gardening on
a tom or oft, lot ti row aad boo to
row it. Pilled with good ideas. Illustrated
THE MOW AND THE STAKE
Illunrated aructee by acknowledged author'
Dies.
The Bobbs-Merrill Company,
POLLTRe AND THk KENNEL •
and holiq 0 departments."' Millet
P111 1. IA, vital,: of l'oultry, is one of the contrib.
utors.
PRACTICAL f131111051
Choice designs, illustrations and complete
descriptions caretully selected to give subienb-
ers solvance styles, practical and correct.
(kir pattern department renders prompt sad
satisfactory service at a minimum coat.
111111l010111tY AND NIZOLIWOU
Pretty yet simple devices that men ‘ery busy
women can successfully accomplish. the vari•
erv offered suggests lismething tlist appeals to
Of interested in eiticrent types of needlework.
12,A1.1111 AND Want
The making of strong, yrell.fornied,, sperfe.-tly
developed bodies. the of tierce*. both•
Mg. with special arte'ci on the care of the
eyes, nose, teeth ard
MAINLY ABOVT;IPIOrLE
kntertatinis won,. IA
km men and woriien.
traits.
VIEWS AND orrtartIWS
0-bat men and women of many vocaiions
thinking, saying, ou the questtons of the
do),
latio4g-Mertill trowels, the innst popular see
ties of .kmerica, appear at serials before thew
publication in book form.
lift CIOICEST MIT STORMS
Humorous stories. love stories and store.
of business and adventure- -clean, wholesome.
satisfiing and delirlitful, and lots of them, will




A ,f,rtb-pf °voicing. cheerful, smilemsking.
eibilaratiag collection of vsgrant bete of wk











A series of articles dealing in
the most Intimate, familiar, and
personal way with the home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice-President l,airbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator Knox
and others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soon.
Short Stories
By the beet %elite*. in this Coun•
try appearinevery isatim Bright,




Ali the departments sit fully
illustrated with photoaranlis.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in THE
1-0111E MAGAZINE, either in
co)or or black and white, _are
illoward Chaodler Chriagy. Har-
ison Fisher, A. B. Wetuell,
C. F, Underwavd, J. C. Clay,






This splendid magazine will
be given to The Sun readers
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any Cost 
Telephone 358 at once for




Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
of contributors, as you will note in this ad., com-
prises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his
best taste. .*
The Sun 1155. Third St.
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GREATER PADUCAH KENTUCKY 
GREGORY HEIGHTS
ADDITION
The Pride of the Pride of the Purchase
800 Elevated, Improved Lots at Auction
Wed. Thur. and Fri., Oct. 23, 24 and 25
The great need of Paducah is elevated lots for homes. Gregory Heights is
and always will be the ne plus ultra of Paducah residence property.
'Street Cars Absolutely Free for Everybody to and
From the Sale
Sale at 10 o'clock each day. Large, seated sale tent. Fine music. Lunch at
sale. Everybody, and ladies especially, invited. The outing can be made
both pleasant and profitable.
At last the great and long-felt need of Paducah for high, dry, cool,
healthful and beautiful homes, with street car transportation, can be
partially supplied. Beautiful Gregory Heights, which all who have
seen know and say is and always will be the cream of the cream—the
ne plus ultra of Paducah residence property, is ready for sale and a
portion of the lots will be sold on above dates. A mile of the Gregory
Heights electric car line has been completed on the property, the streets
have been nicely graded, the drives and sidewalks are being improved,
and a home in beautiful Gregory Heights, the future pride of Paducah,
will soon be the fad of the city.
GREGORY HEIGHTS IS HIGH, DRY AND HEALTHFUL.
It is well known that the ground in and nearly all around Paducah
is about the Same elevation of the city (much of it lower) and that
there is a great and rapidly increasing demand for high, ground for
.residences. It is well known that for altitude, drainage, dryness,
healthfulness, pleasantness, nearness, exclusiveness, exemption from
objectionable appurtenances, electrie- ear transportation, best street
connections and extensions,. good improvements and neighborhood;
no other residence district of Paducah is or can ever be equal to Greg-
ory Heights. Think of the situation and you. will be Convinced that
Gregory Heights will surely and quickly be the finest residence district
of Paducah. The city is hedged on the east aide by the river, the
manufacturing district is on the south, a mixed district of factories
and small houses is on the north. Where else, then, can the good resi-
dences go except west and on to Gregory Heights, which is directly in
line and is the nearest and only property on such altitude that has
f-treet car service and the two best streets in the city (Broadway and
Jefferson) extended to and through it, which is.a great advantage that
no other such elevated and near in property has or can have! Padu-
eah's most rapid and substantial growth has been made in the last
three years. Her prospects are evidently brighter now than ever.
Present conditions and assured developments forecast a phenomenal
future growth from now on, and Gregory Heights, the ideal home place,
will-be well occupied by reduceWit prettiest homes and happiest com-
munity, and will, in reality, be the pride of the pride of the Purchase.
And then fortunate and thankful will be all who own homes or lists
there, for they will be scarce, in great demand and very high. Some
men have good foresight, and can grasp opportunities, hut most men
have better hind-sight, and can't see good things until they have
named.
SIGNIFICANT SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
Railroad magnates are among the brainiest and ablest men in the
land. They think, plan and act for best results, and the profound.
carefully planned and gigantic plays they are making on the great
checker board of the Southern States, for vantage positions in this
great, world wonder arena of matchless growth in products, popula-
tion, commerce and wealth, are truely significant, and unmistakably
forecast the the great and good timer‘just ahead. In this connection,
have you considered Paducah's strong position and her great combina-
tion of attractions, advantages and resources, and her certainty to
reap a large portion of the immense harvest of business, wealth and
population in sight'? Can't you see quick and large profits in the best
residence lots in Paducah! Gregory Heights is and always will be
the best, and nothing can beat the best.
COSTLY AND PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS.
The grading and graveling of the streets and sidewalks, the con-
struction of the new—Aectric car line, heavy cement culverts, drain
pipes, and other iniprovements, are first-class an permanent, and will
cost the Gregory Heights Company a large anti of money—about
$65,000.00. But they are well done, and done to endure and give sat-
isfaction, therefore all who buy lots will get full benefit of all these
improvements without additional future cold to them, which is very
important to lot-buyers, and adds very much to the value and desir-
ability of this fine property.
BUILDING RESTRICTIONS.
AU lots in Gregory Heights will be sold with suitable building
restrictions, thus assuring a high grade addition and greatest satis-
faction and values to home-builders and investors.
A FEW BUSINESS LOTS.
•
To be selected by the Company, will be sold for mercantile purposes,
for the convenience of residents of Gregory Heights, but the manu-
facture or sale of whiskey or any intoxicantiOvill not be permitted.
It is the determination of the Company to make Gregory Heights a
strictly first-class and most attractive home addition, so that all who
build or buy there will be abundantly delighted with their homes or
greatly profited by their investments. Nature has formed and located
Gregory Heights just right for it to he what it is intended to be and
will be.
GREATER PADUCAH.
Nature has planned and destiny has marked Padueah to be one
of the great inland cities of the South, and her future is absolutely
assured.
SPLENDID GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION.
Paducah is Surrounded by an immense area of very fertile country
naturally tributary to her, the enormous and diversified products of
which will be mainly handled by heeretail and wholesale merchants,
and will make a great, constantly-increasing and lucrative volume et
business.
BEST WATER TRANSPORTATION.
Paducah occupies the best position in the United States for inland
water transportation, being the most central, accessible and convenient
city to the greatest mileage of navigable rivers in the United States.
and, perhaps in the world. The great central river system of the coup
try, embracing six fine navigable streams and their numerons tribe
taries, and over 3,000 miles of navigable waterways penetrating ie
wide-spreading and far-reaching courses over 270 degrees of the vast
surrounding domain, and all flowing down stream toward their coil
fluence at or near Paducah, and into the Mississippi only 47 miles be
low the city, give Paducah navigable water transportation to an ennr-
moue area of the central and best portion of the United States. 1,100
towns and also with the gulf and ports of the world. Can this Orem:
position and these great advantages fail to win! Can Patine:1h fail
to be a big city? Certainly not.
- GREAT RAILROAD CENTER.
— The railroads are fully aware of the importance of Paducah as a _
receiving and distributing point and_are preparing to come in anti
share the great volume of business. The writer, is informed by persons
eiaiming to know, that six great trunk lime; are now planning to eome
in, and that three of them—the Big Four, Wabash and Burlington—
are now making surveys, plans and estim.ates for routes and river
crossings to the city, and others will follow, for where the business is
the railroads will conic. With these great railroads assured Padneah
will grow by leaps and hounds. The above information as in three of
these great roads is from official sources end is reliable.
ce,
Gregory Heights Co. T. A. Frierson,
524 Broadway, Paducah,liy.
AD. 1907. • C. E.. Jennings, Secyvitrid‘Tres.s.'
•
Real Estate Dealer, Promoter and Developer,
Atlanta. Ga.
• r. ,T)I-112\ft-Tr. I •
•
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to her astu triek.at the car did not
stop, and, looking after it curiously,
she discovered that it was not Vernon,
after all, but Jack, and -could she be
lieu) her eyes?—be was not alone:
There was a funny little tight feeling
about Elinor's heart that she didn't
care to analyze. She turned her back
on the vanishing apparition of Jack.
and there on the top of the hill, tile
a coming event that had cast its shad-
ow before it (alas, that It was such a
corporeal shadow!), she saw Veruou's
Car looming Into sight.
Anyway, reflected Elloor, If Ver-
ison's auto wasn't such a beauty as
Jack's, it was still an auto, mid if
Vernon wasn't, perhaps, as handsome
as Jack, he was still a man, and when
it came to a matter of comparison, a
man far more solicitous of her happi-
ness. Jack had a way of spinning
through the country without, ..tmer-
ently, %be least consciousness of her
presence beside him. Vernon. on the
other band, was always on the alert to
rescue the wayward end of her %el',
to Inquire for her comfort and to asii
what speed best pleased her present
mood. With him she herself, not the
machine, was the center of his
thoughts.
As a result of these reflections, Eli-
nor greeted Vernon with an unusually
winsome smile and extended her hand
with charming grucionsoess, a favor
which that young man, most natural-
ly, flattered himself was stimulatei
by his own irresistible powers of at-
traction.
Elinor followed up the cordiality of
bet welcome with such a chatter of
merry talk as they went flying
through the country and seemed so
radiantly happy, that Vernon, bring.
Int the machine to a sudden slow-
down, simultaneously with his inspira-
tion, decided to learn his fate then
and there.
It proved most literally a popping
of the question. His declaration was
cut short with a sound as of spontane-
ous combustion. The noise, together
with Vernon's unexpected proposal,
took Elinor off her feet. both mentally
and physically. As she sprang up
Vernon caught her to him.
"It's all right, dear," he murmured.
with extravagant tenderness. "You're
tot hurt: only frightened," and he lift-
ed her veil so that he might look into
her face.
Elinor freed herself with effort
"No," she said, sadly, "I'm not hurt
—and I'm not frightened." She felt:
suddenly an indescribable shrinking
from the man. Ile bad been too quick
to take advantage of the situatiou.
Had it been Jack. he—
Vernon Interrupted her train of
thought by shouting to some men in
the distance for help. They did not
hear him.
—"Awfully sorry," he said finally,
'but I'm afraid I'll have to go across
the fields for help. There's a farm-
house over there. I'm very much like
Ilumpty Dumpty, you see, I don't
know bow to put myself together
"Rein." (Elinor saw, but somehow
was not amused.) "Will you be timid
here alone?"
"Not at all," she answered firmly,
Ignoring the sentLmental look in his
eyes.
"I won't be long," he assured her
as he jumped out of the car. "Stay
just where you are and make yonrself
comfortable. The car won't budge."
After Vernon had disappeared from
sight, Elinor, not at all confident, in
spite of his assurance, as to what the
Inconstant auto might do next, jumped
out and perched herself on the poet of
a nearby fence.
She was a most bewitching little
vision as she sat there, her fawn c01-
ored- R.3a! outlined against the green
meadow background, and her filmy
veil, which she had loosened, floating
nut airily in the lireer.e as if on its
way to join the clouds in theiblue sky
above it. But Elinor was oblivious to
the pletureequeneee of her plight. .kil
she could think of was its stupidity.
Why, oh why, badn't she gone with
Jack? Oh, yes, she remembered—she
was teaching him a lesson, showing
him his proper place, tempering his
unwarranted and unendurable air of
aseutaptiOte Hum! Let's see, this
was ,August.--it was just Nix mouths
Mute she hail met him, and be asseineeT
r.think Po brief an a
vw•••••••SICI•t!..
It was F'rlday afternoou. As usual.
Jack had telephoned Elinor asking her
to go automobiliag with him, and, not
at all as usual, she had said she would
Dot. liar refusal was unpremeditated
and almost as much of A surprise to
herself as was to Jack, bat sober
second thought seemed to justify R.
It was fuellide so argued Elinor to
herself as she hung up the receiver, to
het Jack take so mach for granted, to
let hhe Umiak she was always ready.
as a matter of course, to answer his
beck and calL She would show hitu a
thing or two. There acre other men
to be considered, aud she didn't latend
to marry Jack any more than- well,
perhaps not as much as she Intended
to marry some one else! Still it was
such a lovely afternoon, and she did so
love to go autemobiling!
The telephone rang again.
'Hello," answered Elinor languidly.
"Oh, Mr. Norris? Yea. Go automobil-
lug with you this afteraoctu? 1 shall
be delighted. Three o'clock? All right
be reedy. Goodby."
Elinor clapped her hands and gave
herself a little squeeze of congratula-
tion.
Half an hour later, her little round
akin tilted saucily above the big blue
of her gauzy veil. Elinor stood
g on the perch, a picture of pert-
d prettiness.
-honk, honk,- of an approsi•h-
bile she ran quickly do en
Assert Vernon Norris, but
titled him to the privileges of many
years. To be sure, she bad been to
nearly every one of the Country club
disinter with. histee-bet he did dance No
di‘inels -Aunt heo4 gene autelug
him every Friday afteriestie for a unit•
ter of some eight or ten weeks. But
what of it? There were plenty of
(enters craving flier Never, and just be-
came she hippened to ilk. Jack'S
dancing and Jack's auto better than
anshods ekes. vas that any ?emboli
why he--
Houk, Mint!
The staccato breakrug ef the silence
nearly caueed Elinor to lose her bal-
anee. She gripped the top rail ef the
fence hard and watched the wild thing
whiz by. Suddenly It began to slow
doss. thou It rinsed amulet and start-
ed bock again. Jack's ear! Her beart
gave a bound of happy relief. 'rhea It
sank riekeningly as again she noticed
some one beside hins—a woman, but
so heavily veiled that Bilnor maid not
see her face.
Jack brotieht the machine to a stand
still beside it. disabled eontemporary,
jumped out and looked about for its
possible owner. Ile could sceiree be-
lieve his senses when he saw Elinor
perched in solitary misery on the fence.
Elilior." he crest in aetoniste
meat. "what has happened?"
"Nothlug much thank you, Mr. Wit-
Hams." nnetweled Eliuor distantly.
"Just a slight accident. Mr. NonSe
bus gone across the fields to get some
assistance. tiepin be back In a win-
tits. Don't stop, I !peg of roe"
But Jack was used to hay-eights own
wily and was already underneath N'er-
notes mattlise luvoitigatIng the cause
of the trouble
Meauwhile between Elinor and the
veiled lady in the other car there was
an exchange of furtive glances, but
none of civilities.
"She's all right now," exclaimed
Jack, emerging soon. "Just got tired
of going so fast and thought she'd
give you two a little surprise. Which
way did you' say Norris went?"
Before Elinor could reply Jack biet
run up the road a short distance ant
stood looking intently through his field
glasses at a speck of a figure burry:lie
toward them.
"That's Norris now," he called hack
to the veiled lady. "Say, Nora, sup-
pose you get into his car and run up
to meet him. It will give him a jolly
good surprise to be rescued by his own
machine. I'll stay with Mists Ken-
dall."
The veiled lady answered with a
cherry "Ail right. Jack," that made El-
Inor wince and shifted with easy agil-
ity from owe car to the other.
As soon es the machine had a good
start Jat to with a leap and a bound,
made for tbe fence. He landed with a
jump Wrectly In front of Elinor and
stood leokhig up at her wistfulfy.
-on which side of the fence are you
going to jump, dear?" he asked gently.
"On the other," replied Elinor, wite
a little gasp.
But she did not, for Jack took her
In hitt strong arms and, heedless of bet'
protestations, ran with her to his ma-
chine, which be set going at full speed.
When Elinor bad regidned her equi-
librium and her breath, she assumed
an Injured expression wholly Omit of
keeping with the tumult of joy in her
heart.
"Who is the other woman" she ask-
ed' frigidly, though what did it mut-
ter now?
Jack laughed heartily.
"My cousin Nora and yours TO be,
dear. I bad to get some one to ride
with me, you know."
Elinor looked up at him shyly.
"Do you think they'll catch up with
us?" she asked, her eyes sparkling with
happiness.
"Probably won't try to, "chuckled
lack. "You see, Nora's steering that
-machine, and Vernon will base to fol-
low her lead. She's bad her cap set
for him ever since she came to town.
She wasn't having a bit of a good time
with me. But suppsse they should
overtake us, Elinor," continued Jae*,
with mock anus ty. "would you like to
change back again?'
"No, Jack," replied Elinor softly.
"I've tunic my jump. and Inn on your
side of the fc-nee forever."
VOTERS!
Next Tuesday is the last day to
register.
After the Races.
The curfew tolls the knell of part-
ing day; the grouchy herd winds
elowly o'er the lea. They failed to
guess, as sportingspeople say, which






lin a Short Time the Moccaslned Red
RS Men Will Be But a 
Tradition.
When the blood is pure and healthy the akin will be soft, smooth and
tree from eruptions, but when the blood becomes infected with some un-
healthy humor the effect is shown by rasher, eruptions, boils and pimples,
or Other diafiguriog and annoying skin disease. The skin is provided with
counties* pores and glands which act as a drainage system to rid the body
of impurities through the perspiration that is constantly passing through
these little tubes. There are other glands that pour out on the skin an oily
substance to keep it soft and pliable. When the blood becomes filled with
humors and acids these are thrown off through the pores and glands,
burning and irritating the skin and drying up thb natural oils so that we
have not only Acne, Eczema, Salt Ileum, etc., but such dry, scaly skin
affections as Tetter, Psoriasis, and kindred troubles. The treatment of skin
:roubles with salves, washes, lotions, etc. is not along the right line. True,
such treatisest selirves some of the itching and discomfort and aids in keep-
ing the skin clear, bet it does not reach the real cause of the trouble, whichere humors in the blood, and it can therefore have no real curative effect on
Ibsse skin affections. S. S. S., a gentle acting and perfect blood purifier, is
the best and quickest treatment. It goes doyen into the blood and removes
the humors, fiery acids and poisons from the circulation cools the overheat-
ed blood, and by sending a fresh stream of nourishing blood to the skin
permanently cures skin diseases of every character. S. S. S. is made entirely
of health producing roots, herbs and barks, and is an absolutely safe remedy
for young or old: S. S. S. cures ECI1011*, Acne, Salt Rheum, Totter, Pso-
riasis, and all other disagreeable and tinSightly eruptions of the skin. Special
book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice desired furnished free to all
who write. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
43 Presence of Mind—And Body, gs ,
0 0 (To- 111 d eseirattoseeeese
An official who has been long in the
service of the government at Wash-
ington tells a good story of the time
when Hamilton Fish was eecretary of I
state.
Mr. and Mrs. Fish had, according'.
to this official, a grand air, an old-I
fasbioned courtesy, that introduced a,
hew note into Washington society;
of that time. It has been said that'
Mrs. Fish sometimes carried her high,
idea of courtesy too far—that it was
Quixotic.,
One of bee rules for instanee, was!
to return every call she received. Her
husband was continually holding pub-
lic receptions, and to these, out of
courtesy. many women uould come
who had no desire that Mrs. Fish
should call upon them—who were in
no position to receive her properly if
she did call.
One such woman attended a Fish
reception, left her card, and a little
later was duly honored by a call from
Mrs. Fish.
It was a beautiful, mild afternoon
The Fish equipage, all a-glitter in the
wintry sunshineedashed down the nar
row street ond halted before the wo-
man's shabby little house with a
musical jingle of sliver chains. The
footman-leaped from - the box and
opened the carriage door and Mrs.
Fish descended.
The poor woman of the house was
in a dreadful predicament. She Was
alas, kneeling on the sidewalk be-
side a bucket of hot water. Her
sleeves were rolled back. She had a
scrubbing brush In one hand and a
eake of soap in the other. She was
st rubbing the front steps.
Bending graciously over her, Mrs.
Fish asked politely:
"Is Mts. Robinson at home?"
And Mrs. Henry Robinson replied:
"No, mum, she ain't," and went on
scrubbing —October Lippincott:S.
VOTERS!
Next Tuesday Is- ibe last day to
register.
There are two certain ways to de
-crease the number of your friends:
Go broke or get into Politics.
tiojonruer Tenth.
The late Theodor Tiltir, who had
never had a pipe, e gar or cigarette in
les mouth, used to declare that the
most inveterate smoker he ever knew
was Sojourner truth, the famous
freedwoman reformer and lecturer.
He was wont to tell how one day
when the venerable dame, then about
90 years old, was on a visit to his
home: she sat smoking her pipe by
the chimney corner. when tleorge W.
Bungay, the author of several elo-
quent anti-tobacco tracts, called to
see her.
:Aunt Sojourner." he said, "I re-
vere your character, but I deplore
your smoking, for it will keep you
forever Out of heaven."
"Limits., honey, how- so?" she
asked. .
"Because. Aunty," he rejoiend,
ou know, that, according to the
good book, 'nothing eatereth there
that defileth." Now, how do you ex-
pect to get into heaven with your
breath defiled with tobacco?"
"Lawkes, honey," answered the old
negress, "shell go to heaven I
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Campbell Building, Paducah, Ky.
Thirty years from now it will be
difficult, perhaps impossible, to find
an Indian tribe in the country, living
in tribal relations, according to ,the
officials of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. The day of the befathered,
blanketed, mocrasined red man iv
passing. It will liaise sooner than le
generally realized. The Indian prob-
lem would appear to be near its set-
tlement, and will soon be listed with
the questions of the past. Fifty years
feom now, if another James Fenimore
Cooper arises, he will have little but
his imagloation to draw upon, unless
he goes north into Canada or jour-
neys south into Mexico.
Of course, the Indian blood will re-
main and will be traceable for many
generations...to come, and for a long
dale to come there will be Indians
of mixed and unmixed blood scattered
among the willies,. But these In-
Idians will earn their living as otherfolks or will ke exterminated, the
ihunting ground will be but a trade
loon and the weapons of the chase
'will be supplanted by the tools and
appliances of civilization.
The United States government is
proceeding on the theory that the In- I
dian is a desirable person when lie
gives up his tribal relations, proeeeds
to live as the whites do, earning his
own livelihood, and not being a ward
of -the nation—in other words, when
he ceases to be an Indian and blends
with American citizenship,
_Persons of sentiment and those
With veneration for the traditions of
the past will probably cry out when
they understandsjuet what the gok-
ernment is underttiking to do, about
the Indian. ',Many will probably in-
sist that the Indian should be pre-
served in his aboriginal charecter, as
a relis of tit, past, just as they in-
sist on the preservation of whatever
has historic value. But the .govern-
ment finds this troublesome and ex-
pensive, and entertatns much doubt
whether it is a kindness _to the In-
dian. At any rate, the extirpation of
the Indian is proteeding as steadily
and ruthlessly as the wiping out of
any conquered people of history every
proceeded. To be sure. It is net
being done by cruelty. Probably any
other course would mean that the
Indian would ultimately become ex-
tinst.
Commit:shatter of Indian Affairs
Francis E. Leupp. has given a quer
ter of a century to the study of tho
Indian problem. He is a trusted
friend of the Indian, and a believer
In him, anti he believes that the best
kindness the government can show
to the red man is to help take u;
the white man's burden, and cease
to be a nomad.
There are two lines on which Mr.
leupp and his aides are working
The first object Is to break up the
reservations and to get white men to
settle on these reservations and min-
gle with the Indians. The other ob-
ject is to encourage the Indian to
leave the reservation and to go out
and work by the day or week or
month, as the white man does, taking
his chances with the white man.
The results from these two meth-
ode are the same. They educate the
Indian in the ways of the white man
Mr. Leine) says it is an eduoation by
absorption. The Indian has brains
but he is ultra-conservative. Go to
the Indian and tell him he is to be
.aught something, and he will tell
you he doesn't want to learn it, But
if the Indian is set down In the midst
of conditions where he can learn by
observation and absorption, he is apt
to learn readily enough. This is the
experience of the Indian affairs offi-
cials.— Washington Correspondence
In Boston Transcript,
"Daring," said the bride, "I had a
terOble feeling of sadne9s come over
me this afternoon— a sort of feeling
that you were doing something that
would break my heart if I knew of It.
Think, sweet, what were you doing.
now, this afternoon at 4 o'clock?"
"Dearest," replied the husband ten,
deny and reassuringly. "at that hour
I was licking stamps and pasting
them on envelopes."—Ladiedis' Hone.
Journal.









and frankly, In strictest conferme, telling all your
troubles, and stating your see we will send you
TRU ADVIC.I. In plain sealed envelope, arid a val-
uable 64-rage Book on "Home Treatment for Wooers"
Address: Ladies' Advisory Depattment, me
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Gee
Female Discord
that is, discord in a woman's organs or functions, is simply another
name for disease, but it expre-ses what perhaps you have never
thought of, and that is, the jangling irritation of your nerves, when your
organs are out of tune. Health is harmony. Every organ must do its
work; every—function must be natural, otherwise you need
to tune you up again, and bring harmony into your discordant system. Cardui does this
in a natural manner, because it is a natural remedy, f:-r diseases peculiar to women,
it acts directly on your organs, heals and cures them, regulates the funotrons, helps to
make you well. Mrs. James Johnson, of Mt Olive, Ark., writes: I suffered great
pain in my head and back from female trouble, and coull not sit up, but one bottle of
Cardui brought me precious relief." Try It.
At Every Drug' Store In $1.00 Bottles
NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indi-




Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can











We are ready for all kinds ef hauling.
TELEMONF 499
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You can use your gas stove
all winter if you heat your
kitchen with our new
I COKE HEATER IATTACHMENT
Can be attached to any
stove. Call at 406 Broadway
and let us show you one.
 The
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Pitchers of Ten Years Ago.
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
The life of the average pitcher is
short. A lot of the best-known ones
today have been in the game from
'way back. It is easy to think of a
dozen who were pitching in 1900
Patterson, McGinnity, Willie Dineen
Howell, Young, Fraser, Leever, Ches-
bro, Waddell, Taunehill and Killian
Sere all pitching in that year and
some of them-previously.
Patterson went to the White Sox
in 1900, where he pitched ever since
McGinnity was pitching in Brooklyn
that year.. He started pitching prac-
est End loth at the tically in Peoria and went from there
Ith and Norton to Baltimore and from Baltimore to
gular In shape; Brooklyn. One of the most remark-
big bargain; $50 able games he ever pitched was in
per years, 6 per Peoria. It was between Peoria and
St. Joe, and the score was 4 to 4 at
the end of the twedieth inning. The
• anicsburg house. St. Joe team went to pieces at the
and Seybold missed it. Griffith coin-
nieuced to laugh at him again to get
him all the hotter. Seybold got so
mad that he commenced pounding
the plate with his bat. Griffith shot
another curve over and Seybold
struck and missed it. Griffith told
him "he couldn't bit a pumpkin If it
rolled over the plate." Griffith drew
back and pitched him a "lob" as slow
as he could pitch it. Seybold tried as,
hard as he could to knock it out of
the lot and he missed it. He had
struck at it so hard that he rolled oil
the ground, and he was so mad he
would hardly play the game out.
That was one of Griffith's strong
cards in the pitching line. His was
not a bard ball to hit, but he worked
on a man so that the batter couldn't
do anything with him. He was a
foxy pitcher, and it is on the sameley. Vaughn's Ad- twenty-fitet inning and Peoria scored plan that he works now—always get-Is: $50 cash. Bat- four runs. McGinnity not only never ting up a row with the umpires andGood tome buy- beat his own record, but no oth everybody to win the game.)d investment as great pitcher ever equaled it, Re Killian Is feeling good over thesariy pay for the bach coming the nearest with a WO check offered by Detroit for theaser. twenty-inning game in Philadelphia twinning of his twentieth game. He
McGinnity was always noted for WAS with Chicago in 1900. I don'tttreet three room never sulking and for being ready think Killian ever has pitched as00 cash. Balance any time to pitch two games in one good ball as he has this year. Wheth-
afternoon. He has probably pitched er this has anything to do with it or
more doubt° headers than anybody not, It shows it does Rot hurt a clubhanicsburg lots, 
to offer a little to the ball player.es 
else.
Addition. All; Willis was pitching for BostonBalance $50 per 'seven years ago and Dineen alsolave money. 'The next year Dineen jumped to the
American team in Boston. Howellstreet lot North was with the St. Louis Browns inold 14th streets. 190.0. where he has been ever since
and Cy Young was there, too. Soon
after that he was traded to Bostontn. A part of the
and he next was heard from when heGood buildings. 
pitched a game against Philadelphiaucah. Joints the
























than the disease can
destroy them. Stiff-
. ened joints and mus-




All druggists; Slk. nod '‘ I 00
MIGHTY TIGER, VIRUS ('OBH.
Wise Once Offrred for Sale for the
Sum Of $2.1.
Cincinnati, Oct. is let Ransick
the local man who had eleirge of the
Augusta t Ga.) team %ern Detroit
trained there last sprine. is very en-
trusiaetic over the Tiger A chance in
the world's series. Speiitsing of the
work of Jennings and hi. men, Ran-
sick last night said:
"The whole south is interested in
the Detroit,. The Soathernera ad-Rube Waddel has jumped his con- ,mire Jennings for the plucky fight hetracts so many times that he Is hard has made, and want to te e him carryto keep a record of, but he was in off the banner. 'Ty` Cobb. one of thePittsburg in 190.0, and the Lord only star outfielders of tbe Detroits, is aknows where he was before that Georgia boy, his home being at Roy-Rube used to be just the same as he sten, in that state.
is today. I remember one game in
Clopicago -when he was pitching with
the Philadelphias. The game was
close. There Vas a long hit made
into right field and it was a hard
•'When the Detroit, left Augusta
they were in the pink of condition
and that's why they made such a
splendid showing. Jennings used to
the nine innings. the White Sox would win the game to rightfield. where all the funeo hitsm on Epperson Rube got down on his knees and heldChick Fraser was classed as one of landed. This was something —Benton road. H wao his bands up and wait praying itthe best pitchers in 19e0.' cash. the training line, as all the other man
• with the Philadelphias that y, , and . would be caught. The right fielder
cwas in his prime until he left them aught it all right, and Rube said:four room Mc-
Near Franklin three or four years later, when he "I knew If I prayed he would win."
!went down until Chance thought hecould make a good pitcher out of
I house. North him by teaching him the split ball.
between 19th I Chesbro, the split ball pitcher, who
ddition, Half claims to have been the inventor of
it. was with Pittsburg in 1930. There
were no split balls then, but he was
5-room house. a good pitcher and played good ball
e; 50 ft. lot: It was Chembro who wanted to bet
thy. Fountain Anson that he couhl strike him out,
and Anson offered to put up any
money, but they never came together
house; 40 ft. Sam Leever, another pitching man
View Addition. in 1900, will die with a Pittsburg
is; $400 cash. uniform on him. I never remember
him anywhere else than at PittsburgN
find he was there before 1900—it le
e 40x150 ft. hard to remember how long.
tn Ninth and Tannehill. with the second record
aeighborhood. to Cy Young, was with Pittsburg in
e. j1.000. In his great game against the
!Chicago White Sox they never got a
reet lot, be- hit nor scored, but two reached first
tt; $50 cash. base. These two points were all the
'differences between his game and CyYoung's. Both Cy's game and Tanne
Its. Trimble hill's were made in 1904, and both
3 20th. Both belonged to the same club of Boston
'champions. Tannehill did not playin the world's series that year be-lot, between cause he was disabled, and this ieft
.ash. Balance Young A get all the change and the
:h to build credit of winning from Pittsburg
'They have pitched together ever
!since 1901, when Tannehill jumped,
id and Ten- his contract with Pittsburg, where he
ice $500 per had been for several years.
I That was the year of the fightwhen the American offered bigger sal-
• lot, south- aries and a lot of old National League
ialf cash. I fellows jumped their contracts. Clark
!Griffith. also a 19.00 pitcher. was the
n street lot, first over the fence at that time. I
• street; 1541 saw a funny thing in a game in Phil-
ith. . adelphik when Griffith was pitching
Seybold Was at bat and Griffith tried
- ierootn new to get him mad He stood and looked
Ition.North!at Seybold and called hen all kinds
and roue- of names. He pitched a swift ball































Don't go around with a
tn,rtirage on your erwst.
Er•tv day that von le9t
remain. the tia',;,-r Its
grin beCoM• s
becorarri moi • r
and exhaurt:ng ii;
bruni- Mal
get inflle,..d and,,. the
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lungs become laccrat..c1




the' • is a .400thing and
healing effect upon' the
roar,. respirators mu-
cous nienibrane It has
stood the test tor nearly
half a century 35 the one
I...11211e rernedy for con-
sort mem. voids and all
chi t attectloits. It goes
tight to the origin of the
trouble. removes the
cause sad aids nature in
featuring healthful con-
ditions. Pee's Cute is
absolutrit free fronr ob-
iectionable incrediente
Its perfect safety. pleas-
ant taste and unequalled
eeicsey Raabe it the ideal
reined, he man, woman
sad child. If vou 1.3ay, a
SPINA drive it out today
Before It
ConquersYou
agers placed the fielders in the regu-
lar positions, and all thet had to do
was to take a few steps to catch the
When the New York amid the Phil- ball. Cobb, who is no v. the leadingadelphias played for the World's tatter of that organizatioo, was oncechampionship in 1.005 Rube was offered for sale for the large sum of
missing, as usual. He pretended $25 with no takers."
that he had a sore thumb just before
the series came on. Nobody ever un-
derstood the exact reason, but every-
body knows h could have pitched
If he wanted to. Connle Mack gets
more out of him than any man that
has ever handled him.—Tribune.
VOTERS!
Next Tuesday is the last (lay W
register.
Strong Minded Lover.
Nobody had ever accused Nathan
Harlowe of indulging in romance or
sentiment. When it came to a ques-
tion of young Jared Parker's marry-
ing one of Mr. Harlowe's daughters
the practical father was amazed to
find how little influence his wisdom
had.
"Got his mind all set on 'Phemie,"
Mr. flarlowe remarked, in a dazed
tone, to one of his-neighbors, "and I
couldn't turn him no more'n I could
turn an Milne! I put it to him Plate
and offered him inducements, but
'Mane a mite o' use.
'Marthy's the oldest, and ought
to be married rust, by rights.' 1 said
to him, 'an' more•n that, she's a suit-
able height. You'd oughtn't to take
a little short piece like •Phemie, tall
as you are!' But I couldn't convince
him.
" 'I'm a-going to take Themie and
that mahogany bureau she's told me
about,' he says, laughing.
"'Sages alive, man!' I said to him
'There's two bureaus goes with Mar-
thy, and maybe three!' Hut he just
laughed and shook his head. So then
I gave up contenting with him once
and for all. There's no reason to
him."—Youth's Companion.
.t Coming John D. Rockefeller,
A Smart kid worked a con game on
the unsuspecting fans at the last
game of the season between Cincin-
nati and Pittsburg, says the Cinein•
nati Enquirer. For a couple of hours
as the crowd was pouring into the
grounds, he paraded up and down
outside the grandstand entrance,
armed with two dimes and an earn-
est smile. Ile woued accost a fan
show him his 20 cents, and beg a
nickel to complete Ire quarter, whieh
would let him into the grounds.
Acores fell to it. The boy never went
into the game, but pocketed every
nickel as It came and lay tor the next
sucker. By the time one of the park
police got next to his graft and sent
him on is way, the kid had made
nearly $4. He will make a trust
magnate when, he grows tip.
HAGER AND UNION LABOR
The h:Ight Hour Printer, of Louis.
chile, fires a few solid shot at S W.
Hager, the Democrric candidate for
governor:
Samuel W. Hager, Democratic can-
didate for governor, opened his Calll•
Paign at Leeinetoo. delivering his
speech printed by the roobe of this
city. It will doubtless he circulated
over the state. Of course it will not
have the union label. '
As auditor S. W. Hager voted to
award the state printing to the non-
union Globe company, why shouldn't
he have the non-union Globe company
do his printing in his campaign for
'governor?
! Samuel W. Hager, :candidate for
governor, Is state auditor and mem-
ber of the state printing commission,
which has persistently ignored all pro-
tests and pleadings of the union print-
ers, and given the state printing to
non-union shops; obtained the aid of
trade unionists to pass a bill providing
for a atmerintendent of state printing
on promise to elect a union printer to
that position, and violated the prom-
ise by electing a non-union rurallat
instead of a competent man, a list of
whom were furnished on request by
the Typographical Union, and then
again give the state printing to a non-
union shop. This is the same Hager,
who, of course, expects trade union-
ists to vote for him for governor.
t Politics aside, we cannot conceive
of any excuse a trade unionist can
givefor voting for Samuel W. Hager
for governor or any other office.
S. W. Hager, candidate for governor,
straddled the labor question at Lex-
ington. On his record and reading a
rat-printed speech, what better than a
straddle could he expected?
"Ever surrounded by wolves!" "No
but I know the hensation. I used to
open the dining room doors at a
summer hotel."— Louisville Courier-
Journal.
CURE.* ALL 11,1NIE BACKS.
SIIs The. Simple, Helpful Recipe At
Home and Try It, Anyway,
Get from any prescription pharma-
cy the following:
Fluid Extract Dandelion,- one-half
Ounce; Compound Kargon.one ounce;
-modified by legislative enactmenebutCompound Syrup Sarsaparilla, three
ouiares. it will remain as unalterable as the
Shake well in a bottle and take a laws of the Medes and Persians until
teaspoonful dose after each meal and repealed by a like vote of the people. 
When a man becomes disfranchised
His Living, at bedtime.
By the teacher of a Sutfday school The above Is considered by an em- through conviction for a felony, theclass In Wilkesbarre this - question inent authority as the finest preserip- eons!itutIon as now enacted provideseae plt to a new scholar: "What did lion ever written to relieve laaricache.tfer his restoration to the right to voteMoses do for a living while he was Kidney Trouble. Weak Bladder and by executive pardon but when he be-
with Jethro?" There was a long ai-, all forms of Urinary difficulties. This
lance, during which the other mein - I mixture acts - promptly on the elimt-
hers of the class took occasion to native tissues of the Kidneys. enab-
-size up" the newcomer. Ttre-datter ling them to filter and strain the uric
however, was' undismayed. He an- acid and other waste matter -from the
revered: "Please ma'atie he married blood which causes Rheumatism.
one of Jethro's daughters." Some persons who suffer with the
afflictions may not feel Inclined to
"Really, Miss Pepprey,- said Chol- place much confidence in this simple
ly "what you just said is not true' y' mixture, yet those who hasvuerptritedit




Is Exposed in Communication
to Herald.
Vito Would Vote Such a Law on Him-
..elf and ou His Son? Asks
the Writer,
AN INJURY TO THE POOR NUN.
A communication to the Louisville
Herald says:
I want, if possible, to stir public




0 ears t for coughs, colds on the chest, bronchitis,
S ixty years of experience with Ayers Ch : .
Pectoral make us have great confidence in
i6 hoarseness, weak throats, weak lungs. Ask
wit ... di in ow die,, your doctor to tell you his experience with
Weir,;;i'von'in &diem in mein, inn. it. If satisfactory, then you will certainly
Suppose you bq your doctor decide have every confidence in it. 
.f,..c;ptee cesi:
ed, and public justice will be corrupt-
ed at the fountain head. The election
briber and trickster will also ply
their wicked devices and traffic, and
prey upon the weak and unsuspect-
ing of all parties, to the disgrace of
American manhood and of our Chris-
tian civilization.
The amendment was proposed by a
Democratic legislature and must be
classed as a Democratic law, and it "Yee," said the Chicago girl, "she's
will be adopted unless there be public pretty cultured and kind of swell.
Sand private agitation and concertedhe's in right in our town." "But,"
said the Boston girl, disdainfully.action to defeat it. I call upon free-
her forefathers?" "0!" don't makemen of every craft to vote "No" on -
the proposition and prevent so infa-
mous a law being placed on -the stat-
ute book. Where is the man with some
so, little as to vote this disgracefulscience against the iniquity of the
proposed amendment to Section 145 disability on a ,poor man, who from
:old age or affliction cannot labor forof the state constituteon to be voted 
on at the coming election. Under that ibis support, nor make the money tol
ssection all male citizens of the state ! -ay the tax claims against hint. Let
these -unfortunate ones live out theirover 21 years oel, and residents in
days without being branded like 'athe state one year, in the county six
months and in the precinct 60 dayal 
convict or an idiot. Ile that curseth register.
next before the election- may vote at
said election, except the three classes
now named:
First—Persons convicted of trea-
son, felony, bribery in an election, or
some high misdemeanor as may be
declared by statute.
Setond—Persons who at the time
of the election are in confinement un-
der the judgment of a court for
some penal offense.
Third-- Idiots and insane persons.
The amendment to be voted on pro-
poses to make a fourth e.xception and
reads: "Persons who have not, at
:east sixty days before the election
at which they offer to vote, paid In
full all state, county, municipal, dis-
trict and school taxes due by them
for the year previous to the one in
which they offer to vote."
One objection is, it classes the
poor man who from m:sfortune of
any kind, cannot pay his taxed, with
traitors, felons, election bribers. Idi-
ots, etc. Kentuckians ought to be too
generous and have too much Chris-
Pan manhood to publicly diegra.
their unfortunate brethren in
such way. If a man has property a:. 1
fails to pay his taxes. It is the dutyor the collecting officer to enforce
payment by a summary sale of the
propeety. If he has no property and
is unable to work, he cannot pay his t
taxes and It is wicked and crenlie,'
to brand him as a felon, fit only for
Prison cell or a mad house. It seen
to me that mercy and humanity ti
mand that this unfortunate class
not robbed of their only remnant e'
free citizenship (the right of Si:'
frage). To do EO is wanton olive
Mon of the poor and a sin againe
God. that He will avenge in wrath emine 
upon the state.  --
It may be said that such men have allIP"11111•1111
no taxes to pay, but that is a mis-
take. In Leitchfield and in most in-
corporated towns and cities the poll
tax is $4 per capita per annum. In
many county districts men pay to
school districts as well as to the
counties. No action of the courts nor
of a collecting officer returning them
delinquents can evade the penalty of
such a law. The taxes in all cases
must be paid or there will be dis-
franchisement. This brings me to
still more serious obJections•
amendment shall be adopted, It wel:
work many inconveniences, and breed
constant abuses against the right( of
the people, and will yearly jeapardire
the right of suffrage of every citizer
of the commonwealth. Every man'-
vote will be subject to challeng.
whether he be high or low, rich
poor, and though he have paid
ta1144, if he shall be caught at t',.
polls without his tax receipts (all •
them) and shalt be challenged,
will be deven home In humiliate,
and without a vote. Tax receipts e
he like registration certificates, on:.
ten thousand times worse, became
every voter In the state must pay
—-taxes, and only those that live in 
the Inceirporated cities and towns
are required lo register before vot-
ing. Fevery - man in the course of one
year, by fire or accident or through
neglect. may get his tax receipts, or
one of them, deeitroyed or lost.
If the amendment shall he adopted
it will be in force next 3var, so that ,
before a man ran vote in the 1909
election. he nutlet exhibit all his tax
receipts for I9eR. showing payment
CO days before the said election. The
loss of one receipt will prove fatal to
his case and the same risk and trou-
ble will arise every year thereafter,as
long as he shall live. When once
adopted it cannot be amended nor
the poor will be cursed of God. and
"Blessed are the merciful for they
shall obtain mercy." I write this as
a non-partlean, to triots of every
political faith, to quicken their
thoughts and consciences on th.s im-
portant question. Vote No! Vote No:
G. W. STONE.
Leitchfield, Ky., Oct. 9. 1907.
comes disfranchised' under this law,
whether a Republican from the moun-
tains or a Democrat from the Pur-
chase, and' whether as rich AR Rocke-
feller, or as poor as the inmates of
our almshouses, there is no provision
ig the amendment proposed, to re-
store him to the right of suffrage.
;Who is it that wants to vote such
a law upon blmhelf, his son or his
neighbor? But this is not the worst.
Such law will open the door to
Miss Pepprey. "I just heard you say the relief being effected without the i
innnmerable frauds and be a constant
that Gusale Saphead and I vire great slightest Injury to the stomach or
• temptation to partisen collectinq &.
stood 
soldiers.chums, but really—" "You'inIsunder-
me, I said 'chumps.' " and t.ilal. rers to retnrn men of an opposite po-
4111.. AiiaMENEladait•EALANW.4.46WWIDOStiefranchise them and 
Appreciation of work done will get 11,, is the prescription of an ern:tient
 War • 41 1,
make for thet,r
More otit'of a man than an increase 
S
ot salary. 
authority, whose entire reputation, it own party advantage. The results
tw:11 be, full es will not collect-lit Was estaht,4041 by It, W be
W. F. Paxton,
President.
ti worse than it really is. She's only
had three."— Philadelphia Press,
A London policeman arrests on, an
average no more than nine persons
in a year; a Parisian arrests 28. —
Philadelphia Inquirer.
VOTERS!
Nem Tuesday it. the last day
Ettlt 111417.
to
are ready for you to chore). from in
both fashions and fabries.
have an exclusive and handeome
assortment of both imported and
domestic frahrics for your selection
which we will fit to your figure as
only an artistic tailor can, and will
finish in the best style of the arta
Now is the time to order your Far
suit or overcoat.
H. M. DALTON, Tailor,
403 Broadway, with Warren, the
Jeweler.
FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICANCIMAN NATIONAL BANK
IL, Rudy, P Pnryear,
Cashier. Assistant Cashier,
CITIZENS' SAYINGS BANK
Inc•re or • t•d
Capital $100,000
eurplue   341.00o
Stockholders liability  100,000
Total security to depoeitore 12541.090
Accounts of Individual, and firms solicited. We appreelate
amain au well as large depositors and
courteous treatment.
accord to all the some
Interest Paid on Time Deposits 





on't forget our cut price sale of
Heating Stoves is now on at our
temporary headquarters, Fifth and
Jefferson, Tate's old stand.
L. W. HENNEBERGER CO.
gl000rperatat.)
The House of ()unlit v.
Filth and Jefferson Sts. Tate's Old Stand
Both Phone• 176.




l'rettiest Suburban Site in Me-
Crackup, County.
Ite Thrieen Open and Eight Hun-
deed Choice Building Lots
Diepoised of.
HMV THE SALE WILL HE HELD.
The Gregory Heights addition is to
be threw n open for a lot sale Wed-
nesday, Thursday and Friday, Octo-
ber 23. 24 and 25, and the company
Is planning for a bim sale. The work
of surveying and grading the streets
and walks has been completed, and
everything is now in readiness.
Gregory Heights is just west of
the city, and is touched by Broadetiy
and Jefferson street, when the latter
Is extended. It is probably the pretti-
est suburban site in the country, and
no doubt will quickly settle up with
deferable homes.
The improvement company has
spent over $65.000 in improvements;
streets have been laid out; 1'.alics
made, ami the car line extemin I to
tap the greatest part of the pron.. -0
There are 800 lots to be sold. and
all lots will be sold with s
buildlng restrictions. A few 1,
lots will be sold for the cone
of residents of the suburbs. Me
manufacture or sale of Intoxica
will be forbidden.
How the Hale Will Be Conducted.
The sale will be held mainly under
a large tent, with seats that wili.be
comfortable and restful. A large
• cloth map, showing the entire prop-
erty on a large Seale, with the blocks
In contrasting colors and the dimen-
sions of the lots in plain figures. will
be put up in the tent, and each
as offered, will be inlicated by an Reincarnation Its Meaning and Its
• •
arrow head. Each lot will be sold
with privilege of as many adjoining
lots, side or rear, under one bid, is
purchaser may desire, so that pur-
chasers may secure, by one bid, as
much ground as they may desire and
in any shape they may desire it. The
lots will not be sold solidly, the pur-
pose being to reserve a portion of
each block for future sale. But every
purchaser will have privilege of tak-
ing, at one bid. as many lots in a
solid body as desired, even to the half
or whole of a block. Some of the
lots that are In the groves and can
not be seen from the tent, will be
flagged and sold right on the ground.
The purpose in announcing a three based their views of life and framed i'nor stone of common daily life. In
days' sale is to have ample time for their canons of moiality. Howevei! India now, as in the elder days. every
all to carefully examine the beautiful (Mei) their reverence for the master H heat-ant recognizes as an unquemion-
ground and' select what they want. If
the third day be not needed, the sale; -
will close the second day: therefore
all who wish to attend should do mil Iithe first and secoed days. If weather
be suitable, there will be a sale and i
concert on the ground by moonlight'
and electric light Wednesday night.'
the 23rd, at 7 o'clock, and also at a With nearly all medicines put up for sale
central place in the city Thursday, through druggists, one has to take the mak-
EVERYFODY WORKS FOR FATHER.
roofs—Most Interesting Doctrine
Tomany people the round of rein-
carnation carries with it an idea alien
almost grotesque. Even men aeo in
their youth- studied "the humanities"
and were familiar with the rainy
allusions Miele in Greek and Roman
authors, men who had taken joy in
Plato's lofty philosophy and Cicero'e
polished pertbds—such men never
regarded as serious the belief on
ahich the greatest classical authors
slight, the 24th, at 7 retiree( so that
all who wish to attend he sales and
Can not do so during daytime, can at-
tend one or both of the night sales.
Notice of the regular program or atm
changes in it, will be given in the
city newspapers.
Broadway cars will run every ten
minutes right to and from the sale.
without change, and free for all both
ways.
"The Whited Sepulchre," the Tale of
Pelee.
Editors of magazines which publish
novelettes do not, as a rule, find life
a bed of roses, for really good speci-
mens of this type of story are bard to
find. Winn a writer has a plot suit-
able for a novelette, in nine cases out
of ten' he can just-as easily elaborate
It into a longer story and will insist
upon doing so. Oecasionally, how-
ever, one is secured that is of the
requisite length—about 4 tem° words
s--and that emssesses all the other de-
sirable qualities, and when it he
there is much editorial_ rejoicing
thereat. Such a novelette is that in
the October Lippincotes---"The
Whited Sepulchre" by Will Levington
Comfort. Its scene is laid In the ill-
fated city of Saint Pierre, Martinique,
at the time of the eruption of Mont
Pelee. Constable, the hero, is a
wealthy geologist, who has come
there for the twofold purpose of visit-
ing his sweetheart and of studying
the voleano. When danger tbreatene
he tries to remove Tiregirl to a place
of *tatter. but her mother believes his
fears to be groundless, so she inter-
poses an objection. As a result they
are still withiti the danger zone when
the crash comes. The description of
the eruption, and of the shambles
which the _place_lieeenme atter the
catastrophe, forms a bit of descrip-
tive writing of which Mettler Kipling
nor any othcsr writer need be ashamed
It IS quite es graphic, and soul-stirring
as the account of the eruption of Ve-
suvius in Bulwer Lytton's famous
novel. "The Last Days of Pompeii."
RAINVeDAV.
I never was mwh on a rainy day,
%lien the light an' the lilies are rain-
ed away;
I think o' the mortgage comet' due.
An' a thousand things that are sad
to you!
Right out in nneettn' I'm free to say.
I never was much on a rainy day.
er's say-so alone and exclusively as to their
curative value. Of course, such testimony
is not that of a disinterested party and ac-
cordingly is not to be given the same credit
as if written from disinterested motives.
Dr. Pierce's rnol eines, lievreeer, I eni
a single and therefore Aeries ne except:en
to the above rule. Their claim to the
confidence of invalids does not rest
solely upon their owners' and makers'
eay-eo or praise. Their ingredients are
imateens of public knowledge, being
printed on each separate bottle-wrap-
per. Thus invalid sufferere are taken
into Dr. Pierce's full confidence. Scores
of lading medical men have written
enough to fill volumes in praise of the
curative value of the several ingrediente
entering into these well- knoen med-
'caws.
In favor of Dr. Pierce's medicines is velotie cures effected by his "Golden
the frank, confiding, open, honest state- Medical Discovery," which has proven
silent of their full commisition, giving itself to be the most efficient @minket,
every ingredient in pia; ri English. with- tonic, liver invigorator, heart tonic and
out rear of successful criticism add with regulator, and blood cleaneer known to
confidence that the good sense of the medical science. Not less marvelens,
afflicted will lead them to appreciatmi the unparalleled cures it is constantly
this" honorabie manner of confiding to making of woman'," many peculiar affec-
them what they are taking into their tione, weakness anddistreesing derange-
etormichs when making use of these menta, is Dr.Pieroc'eFavorite Prescrip-
tried icinee. tion, as is amply attested by thousands
WHAT THEY CURE. People 'often of unsolicited testimonials contributed
ask "What do Dr. Pierce's 'two leading by grateful patient* who have been
merlicines—'Golden Medical Discovery ' red bv it of lencorrhea, painfnl
and ' Favertte Prescription' cure?"
Briefly/the answer is that "Gold
Mention( Discovery" is a most preen
term me, or Woof-purifier, and to ice OT
invigorator, and acts especially favor-
ably in a curative way upon all the
mucous lining surfaces, as of the nasal
passages, threat, bronchinletlbeei StOlD-
act), bowels and bladder curing a large
percentage of catarrhal cases whether
the disease affects the nasal pmeagee,
the throat, larynx, bronchia, stomach
(as catarrhal dyepepeia), bowels (as
mucous diarrhea), bladder, uterus or
other pelvic organs. Even In the chronic
or ulcerative stages of these affections,
it is generally successful in affecting
cores. In tea the "Golden Medical
Diecovery" is without doubt, the most
successful constitutional remedy for al
forms ef catarrhal dimases known to
modern medical science. In Chronic
,Nasal Catarrh Dr. Sage's Catarrh Rem-
edy fluid should be timed for washing
ose Sayso Is Best?
For weak, worn-ont, over-worked wom-
en—no matter what has caused the
beeak-down, "Favorite Prescription"
will be found most effective in building
up the strength, regulating the womanly
functions, subduing pain and bringing
about a healthy, strong, vigorous con-
dition of the whole system.
Dr. Pierce imbeves *set our American
forests abound in meet valuable medi-
cinal roots for the cure of most of our
obstinate and most fatal dieeases, if we
would properly investigate them; and,
in confirmation of this firm conviction,
he points with ride to the almost mar-
riods, irregularities, proiapsus and
other displacements, ulceration of uterus
j. and kindred affections, often after many
other advertieed medicines had failed.
Both' these world-famed medicines
are wholly made up from the glycerio
extracts of native, medicinal roots,
found in our American foreets. The
processes employed in their menu-
facture were original with Dr. Pierce,
and they are carneel on by skilled chem-
ists and pharmacists with the aid of
Apparents and appliances specially
designed and built for this purpose.
mem metaielites are eetirely free Mem
alcohol and all other harmful, habit-
terming drugs. _What is said of <heir
meter to cure the several diseases for
which they.are advised may be easily•
learned by sending your name and
dress to Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo,
N. Y., for a little- booklet which he has
compiled, containing copious extracts
from numerous otandaril medical books,
which are consulted as authorities by
.
Die Pierce's Pleseant Pellets curebrans's. This combined local and gen-
constipation. Constipation is the oliveeral treatment will cure a very large
of many diseases. Cure the cause andpercentage of the worst cases of chronic
YOU cure the disease. One "Pellet" isnasal catarrh, no matter of how many
a gentle laxative, and two a mild ca-years' standing they ma be.
thartic. Druggists sell them, AdAs-to the "Favorite_ Prescription it
-s; 4401*(4 liS gllOd " Tit
is advimd for the cure of one elate -of ,e ,:ver am; ea.. 7.87 therieeet Litti t p t ip by
jaaaais...tatadiseitses only—theme weaknesses, de- ti imen ., neerre, over 40 years ago.
to women. It is a powerful, yet gently They are tiny stigar-coated granultelme
acting, inviter:Hire tonit aervine. easy to take as'eandy.
•
Subecribe for ft Sus,
effects upon the mucous lining mem- bang 
and Cleansing out the nasal pause., phytocians of the several schools of
while taking the emiemeerys for Its practice for their guidance in peescrib-
It fie FREE TO ALL. A postal card!Amid cleansing and specific, healing Ing•
request will ei it
—Macaulcy in Nem. York World.
-
able /act that he has been many times
reborn on earth, and prepares himself
for a coming rebirth; rebirth is an
active factor in, his daily life. In the
lowly dare of christianity, as previ-
lousty among the Hebrews, the pre-existence of the soul was taught, and,
minds of antiquity, this universal be- as Gegen said, each man receives a
f has been waved aside e3 a pegan 
body according to his deserts and his
suieretititou, ignored rather than re- 
former erelong. Only in medieval
Eompe did the teaching- elle for a
I jected, too little thought bf to be con-
Isidered. When from classical authors 
while out of sight, and evetrthen the
!t 
heretics whom Rome persecuted kept
he student turns to the 
vast range
is
of oriental teachings, reincarnatiori is 
atlakm the doctrine despite rack ande.
!found to be interwoven with the text-
I ure of all s land the doctrine again raised itsahools of philosophy and 
In the time of Charms II of Eng-
all systems of religion. It. is Imbedded 
head, 
and some curious pamphlets
:in every scripture and forms the.cor- still are in existence wherein it is as-
saernted: Gertuses like Goethe saw its
necesaity; poets like Wordsworth
g
"Gar birtthunlsg;but a sleep and a for-
ge
The soul that rises in us, our life's
star, 
hiath elsewhere had its setting.
And cometh from afar."
But the ordinary man, the man In
the street, knows naught of it, and
ever asks, when told thert he has lived, Herald.
on eatth before: "Why don't I re-
member it?" How should we answer
him? First, there are maim who re-
member their past lives, both in the
east and the vest, some clearly and
definitely, others in flashes, in de-
tached scenes. But the fact remains
that for most their past lives are a
blank. The reason is simple enough.
Man is an immortal intelligence,
clothed in material bodies; and while
this immortal in his spiritual body,
knows and remembers hie past lives
on earth, he falls, as a rule, to im-
prem on his mortal body the memory
of the experiences that it has not
shared. This brain, this body, has
for 
nt lived before; it is_ a new garment
ancient spirit and knows
naught of the experiences through
which that spirit has passed, clad in
othet bodies. Otte present bodies do
not keep even a record of their own
part; we forget more than we remem-
ber. Only if we throw a man's body
,nto a-trance and numb his brain tan
we  summon from the sterebouse of
his mernories of this life the details
that have eahlelied rrom tie waking
consciousness. But while we can, in
the trance, remit The memory in his
astral and mental bodies, we cannot
by such means dravi down his spire
and compel him to revea: the memo-
ries he treasures In the spiritual bodr
which alone passes from life fo life.
unaffected, by birth or death, unbore
and undying. Only the free spirit
mn Impress upon hise new brain the
memories,of his past, and what
-Mance does the, ordinary man give
for the making of such impressions?
His mind ever is rushing outward to
iurrounding objects and filling itself
e eh Ideas belonging only to the pres-
ent or the immediate future. As
easily intght the most delicate and
tender breathings overtop the rattle
and the whistling of the trains, the
oars, the Motors of a Chicago areet
as the subtle muttic of the spirit over-
bear the rush of thronging activitees
in the human brain. He who would
remember the past must step aside
from the tumult of the present, and
in the stillness of the senses Mid in
the quiet of the mind the Ogurea. of
the past shall tnirror themselves in
silence and memory ehall'elawn in the
darkness, and he shall know what he
hat been. -Concentration, deep and
silent calm, these „enable the splfit to
Impress the btain..
Aptirt ftoils ItnOry, Tana- prOof of
oamt liven is tit for onr, man In the
had. On ft meeting one some-
times is thorn " at tome with it
stranger than with one beside whom
one hasalived for years. A stranger?
Nay, an ancient fried& ancl spirit
calls to spirit across the veils of un-
familiar fie:am And, sometimes, in-
stead of a sudden attraction, an
equally sudden repulsion springs up;
it is spirit exiting to his mortal body:
"You are in the presence of an an-
cient foe." Who has not known these
affinitleis and these repulsions—votcee
of the past sounding in the present?
A child is bora with certain faculs
ties; one has a marked facility for
figures, another for languages, an-
other for music or for painting.
Whence comes the differences? Mod-
ern science assures us that mental
and/not-al qualities are not transmise
sible; but the qualities are there,
prior to all training and education.
One child Is born a genius, another
an idiot; one is barn a saint, another
a criminal. Is nature a lucky bag
out of which come newly;created
souls, dowered so differently, born
with blessings or-curses wrotfght into
the substance of the body. Unless
each of us has a past, in which we'are
born, ,by west law, 'by what justiee
are we born with tendencies that
carry us to fame or draw us to eritte?
A man's innate character determine
his destiny In this life. Who gave
him that character His parents?
Science says no. God? Justice and
love forbid the new creation of a
criminal soul. Himself? Aye; we
reap in this life what in another we
!
sowed, and if the harvest be poor
i none but the sower is resposibie.
When once we realize the grandi-
ose scheme of human evolution the
germ of divinity sown on earth to
grow into the perfect likeness of its
,parent, then we see that what we call
sin is only ignorance, lack of experi-
ence, youth of the unfolding life.
There is no height of splendor into
which man may not grow, for he truly
in God ineeenate upon earth, 'and the
Christs of, the race are but the fair
first fruits of the ulvereal human
harvest which the future shalt dis-
close. Power of brain, strength of
will, deftness of finger, nobility of
character—they are all of our own
weaving; we make the garments that
we wear. Not one of the miserable
waifs of our' foulest slums but shall
by repeated births, rise to perfected
manhood, to manifested divinity
Such is the promise contained in the
word reincelmation."
Gold in the North.
Perhaps toe most northerly gold
fields in the world are those of Lap-
land, weeee the River Maio seems to
be the center of an auriferous region,
where gold dredging operations have
ben carried on for some time. Dig-
gings to the depth of 300 feet have
ben completed with a view of findine
out the real course of' the ore. The
gold discovered last year by a com-
pany, founded in the United Sates,
amounted to only four pounds, seined
at $1,500. This was found along a
part of the 'veto river, and the larg-
est nugget weighed about 123 grains,
There are three companies digging
gold there now, the %test being the
Ivalo company. organized in the Unit-
ed States. Within the possession* of
this company lies Kultala, which was
built by the Finnish government for
the washing of gold.—Washington
S'Booze" is a Tartar word.
NIPPED IN THE HUD.
First Appearance of Dandruff a Pore.
runnew of Future Baldness.
That such is the case has been con-
ciusively proven by scientific re-
search. Prof. Unna, the noted Euro-
pean skin specialist, declares that
dandrtiff is the burrowed-up cuticle
of the scalp, caused by parasites de-
stroying ehe vitality' in the hair bulb.
The hair becomes lifeless, and, in time
falls out. This can be prevented. I
Newero'e Herpicide kills this dand-
ruff germ, and rettores the hair to its
natural softness and abundancy.
lierpicide is now used by thous-
ands of people—all satisfied that it is
theeraost wonderful hair preparation
on the market toelay. r
Sold by leading druggists. Two
Sizes, 50c and $1. Sense 10c in stamps
for Semple to The Herpicide Co., De-
r Mire W. B. McPherson, Spe-
ri7 •
ADACHE
" My fatbor had bun • sufferer from sick heaglacLe
for the laat mrenty•five year. and never (could ar,y
reef notil he began *eking your Ceseamtt. Since
hula, begun taking Cascarets he has never bsd
the' headache. They have entirely eared him.
Cascara.% do whit you recommend them to do 1
vnl give- you the privilege of using his name.'
$.31. Die atom .1 &minor St.. W.Indiaaapolis, Ind.
best Fee
The Bowels
Pk.asent. Pal aUble. Potent lute Good. Do flood.
lever Slakes, Wuhan or Wipe, tee, be. Mg. Never
told' 'a bulk. The genuine tabLet m tamped 000,
tgaraotoul to care or tont money buck.
Remedy Chtcaro or N.Y. sig




ty... nig 51 for en nature)
dIerharree.intlammationa
Orlin :ions or ulooraticus
of to u o e mrughtenee
?maniere, end not arntrib
VS./ 013 t or pelloot
NOM age 10,14114.40.
,er mat JD glair wramew
lay ^i5141•11 $04.13s d
el
,Me# miit p far else
--e5wv•w
81 48 SOURS, Cured 111;5‘.
nor and atadeer emotes.
For a Warm
Bath Room
A bath in a cold room is a
"shivery" operation and is extremely
liable to cause colds. The bathroom
above all should k kept warm.
This is easy and the bath is a
comfort if you have a .
RFECTION
Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
It may be carried from anv other room to the bath room, which
it will heat while you are preparing for the bath. Impossible
to turn it too high or too low. The most economical heater
you can buy—intense heat for 9 hours with
one filling.
Lam is the best lamp forThe Rya 0 ,
t" all-round house-
hold purposes. Glyn' a Clear.
steady light. Made of brass throughout and nickel
plated. Equipped with the latestvimproved central
draft burner. Handsome—simple—satislactory. Every
lamp guaranteed.
If you cannot get beater or lamp at your dealer's.







Seryice In Paducah ,
You get handsome, well
appointed car r aies‘
when I serve you. We
give vomit personal at-
tention at all Mmes.
ANDERSON, PHONE 915
We Use the King of .All
Bosom Ironers.es-Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing. -
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200, 120 North Fourth St.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Weal Estate Agency.
I-TREE REAL ESTATE PRICE US
Fraternity Building, Both Phopes 835
YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous—but a "calm always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
life—for the time when you will need money—there
is only one way to do it—save, and you will be sure
Mart today—a dollar will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings ac-
counts if left with its six months or longer.











for all Kidney and
Bladder Di3ea3e3.
• SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one lel
will cure any ordinary case of Rid-
ley or bladder trouble. Removes
Snivel, cures Dlabetsa, Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all Irregularities of
die Kidneys and Bladder in both
Men and women. Sold at 50 cents
per box nu the no cure no pay Mud/
McPberson's Drug store, Feuds
And Broadway, sole agent for Peale
sah, or sent by stall upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine Co., Louis-
iade. Ky.
Golf and Matrimony.
As an illustration of the enthusi-
asm with which gulf is pursued by its
votaries the following anecdote is
told of a well-known Scotch author
and a young friend of his: The two
had spent the whole day an the links.
and had some clops( and exciting
matches. As they left for home the
elder man remarked:
"Do you think ye could play to-
Morrow, laddle?"
"Well," answered the youth, "I was
to be married tomorrow, but I can
put it off "—Life.
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
TAR AND CANCHALAGUA
For the corap,,ite cure of Coughs, Colds,Astbui•. and 1-!r.-suchit)s and all Loot er..mWainis tending to Consum 45a, Lly•eweet.T•e and Wald Cherry have for ages Main-tained an established rtuutatiola as • .tandardCough Remedy. Is contains no opium or haetn-la: drag can be give. with safety to chtldree.Free iiOQ. Sold by •Prey & Last.
Co., Props., Cleveland, 0.
It is !nightly hard to make the
world admit that you reached suc-
cess through anything but luck.
I
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNCS 
WITH Dr. King's
New, Discovery
"o PSICEFOR VOLucHsDS Tosi settle Free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES. 0,
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY









For beautifying your yards and
eatimatea on dower beds we
will Call and see you. Phone
Schmaus Broa for tne largest
and most oomplete stock of
dowers and planta in the city,
Fran d•livery to any




16, round trip, $5.25, For-
rest Cavalry.
Birmingham, Ala. — Round
trip $9.35, Oct. 19th and 20th
return Oct. 21th—Account
Press Clubs,
Louisville, Ky. — Round
trip ;6.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
return Oct. 19th — Account
Grand Lodge R. A. M. -
Home Seekers!' tickets to all
points in the south and south-
west. including New Orleans
Houston. San_ Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the- round trip, good re-
turning for thirty days.
Jamestown, Va. — Expcsi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special Oates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, .Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,-
AO City Ticket Cffice
A o'entoUnion Depot
01.211112111/11111/11111011/1111111111
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A Rock In the Baltic
By ROBERT BARR,
„_//ss If • of
"The Triumphs of Eugene Valmont:* ~Tekla," ~In the Midst of
Algoma." "Speculations of Jaw Steele," ~The Victors." Etc.
Copyright. 1005. by Robert Harr.By Arrangement with The Authors and Newspapers Associaticueof New Tort.
27— -
(Continued from laet issue.)
lie could have (ousel the bench and
shelf almost innuetliately by groping
round the wall, but lie determined to
exercise his sense of direction, to pit
himself against the darkness.
"I need not berry," he said, "I may
be a long time here."
In his mind he had a picture of the
cell, but now that besiisted to the
water it seemed to 'have thanged its
directiou, and he found-he had to rear-
range this mental picture and make a
different set of calculations to lit the
liew position. Then he shuttled llowly
forward with hands outstretched, but
be came to the wall and not to the
bench. Again he mapped out his route,
again endeavored and again failed.
-This is bewildering," he muttered.
"How the &rimiest' battles a man! For
the first time In my life I appreciate to
the full the besiedietion of God's com-
mand. 'Let there be light.'"
Ile stood perplexed for a few mo-
menta, deeply thinking, his hands
automatically performed an operation
as the servants of habit. They tee:
from his pocket his cigarette came, se-
lected a tube of tobacco, placed it be-
tween his lips, searched another pock-
etabrougbt out a matchbox 5114 struck
a light. The striking of the match
startled Lermontoff as if it had Iseen-
an then he laughed, bolding
the match above his head, and there at
his feet saw the loaf of black bread.
It seemed as if somebody had twisted
the room end for cud. 'The door was
a-Sere he thought the stream was.
and thus he learned that sound gives
no Ireliontion of direetlen to a 1031!
blindfolded. The match I.egan toe
wiltiP, and feverishly he lit his eigar
ette.
"Why didn't I think of the matches,
and, oh, what a pity I failed to All my
pockets with them that night of the
professor's dinner party! To think that
matebee she selling at this moment in
Sweden 250 for a.halfpenny!"
Guided by the spark at the end of
lila (Sgarette, he sought the beweli and
et the ytrther end rt man Os t04001-11,
sat behind a long table.
sat down upon It. He was surprised to
find himself so little depressed as was
at-Wally the case. Its did-not feel in
the least disheartened. Something was
going to happen on his behalf. Of that
tie was quite certain. It was perfectly
ridiculous that even In Russia a loyal
subject wins had never done any illegal
act ip hiallife, a nobleman of the em-
pire and a friend of the czar shoull
be Incarcerated for long without trial
and even withaut accusation. He hail
no enemies that be knew of and many
friends, and yet be experienced a
vague uneasiness when he remembered
that his own course of life had beeit
such that he would not be missed he
his friends. For more thief a year he
had been in England, at sea and In
.america, so much absorbed in his ra
searches that he had written no pri-
rate letters worth speaking of, and If
any friend were nsked his whereabouts
be was likely to reply:
"Oh, I.,eruionteff is in nonie Geruiari
university town or In Leiciatahor tray-
sling eleewhere. I haven't keen him/
or heard of him for months. Lost In a
ivildernees or in an experiment per-
haps."
These unhappy meditations were in
terrupted by the clang of bolts. He
thought at first it was hie own door
that WAS being opened. had a moment
later knew it was the door of the next
eell upstream. The sound of count
could not penetrate the extremely thick
wall, hat came through the aperture
whose roof arched the watercourse
From the voleee he estimated that eese
err., prisoner's were being put into one
cell, and he wondered whether or not
he eered for a companion. It would all
depend. If fellow prisoners hated ea••1:
other, their enforced proximity ruigh
prove unpleasant.
"We are hungry," he heard one say.
"Brims us fond."
'pie jailer laughed.
"I will give yini something to drink
first."
"That's right!" three voices shouted
"Vodka, vodka!"
Then the door clanged shut again
and lie beard the murmur of voices ii
Russian. but could not make out wha
wag- said. One of the new prisoners.
. groping' round; appeared to have struck
the stone bench, as he hint/telt hail
merely, and Lermontoff, judging from
such snatche3 Of their conversation a
'T
1
be could hear that they were persons
of u lbw ordel felt no desire to make
their more intimate nequaintanee and
so did not shout to theul, as he had in-
tended to do. And now be missed
something that had become familiar:
thought it was a cigarette he desired.
eir the one he had lit Ind been smoked
to htfi very lips, then he recognized it
was the murmur of thoi- 'Resta that
had ceased.
they can shut it or," he said:
"that's Interesting. I muse investigate
and learn whether or no there is com-
munication between the cells; not very
likely though."
He crawled on hands and knees un-
til he caine to the bed of the stream.
which was now demi', tout empty.
Knealing down in its course, he work-
ed his way toward the lower cell and.
its he expected, eittlle to stvit1roii bars.
Crouching thus be saerifleed a second
match and estimated that the dietance
between the two cells was as much as
ten feet of soll•I rock and gee. also
that behind the perpendieuler iron bare
were another horizantel set, then an-
other perpendieular, then a fourth
horizontal.
While In  Hit; position be was star-
red 'by g piercing scream to the rear.
His hacked eta from the tunnel and
stood upright once more. Ile heard the
Round of people splashing round in the
water. The screamer began to jabber
like a maniac, punctuating his raving*
with shrieks. Another was ceraine
vehemently and a third appealing to
the saints. LermontofF quickly knelt
down In the watercourse, this time
facing the upper cell, and struck his
third match, lie saw that a steel
Weld, reminding him of the thin shut-
ter between the lenses. of a camera.
had been shot across the tunnel be-
hind the second group of cross bars,
and as an engineeti be could not but
nilmire the skill of the practical ex-
pert who had constructed this diaboi-
teal (levier, for in spite of the pressure
on the other side hardly a drop of wa-
ter oozed through. Ile tried to reach
the shield, twit could not. It was just
beyond the touch of his fingers with
hie term thrust through the two gets
of bare, but if he could have stretched
that far with the first bar retarding
his shoulder, he knew his hand would
he helpless even if he hail some wenn-
on to puneture the steel shield. Tlio
men ev,itini droe ilea before be could
neeoruplieh anything unless he was at
II,,' lever in the passage outside.
Crawling into las cell "'olio 11.‘ heard
no more of the chatter and (Tee; of
the maniac, and he surmised that the
other two were Mrhting for places cal
bench or shelf, which was amply large
enough to have supported both bud
they not been too demented with fear
to recognise that fset. The minting
tnnn was victorious, and now he stmel
alone on the 'theta_ roaring maledie-
eons. Then there was the sannd of a
plunge, and Lermontoff. standing there
helpless and shivering. hesel tho pris-
oner swim round rind round hie cell
like a furious animal, muttering and
swearing.
"Don't exhaust yourself like that."
shouted Lerrnontoff. "If v-out want to
live, cling to the hole at (ether of the
two upper corners. The water can't
rise above you then, and you can
breathe till it subsides,"
The other either did not bear qr did
not tsetse but tore :trowel tine around in
his confined tank, thrashing the water
like a (irowning.wlsales
"Poor devil!" moaned Sett. "What's
the as' of telling him what to do? Ile
is d0Ortit'd iii any case'. The other two
Ire now better off."





We take pleasure In announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for CUT trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one nO1v
knows, but for, use in the arts
and meehanieS It is the meat
economical and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any of its
offensive odor. Next time try
it in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTCAD'S, for no uthel
Paducah druggist handles It
both Phones 756.
1k 4 pt. and bottle; 50 rebate
for bottle.
25c 1 pt. and bottle: 10c relate
for bottle.
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erIbble thromei the upper aperture In-
to daek's cell. ineretolug ana increas-
ing until th'i's was the roar of a water-
fall, and he felt the cold, splashing
drops spurt against him. Beyond this
there was silsime. It was perietpe ten
minutes after that the levee w.t•; pulled,
and the watt r belched forth from the
lower tunnel iik,, a nail race broken
loose, tenteontrily flooding the floor so
that Jack was compelled to stand on
the bench.
He sunk down shivering on the stone
shelf, laid hie urns ou the stone pillow
and burled his Nee in them.
"kly God, my Gad!" be greenest.




chaser Mid Seller Guilty.
Subseet ion IS. of Net tion 15,)7. of
the Kentucky 1,1411111S orovales, that
"Any person or persons, who shall
attempt to prevent, or prevent, any
voter from casting his ballot, shall
be deemed guilty of a felony, and
upon conviction, be confined in the
penitentiary for a period of years, or
not less than one nor more than live
years for each °Vote.-
SeVion 1591, of the Kentucky
person guilty of receiving a bribe for
Ysite at an election, shall be lined
from fifty to five hundred dollars and
he excluded from office and suffrage."
And subsection 3 of said section reads
that "whoever shall receive money or
ether thing of value to be used for
the purpcse of procuring or influenc-
ing a vote or votes shall be deemed
to have been bribed."
Every attempt to purchase a reg-
istration certificate is an attempt to
rrevent a voter from casting his bal-
lot, and renders the offender liable
to the penitentiary penalty. And
every voter who receives money or
other thing of value for his registra-
tion certificate, does so for the pur-
pose of Influencing his vote, is guilty
of being bribed, and Is liable to the
penalty fixed by the law.
Section IS91, o fthe Kentucky
statutes further provides:—"That
this chapter shall be liberally con-
strued, so as to prevent any evasions
of its prohibitions and penalties by
shift or device." And further re-
quires, that violations of these laws
shall be "given specially in charge to
the grand jury of every county first
convened after any general election."
The executive committee of the Re-
publican party in Paducah have in-
formation that attempts have been
made to purchase registration cer-
tificates in this election, and rae pre-
paring the evidence necessary to con-
sict the offenders on warrants to
be taken out before the committing
magistrates of the city.
THE ART OF CONVERSATION
She—I saw you on Deebrosses
street this morning.
He--You saw me on Desbrossea
'street this morning?





"Yes, sir, on Desbrosses street."
"This morning?"
"This very morning."
"Oh, eorne now! Do you mean to
say' you saw me on Desbrosses
street ?"
"Te he! Yes, I did."
"Yon did?"
"1 eertaln:y did see you on Des-
brasses street."
"Go 'way! You didn't see me on
Desbrosses street, did you?"
"Te he! Why,_of courfite. I saw you
on Desbrosises street?'
"You ain't foolingime, are you?"
"Of courae I ain't. I saw you this
morning."





-"This very morning." 
"Well, well!"
"It's an honest fact. I saw you on
Desbrosses street this very morning."
"Well, maybe you did."
"Of course I did."
"Maybe you did. I was on Des-;
brosses street this ;morning.— W. S.
Adkeis in Puck.
"I pilfer stocks to the races."
v ry and Small in-, Neighbor's Ditto— Oh, no; . therester sounda better than piker." — fatnity's•going with me.--meggen-Watbington Herald.
A RETURN ef •••
• LOVE LETTERS.• •
4./1-14111:at I
The average number of letters 1,11SA-
Ing between Seaton Rea-burn anti his
fiancee', May Hildreth, was ten a week.
in eighteeu mouths the aggregate
weight of thews letters was forty
pounds, The couple were desperately
in love, and the letters were written at
high pressure. Mr. Reyburn avuertel in
glowing terms that be had met hun-
dreds of girls without being in the
least influenced by them. It was only
when thrown in with one who was the
soul of honor, a model of amiability,
an angel in the flesh, that he had suc-
cumbed. Miss Ilildreth declared that
she could love no one lees than a no-
bleman of nature, and her dearest Sel-
don was ono of nature's kings. She
felt that her happineast was as safe In
his halide as it he had come down from
heaven to assume its Care.
They quarreled. It ,would be impossi-
ble to state III calm, for, einewnelther
of them remembered tt no one else
could be expected to know it. Confl-
deuce having been destroyed, the idol
each had set up was at owes shattered.
"Suppose," remarked Mr. Reyburn to
himself, "that she should sue me fur
PAGE ELEVEN
13 Years' Suzceta / Wessel by Business Mtn. Inmrporaltd. $300,000.00 Caettal
19 Collette in lb States. Joe r. Drat:shoe. rreS.
Safe
PRACTICAL BUSINESS
IE earn as tie Up-to-bait &axis ScisAls







MAIL kee;i1, r, a !, •
BY A CUICSX xdr•' voms Fag/1101.er Ulustrating ) %IL
4 FIVE persons in each county, to
  h II 01 l; hi , hen-, .tt,,nd a business college, Who will or onceasanstoo, aiitimis Te1Cgrai01Y, 1..,,tr,r;CLIP and Fend this notice (mentioning thin*nits& LAW. Mechanical Drawlas, Bust- • paper) to Drauanna's evacuee luta woes.:
PADUCAH. 314 BROADWAY;
or Evansville, Memphis or SL Louis
CAR FAMINE
,ris to prevent going into the vita-
1,: months with a grave congestion,
het now it would appear that their
tiers mieht be in vain.
l'HEIGHT SERVIt'E is ALREADY' WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PILLS,
Have you neglected your kidneys?FEELING sliORTAGE.
:Have you overworked your nervous
sytem and caused trouble with your
kidneys and bladder? Have you
oteste peins in :0Itis, side, back, groins and" • bladder? Hate you a flabby alespearance of the fare especially toiler
the eyes? If so, W1,:leuts' Kidney
Pills will cuie you—at Druggists.
PV.r•t:le nlad5rn0soc,.. Mfg. Co., Props., Cleve-
Great Demand by shipper"(
and N. Y. central Lines Could .
Use tom(it),
Chicago, Ill.. Oct. 11.---The threat-
ened car shortage, againas which the
railroads have been lighting forbreach of promise and produce ray let- months, has arrived, and business in HENRY %ARMEN, JR.tors to be read In court." "I have no
such a man would show my lettere a,
---- more or less seriously *thee. U. The
all of the eastern trafils center.; is
KENTUCKY.
doubt," mused Miss Iliktreth, 'Met REMOVED TO THIRD AND
his club."
31r. Reyburn wrote her a cold, cute'
..torn,d•di trlioftninign tios bwehsitchreat i‘za ed r
Cut-li It 
gook Bloom Rank Warts Lisa
t Uts 
"If you had been a gentleman." re 
New o
plied Niles Hildreth, "you would hTahviesi
eheresttuir iosed stated a
NEW
age is on the system east of Buffalo' 
STATE HOTEL
„117111:11oNtVea. w nt btnergth lettersa
was with a view to securing h own. lover 1,1100 cars. What the car short- -- — -
line. weat of Buffalo alone are short 'Hid Uhernr, wmig •
returned theru instantly." 
is not stated, but it is not exagg•-ra-
than to say that if the New York
"I supposed you would have first re- tral lines had 1'4,01)0 cars more the METROP4 01:1S. ILL,.turned mine," he wrote. "It is the there are at this time available Ow:lady's privilege to break finally and could use them to advantage. The fewest at:sd. 't best BalihroYte• PIN31.Iinthe city,
forever with a gentleman. Then I Lake Shore alone was unable to pro-!would have returned yours,"
"Send me my letters at once," she
wrote. "One who has acted as dis-
honorably won would not scruple to
If•ad them to others. I have no doubt
they have already gone tho rounds of
your friends."
There was silence for n time after
this. Reybure was thunderstruck that
a woman he had lOei,d would atoop to
make auch a charge and was well sat-
isfied to have broken with her, but he
felt all the more anxious to get his let-
ters. A girl who would make such an
accusation would not herself hesitate
to *bow letters that had been written
her, so he reopened the question of ex-
change and proposed sending the pack-
ages by express. Miss at first
emented.but on Inquiring thecost found
that she milk' buy considerable candy
with the money requireel. She *rote
Itcyburn that the letters might be lost.
'!'hen he suggested a mutual friend.
Miss Hildreth feared that the friend
might read the letters, but If he note,'
eouectst that one of her own sex should
be the bearer she would agree to his
plan. "No, thanks," he wrote. "My
experience with women would uot jus-
tify any such procedure." •
"And I have discovered that men are
too dishonorable for anything," she re-
plied.
Then It was arranged that on a cer-
tain night each should hide a package
in • hollow tree just outside the wall
surrounding her home, and each was
to take the package the other had left
Both stood off and watched fbr the
other to make the tirst deposit, and the
scheme fell through.
"I eknew I couldn't trust you," shewra
"A pretty scheme to get all and give
nothing." he replied.
By this time Rey burn felt sure tho
girl was keeping his letters for a pur-
pose. Every time he thought of their
extravagant phrtsses being lierlWed by
others or printed In the newspapers
be became panic stricken. Ile resolved
to secure them at any cost. Then it
occurred to him to take her letters to
her himself and receive his own from
her hands, lie wrote asking If such
a plan would meet her approbation.
She replied that she supposed there
was no other way.
It was a murky afternoon when lie -
called, and large flakes of snow had
begun to fall. He carried the letters
done up in brown paper, to which was
fastened a wood and wire handle. They
made a package the size of a large
bureau drawer. Ile was not used to
being Neeti on the street lugging mer-
chandise and was much mortified at
meeting a number of his acquaintances.
It was the etiortnous bulk that Illn-
tressed him, lie was tethered Into the
little parler Where he had sat with
Miss Hildreth so often. A bright 'fire
blazed on the hearth, contrasting pleas-
antly with the cheerless scene withatit.
Miss Hildreth was standing before the
fireplace. her face lighted by the name.
She heard Mr. Reyburn enter, but did
not turn her head. She was dressed
becomingly and looked very pretty—
not at all like an adventuress who
would sue him for breach of promise.
He could not assume a proper dignity
carryine some twenty pounds of let-
ters. He was embarrassed.
He cleared his throat to nimounce
his preseutes and she turned her beauti-
ful eyes upon him. Something told
him that he—they—had been making
fools of themselves. Ile resolved mein
an explanntion, but could not remem-
ber the cause of their quarrel. Dr en
ping the bulky package. he steppe.'
forward, seized her band and said In
a low voice:
"Mae, forgive me!"
Fergivenese was easy, but what to
do with forty pounds of letters was a
different matter. They finally con-
cluded to isle before the fire and feed
them to the flaunts. For two hours
they tossed In package after package
till all were consinned.
And now they have begun to riceumu-
late another batch.
MORRIS WYNNE.
Side athin '3,6-0t) cars of the number
demanded by its patrons. '
In view of the present phenomena,
demand for cars in many lines of ,
business, the pessimistic sta•ono, nte
of some of the railway mato: st -
are dissounted by others, who ak.• a
more hopeful view of the future. One
reason for the shortage in cars is
the great grain movement, which is
taxing the capacity of the railroads
to the limit. Last week there were
more than 64)-(1,000 bushels more
grain shipped east from Chicago than
during the previous week, and 1,-
buahels in excess of the cor-
responding week of the year previous
The flour shipments east increased
more than 6.500 barrels 'over the
previous week, and were more than
l7,500 barrels in excess of the cor-
rsaponding week of the previous year.
In all of the big traMe centers the
railroads are making strenuous ef-
After t h e Children
Start Back to School
Look out for the old trouble
with vermin In their heads.
Children een't avoid it. iiher
are compelled to daily come incontact with those infected, andvermin spread with alarming
rapidity.
Anyone is liable at any time
when traveling or in any strange
place to become infecpd, and
the only sate way to be is to
have on hand, ready for any
emergency. some
NEXALL LARKSPUR LOTION
It is the cleanest, most conven-
ient,, practical and effective
remedy for destroying bead lice
and vermin about the Ixely. It
Is a clean, clear liquid—nothing
greasy or oily .atatut It smid haS
none of the ohaotionabie fea-
tures of the ointments usually
used. A good sized bottle, suffi-
cient for family use, sells for '25 s
M c PH ER S ON'S
The &exalt store.
asses wa.vu. -1 0 large sample
looms. Bath rooms, Eicctric Light&




ST. LOUIS A TENNESSEE RIVER
PACKET COMPANY.
(lucorporated.)
FOlt THE TENNESSEE RIVER,
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee River
Every Wedneuday at 4 p. m.
IA. W. WRIGHT Master
EUGENE R()IIINSON Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Specie: excursion rates from Padu-
cah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
tr!p 55.00. Leaves Paducah every






Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
ifoplenv leave Paducah for Evans-
vele and way landings at 11 a. m.
; THE STRAafFit DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
l'andinge at S a. in, sharp, daily, ex-
Inept Sunday. Special excursion rates
;::ow In effect front Paducah to Cairo
land return, with or without meals
'and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
For further lnformation apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crunabough & Co's Oflice,
e fret and Broadwa,
Cook (to the neighbor's ditto) —
Off to the sea. are yott? Are you going
shone'
dorfer Wetter.
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, Hy.




FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY_ 
OICORPOIIATII)
We have-several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices andwill guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
INC011100 PAT CO
Livery and tsarist hrs. Feud Street and Kentucky Avenue.
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Incorpo 111—
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed:
----GernpletemathinralialS.— -









800 Elevated, Improved Lots at Auction
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY and FRIDAY
October 23 24 and 25
Terms of Sale: One-third Cash, Balance One and Two Years, With 6 Per CI. Interest
•••=1.
Street Cars Absolutely Free for Everybody to and From the Sale
PADUCAH, THE CROSSING POINT.
In addition to the great, watiations and ever inereasing volume of
business that railroads entering Paducah will get, the physical condi-
tions make it the natural creasing point, because Paducah is the most
Tntral an convenient city to the confluence of the rivers, and as the
riter is informed. the bluffs arc more favorable for bridge approaehes
on both sides, anti the solid rock bottom of the river, instead of being
too deep AA it is elsewhere, is just the right depth at Padoetth and a
short distance below for economical and safe bridge foundations, thus
inereasino the safety and durability of railroad bridges.
PADUCAH SOUTHERN ELECTRIC R. R.
This very important road from PaditAih to Mayfield. and to be
extended later to ditekson and Memphis, has been capitalized, is being
located. and will be pushed rapidly to completion. Another electric
road is projected from Paducah to Cairo. and doubtless several inter-
urban feeders to Patlueah will be built. This is the age of interurban
as well as steam railroads, and they are very convenient. successful.
profitable. and wonderful developers and enhancers of business, travel
end values. This eminty will be a net work of steam and electric roads,
and Padneah will wet her share of them. A great deal more valuable
and interestno infoormation about Padneah could be given if space
permitted, but it is not the purpose to give a thorough write-up here.
Come to this sale and see the physical eonditions, the necessity for
4.itehhor4 reanienre tots, the unoqualled tolvantagea and attractions of
bemoan' Gregory Heights for these highland homes, and then you
%till know whether or not it is the best property to buy for homes, or
tor twirl: and laroe profits.
TO PEOPLE OF OTHER TOWNS AND FARMERS.
  If you want to make money easily and quickly, why not come and
boy either as individuals, or make up companies or syndicatea of 5 to
of your own people and buy a large number of firegory Heights
lots at this sale and make the big and quick profits that Will be made
on this fine property It you want or expect to have homes in Pedu-
eat), where your families can have the benefit of the goGd schools.
soeiety anti advantage of the city, you should attend this male and
wanre lots in Gregory Heights for your homes, or to sell again for big
profits. The cost of the trip to this axle will be a trifle eompared to
the big profits you ean make on Gregory Heights lots. Remember the
time. and don't fail to come
Examine the map carefully and note Paducah's splendid. central
situation, where she has the greatest Possible advantage of the main
eavigable river system of the Cnited States, and is also in line with
the great current of railroad travel anti traffic between St. Louis, Cin-
cinnati. Chicago and the great lakes of the North: and New Orleans,
the wilt the ports of the world, and a large portion of the rapidly
growing Southern States and cities.
A FINE, PERPETUAL OPEN HARBOR.
Another of Padueah's irmat advantages is her yearo mind open
harbor. The island opposite the harbor divides the waters or the Ohio
itul Tennessee. so that the. water and ice of the Ohio flow by on the off
or far side of the harbor, while the warmer water of the Tennessee
flows directly into the harbor, end thus Padueah's fine harbor is kept
'open and free of ice the year round. River Map Showing Paducah's Splendid Location.
Gregory Heights Co.
524 Broadway,Taducah, K.
C. E. Jennings, Secy. and Treas.
. - -
HOW THE SALE WILL BE CONDUCTED.
This sale will be held mainly under a large tent, with seats that
will be comfortable and restful. "A large cloth tl,e
property on a large scale, with the blocks in coat
dimensions of the lots in plain figures, will be put up in the tent, and
Cach lot, as offered will be indicated by an arrow head. Each lot will
be sold with the privilege of as many adjoining lots, side or rear.
under one bid, as purchaser may desire, so that purchasers may secure,
by one bid, as much ground as they may desire, and in any shape they
may desire it. Lots will not be sold solidly, the purpose being to reserve
a portion of each block for future sale. But every purchaser will h; 
privilegeof taking, at one bid, as many lots in a solid body as desire.i.
even to the half or whole of a block. ' Some of the lots that are in the
groves and can not be seen from the tent, will be flagged and sold
right on the ground. The purpose in announcing a three days' sale
is to have ample time for all to carefully examine the beautifui
ground and select what they want. If the third day be not needed, the
sale will close the second day; therefore all who wish to attend should
do so on the first and second days. If weather be suitable, there will
he a sale and concert on the ground by moonlight and electric light
Wednesday night, the 23rd, at 7 o'clock, and also at a eeotral place
in the city Thursday night, the 24th, at 7 o'clock, so that all who wish
to attend the sales and can not do so during the daytime, can attend
one or both of the night sales. Notice of the regular program or v
changes in it. will be given in the city newspapers. Broadway c,,:,
will run every ten'minutes right to and from the sale without change,
and free for all both ways.
T. A. FRIERSON, Auctioneer.
PADUCAH STATISTICS.
County Seat of McCracken county. Population, 30,000
°realest and best growth in last three years.
Number rboats per annum, 2,500, handling 25,000 tons of freight.
Navigable rivers, 3,000 miles, furnishing the lowest water ship-
ping rates.
Spent in public improvements in four years, over a million dollars.
Number of industries in city, 146, employing 5,000 persons.
Volume of Padurah business per annum, eighty million dollars.
Traveling salesmen sent out from city, three hundred and eighty.
Bank clearings, thirty-five million dollars.
Cotton working plants, two, and two hundred employes.
Coal mined annually in radius of 50 miles of Paducah, five hun-
olrel thousand tons.
Timber handled last year, ten million feet. Crone ties, per annum,
ten million.
It is claimed that Paducah is the third largest tobacco center in tho,
country, has thirty acres of tobacco warehouse space, and that valuet:f the tobacco crop is over three million dollars per annum.
Death rate, only 14 to the thousand. Sewerage and sanitary eon-
lit in, good.
City beautifully laid out, streets wide, drives and sidewalks fin.-
and being extended.
Best harbor on Ohio riVer for boats in winter.
Large marine ways and docks for building and repairing boats.
Fine churches, schools, library, hospitals, banks, stores, hotels.
market house, parks and other attractions.
T. A. Frierson,
ReallEstate Dealer, Promote! and Developer,
Apanitta. _
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